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EDITOR'S NOT

There is a certain feeling of satisfaction which. I am sure, anyone experiences when he looks
at the'reahiatton of a hope. or a learn The International and ldtercultural Communication
Annual is by nO,pie,ans out of its infancy. But it exists. A few years-:ago it was nothing more
than the hope'l group of scholars&ho wer4;onvinced that the increasing importance of
international and" intercultural human relations called for the development of a specific.
specialised periodic publication . .

lipoknig at the first issue and statements I made in introducing the Annual to its readers. I
am certain that sane of tU hypes I expressed then have not been realized But, after
returning from several trips to different parts of the world, and conferences with colleagues
in a number 'of different nations: I am more convinced than ever that we need a consistent
source of encourageir;ent. an al ella' for the exchange of idOs, a fitibricati"o1) which combines
the practical aspects of out interests ''" h the very best of -6ur academic capabilities

To me the pages of the first three issu represent great deal more' than the written
expression of scholarly effort They represent friendships which have formed. insights which
have been gained More 'than that, they are' an indication that both older and younger
scholars, teachers' and practitioners from a varibq .01- academic disciplines are keenly aware
of the multiple challenges which lesidt when hin-On beings reach across the boundaries of
cult ure and political entities to accomplish those 'filings which they considecnnport ant and
meaningful.

`One of the messages which has beeome clearer to'me as time goes by is that I need to
develop the tolerance or the ability to live with, accept. and even 1p grateful for tire di'v'ersity
of human experiences and achievements It is dear that the approaches which the natural-
sciences have provided us, only resulted in limited insights into human behavior. Now it
appears that a' generation of scholars is in the aseendancy which insists on using every
available means, every available methodology, every available phdrosophical basis to fLrn
more about human beings and the interactional processes Which are 'so vital to their

1

existence I personally welcome that diversit of approach end insight I hope that the pages
tf this issue, as well as the pages ,of earlier anuals. reflect at least sonic of the new. exciting.
and insightful directions which many scholars arjund the world are taking.

It is also satisfying to' know that we are more than ever "talking tdeach other", that is , that
we have begun in many meaningful ways to bring together specialists from .different
disciplines who have discovered the value-and contribution of the work of others. Hopefully,
we will learn'from our...past 'mistakes in defining our human efforts so narrowly and with
such fervor that conciliation or cross fertilization became almost impossible.

There have, been those who have actively encouraged these early efforts at providing a

periodical, and I have'expressed my gratitude to them in the past. No °neat this point has
discouraged. attacked, or destroyed Thus the Annual has begun under a "good star" and it
should contmete to Merit the encouragement o' those who not only wish it well, but will
make certain that they contribute .to its future success There Ore enough of us by now who

ti
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have developed the professional nd' personal maturity to take pleasure in building rather, -

than in undermining br tearing down I especially appreoare the encouragietent of
administrators at Peppeidine University who made it finamAally possible, and without whose
help.tlqventure would never have come about" at this early chub . ' .

I also appreciate, the encouragemeAt acid cooperation colleagues in already existing
organizat tons who, rather than feeling threatened byt4 "nerjnper",in the field, understood
that there was room for "one more I-also sini.erely hope that my colleagues in,SCA will

bnntinue to f 'el throughout the years 'to come tha't their faith 'in this effort has been-
justified..

IT there is one thing I would wish for the future, it is that each new generatioi'i of editors.and
writers w411 keep vigorous and determined watch over the mural dream of a publication
which should du more ihal3 serve Ihnite4, self,seeking interests, when 'instead, the entire field
of communication needs to make vital contributions to the welfare of Mankind

Fred I. Casmir
Editor
Deceinhci 1976
Malibu. California
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. LANGUAGE AND INFORMATION PROCESSING:
AN APPROACH TO INTERCULTURAL COMMUNIC

Duane D. Pettersen

Infroduct

Within the last decade Intercultural Communication has received extensive interest and
attention. A number of articles and texts have appeared with the label "intercultural" or
"cross-cultural" in their titles. One of the most recent and exciting texts' focuse's on six
primary cvicepts f6r studying intercultural communication. They are language. nonverbal
codes,_ attitudinal and value orientations, thought patterning (information processing or
cognitive complexita-mterpreter/translator as mediator between cultures, and the role of,
the intercultural communicator as persuader

Although the present article focuses on the role of language in intercultural winmunication.
similar concepts are relevant. Condon and Yousels concept of language is disected into

psyNolinguistics. sociolinguistics, Lind et hnolinginstu.s, then re-mtergrated via the
concept of information processing. Information processing is similar to at least three of the
concepts listed by Condom and Yousef., attitudinal and value orientations,
thought-patterning as it affects and is affected by indiviqual communicators, and the level of
processing otilthe interpreter/translator as mediator among cultural communicative styles.

Communication is relevant to three of the Condon and Yousef concepts those of
nonverbal codes, attitudinal And value orientations and the role of the intercultural
comniunintor as a persuader. Thus the present article parallels the work of Condon and
Yousef and 'reinforces a conceptual integration of the emerging field of intercultural
communication.

Some-of the concepts used here are rather technical because of the specialized fields
reviewed. fltas presented are;_representative of the 3rious significant fields relevant to
intercultural communication Numerous references are provided for individuals serious in-
studying the role of language in intercultural communicationt

Intercultural communication' is a very btoad and complex area. Similarly the study of
language behavior is based upon multidisciplinary fields-of study. Thus a researcher, teacher
or practitioner of language in' intercultural communication requires a thorough
understanding of much of the conceptual and empirical data in numerous individualized
disciplines The present at mpt is to employ

for
concept of information processing as

primary concept -and as integrating concept for assistance in understanding the field of
.language in intercultur communication.

Information Processing

James Miller desciibes language as an artifact, an information processing artifact that in most
societies is a prostheses, i.e., an inveiition which'carries out some critical process essential to
a living system, Part of the goal of language study is to determine what are the critica
processes in a society for which language becomes a primary f -tion. Miller writes.

%, .
Whether it be a natural language or -the machine language of sofa computer
system, it is essential to information processing. Often stored, only in human
brains and expressed only by_human lips, it can also, be recprded on non-living
artifacts like stones, books, and magnetic tapes. It is pot of ittelf a dy amic
system that can change. -It changes only when`man chan es it. As long a it is

9
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used it is in flux, becuase ti must remain compatible with the everZ:hanging living

systems that use it. But the, change emanates from the risers, and without their
impacts the language is inert, The artifactual language used in any information
transtion in .a system datermines many essential aspects of that system's
structure and process (Whorl.; 1956). Because artifacts are the products of
living systems, they often mirror aspects of their producers and thus have
systems characteristics of their own,2 .

In the above.lengthy quotation, Miller provides a rationale fo,r my approach to the study of
language. First, languSge is a sy steniwith a structure units and relationships which is

relatively stable over a period of time.Second, language is produced by human beings and
thus a given language structure is dependent up.on ,the particular individual(s) using the
struct ure and the particular fActions or use of the language-for the individuals

Third. the particular language structure employed within a given space and:time dimension,
'is dependent upon the relationship(s) amon twii or more users of the language within a
given context dnd with specafijpurposeS- of the users. Fourth, one's culture has a definite

effeit upon the study of language in chat cultural relationships' provide indications of the
overall functions of the language used, e.g!, 'socialiAtion which in America is achieved
primarily through language but in some cultures is achieved with very little use of language

FinallyAiller views language as important and essential to infoimation processing. i e., to
understand how a given individual "selects, stores, processes. and uses information.

1,inguage is a key variable_in helping us understand how an individual thinks,land perhaps
how an enure culture "thviks.- Here I propose that the understanding of a society's'value.s`1",

politics, economics, religion, art, and coMmunication can be better understood through
_viewing language as a key.to human inforniation processing Thus, in my model (see below),

information' processing is -represented by a veraital system which is a key to relating the

sir y of each of the horizontal _systems lingnistics, psycholinguistios; socialinguistits;

hnolinguist les, and communication

The model below represents a schematic for conaptualizing a systems approach to the study,
of language. Each of the areas in the model provides a Stificant contribution to the study
of language in an international and intercultural context.

[CATION

5z
goc to Li(N GutSiqcS

0
PSYCHPLIN GUIS,TICS

rn
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rn
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Ilymes-s emphasizes the need to study language from a multidisciplinary lierspecliveas does,
the model In viewing the model, we see a "shaft" rtiniiing vertically through the horizobtal
systems of through the center of the cone The vertical "shaft;' is labeled. "Information
Processing System," or cognitive, complexity system Such JsyStems deal with the internal
structure of an iprlividual, i e , the selection, storage, processing, and using of information.
Although information processing refers to a,broad spectrtnn of kinds of cognitive processing
(e.g. Visual Infqrmation Processing),the focus of this article corwerns how, an individual
processes linguistic (lata and how that processing is influenced by psychological, sociological,
cultural and communicative variables.

Language Perspectives

For years linguists have studieta the elements of language based upon speech production ol
informants of given language cultures Once the speech samples were obtained the individual

the infoimant was no longer considered nor was his culture, his purposes and limetionp
for the speech samples nor his relationships with significant otherS.:Tike informant's ability
to process information rum his own culture as 'well as the coinimn6:.ative culture of the
interviewer was given little attention.

Chomsky4 provided great changes in thelinguistic fields. What he contributed was primarily
a psychViltigical theory of linguistics which considered not only phonological components,
but syntactical and semantic processes as well. Ills theory of linguistic competence as
=differentiated from lingifistic performance, set linguistic study firmly based u1 the field of
psychology and tlie,psychOlcigy of language and language use,5

Chromsky's theory of generative -t ransfotmational gramma r initiated the extensive study of
"psycholinguistics." A number of scholars 6 have provided research and summaries of
psycholinguistic studies The primary.einphasis was to.deteemine if au-behavioral orreltdes,
i.e., individwil differences in human behavior, supported some of,the theoretical constructs
developed by Chomsky Ui both linguistic competence and performance. (competence is
what an individual, consciously or unconsciously, knows concerning his language system, .

linguistic performance is the actual speech production ()fan individual in given contexts )

From psycholinguistic research numerous.concepts.and relationships pushed in Chomsky's
theory were confirmed. Still other-relationships in Choinsky:s-thiory of language, especially
irr the areas of semantics and pragmatics are yet to be suppoited.:Nevertheless, the role of
pychology and the theories acid methodologies of the social scienas gained credible

positions in the studies of language and language behavior.

While psychologists and some linguists were establishing behavioral correlates of linguistic
variables, HymeS and Gumperi edited a series of articles under the rubric of an
"ethnogaphy of communication!'" Hymes called attention lo.

the nee 7for fres4 kinds of data, to the need to investigate the use of language in
context of situation and discern patterns proper to speech activity ... [it] must
.take context a community investigating its communicative habits as a
whole.

/

1
/ .
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Ilymes was Lilt ical of the linguistic autonomy of the analysis ot self ;contained structure lie
opted to integrative studies-of language and a concern for consideration of social contexts
and the fuwiiin of speech for given individuals Ilymes states

People do not all. everywhere. use language to the same degree. in the same
sit tiations.Nr for the same situations. pr for the same lungs. some people toc US
upon language more than others Such ddlerences in the place of a 1anguage in
the communicative system of a people cannot he assured to be without influence
on the depth of language's influences on such things as world view.8

Hynes further stated

It is not that linguistic., do not have a vital role Well dimly red linguistic materials
are -indispensable. and the logic ot linguistic methodology is a piinciple influence
un the ethnogiaphic peispective of the appioach It is tattle' that it is not
linguistic. but ellmogiaphy not language. but communication which must
provide thehame ot reference within wink:11;11w place of language hn culture and
society is to be described'

., .

r .

The Wolk by Guniperr and Humes jnov4ded a primly emphasis for the renewed
involvement by sociologists and anThropologists in the study ot Itinguage.4ipiguage behavior.
and language contexts as iclated to intercultural communication Hy ines10 prjivided. what

c
tiii author considers one ot the most exciting and poteinially influential docume9ts in the
field of an ;itlinogiaphy of communicalion. In this boiik. fly mes draws extensively/upon the
fields of huguistics, s.q.iology i anthroimlogy. ,folklore. poetics and communication 'The
primal:), deficiency' of the text is Ilymes. use of the wordi:onininicatnin as (it i used of
information and cy beinetic theories. Fly mes dues not draw _upon the wealth of ,Ormation

from psccholingUrsticiresearch not that from such bas,.i.c communication texts as Byre and
Vv'atrfawick et. al. r 1 and more recent writings in the., fields of small groups. gene'ai semantics. l

(
dyadic communication. and verbal andnonverbal cortelates ochum.in transactions--4These
interpersonaJcommunication contributions provide impo,rt ant and 4lecessary functii.As' in

. understandiof language use in 'human and' cross-cult unil. communication
contexts. .- ...,,,_ s \ -. .. .

' .61....tif
t More recent wxrks'ori the huguistic cclitipete.nce q..i-t !Alien and neut'olingtustic research.12

are ploviding additional in fvrmation for the r<erstanding of language systems and language.,
behavior, as will as 1;e-emphasizing the iitt-Few.tdnce of.a jiroader 4stems perskctive within
the nguage fields. A systems approach provides the necessary breaddr.und integratioit of
elevant subsysteijs to heuristically approach a theory of longuage and communication

., ,.. ,,
A Ivvs yea's ago, I began anattemptio prLrvide an integration for la c9nceptual approach to
the study ut language 13 The paper integrated linguistics. psycholthguistics, sociolinguistics t
and interpgrsonil communication. This paper continues in a sinirlr vein adding' sow
signilicant dgrumsions -by focusing on information procesing which hopefully .wilt shed

Amore light on an understanding of human' behavior in intercultural contexts

'

,*
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LINGUISTICS The model in Fig. I sug tlhe stAy of linguislics is inclisYenLible,
Le , the identification and orenization of baste eleMents which are potentially usable for
any given individhal, society or culture, It is these Units and the linguistic competence of
Language -users which are, necessary to tmderstana the lingtustic performance if a Iliatiye
speaker." Howelier, Understanding of linguists is not enough to develop a theory of language._
That is, it is not sufficient to only Undeistand the potential lexicon and rules of syntactic
structure, Ekcellent reviews of these approaches14 cane available, as well as a .uOmparative
view of behavioristic and generative linguistics- systems.15 Many .questions are Oft
unanswered by these theories of linguistics and language. 1-Low ddes one describe the
comfit nieation systems of which linguistia is a part^ What are the social positions of
individuals which differentially evaluate pronunciations, use of lexicon and grainma.r^ What
are the roles of langudge in the socialisation processes^ Styles of speech, functions of

.language for:social groups and cultural syst.em, the communicative needs, °Lc:61°ns and
contexts, and competencies of language users = all are left unexplIned by usual linguistic
theories Such questions are very important for the,develupment of a theory of language in
intercultural communication.'

PSYCHOLINGUISTICS. Psychology and the study of psycholinguistics (a term which came
into prominence in the early 1950's) provides another indispensable input for identifying
behavioral correlates of particular -linguistic components Psycholinguistsi 6 have attempted,
to not only verify, linguistic theories (primarily the generative theory of Chomsky), but also
have provided valuable information about effects of language on human behavior. Language
acquisition, second language learning, language learning and 'performance of deaf, aphasic.
and retarded iticlividua.ls, problems of meaning and language-use in specified contextsoareatlx
was of exploration whA have been greatly stimulated by psychohnguistic studies.

MacNeill7 has recently looked at linguistic categories of relationship and attempted to
correlate the syntactic units with cognitive development or informationyrocessing levels of
individual personality;. Pthonality variables such as information processing systems appear to
be, one, fruitful approach to better integrate levels of language study. Information which
impinges upon an individual from the various systems of the ,model, are likely to play a
major role in understanding human behavior, whether at tht individual, social or cultural
levels.

SOCIOLINGUISTICS Sociology and the study of sociolinguistics is another indispensable
area ,of study in the development .of a theory of language. Sociolinguistics, an acceptedleim
developed in the early 1960's, is concerned with the understanding of sociological behavior
of srhall groups, institutions, social class and other social systems within a culture.
Sociolinguistics helps one in better understanding the communicative economy of a society.

Traditions, rules and norms which apply to required, expected and voluntary roles apd
behaviors exhibited in society provide significant information concerning the functions of
language' use by individuals.

6The kinds of communicative events, the relationships among the components, capacity,
states and activities as a whole of a culture, provide significant inputs to language theory
development.

1
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Research by Bernstein 18 in England, and verified by Pettersen19.in the United States.
provides relevant information concerning social class, family communication styles and
implications for education. Sociolinguists Labov, Williams, and Shuy 2° attempt to develop
,significant relationships between linguistic systems and various social systems in order to
better understand the77:-.1Thmunicative competencies and roles:of groups in a cultUre-.

One of the significant influences upon an individual's information processuk is' that of
environment. Environment,' simplistic to complex, has a direct bearing upon the level at
which ohe percieves, codes, priicesses. stores and encodes ilormation. It is not only thef
complexity of the social environment, but the psychological as well as cultural influences
which highly effect cognitive information processing. Thus to better understand and develop
a theory of human language behavior. information processing systems appear highly relevant
in integrating various levels of language study.

ETHNOLINGUIST1CS The rola of anthropology in the development of a theory of
Janguage adds some significant diniensions while at the same time overlaps and reinforces a
sociolinguistic perspective Ethpolinguistics (a term which emerged into prominence in the
late 1940's1 or an ethnography of communication concerns what a group of participants.
their .personalities. and culture do for and to a language Hymes states

Finally, the "role of languagoin thought and culture obviously cannot be assessed
fol bilinguals until the role of each for their language is assessed;, but the same is
true for monolinguals since in. diffeient societies language enters differentially
into educational expenencek transmissions of beliefs, knowledge, values.
practices and conduct Such differences may obta.tri- even between different
groups within a sinie*1.e.ky with a single language...2i

In the United States much of the ethnolinguistic study has been with Native American
tribes. Black, Mexican-Americans, and Eskimos The relative function of language and verbal
skills may vary quite significantly within and across cultur,a1,4cstems. As an example. we

1414(
might contrast the highly pragmatic emphasis of verbal skills in the United States middle
class culture with that of the Pally ans of south India. The Paliyans "communicate very little
at all times and become almost silent by the age of 40. Verbal, comnrcrnicative persons are
regarded as abnormal and often as offensive."22

Frymes23 provides many of the references and examples showing the relevance of
anthropologists and more specifically ethnologists, to the development of theories Of
language.

COMMUNICATION. The last level of the model to be discussed is communication, i.e., the
individual assignment of meaning to linguistic messages. As Hy mes suggests. "in order to
develop models or theories of the interaction of language and social life, there must be
adequate descriptions of that inte,raction.24 The approaches to study those interactions'need
to cut across and ,build upon the individual philosophies, alid methodologies of separate
disciplines. We need an ethnography of speaking and communicating an ethnography (in a
broader sense than that of Hy mes) of messages and message-use by individuals, groups,
societies, and cultures.

tp. 0
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Such a discipline, communications h attempted to do just that. Communication
departments are basically interdisciplltary in nature. The attempts at understanding message
systems employed by dyadic transactions,25 small groups and organizational institutions,4
helping relationships,27 and many other areas (as represented in Budd& Ruben)28 attest to
the relevance and influence which communication fields may have upon a theory of language
behavuir and cultural communication systems. Interpersonal Communication focuses upOn
the description, prescription and prediction of human behavior based upon linguisti,&.,
psychological, and cultural information. Thus, the study of communication and
communicative messages plays d significant role for international and intercultu-ral language
study

Conclusion

The study of language in intercultural communication may be approached from a number of
philosophical and methodological positions The model developed in this paper focuses upon
a system of levels of language study with an information processing system employed to
integrate the levels 'Information processing sy stems are receiving attention in psychology -
CommunicologistsV are increasingly paying, close attention to information processing
systems. And recently Condon and Yousef disclOSed information processing (thought
patterning) as a ce,ntral concept in intercultural communication. At the last ICA convention
in Chicago. 19'5. at leastfialf dozen papers were concerned with the area. Members of one
division of ICA. Information Systems, spend a la?ge amount of time and effort
conceptualizing and researching the significance of information processing levels upon the
understanding of communicative phenomena Infoimation processing systems. the ways that
individuals decode. process. store. and encode information, provide an important anti
necessary function for integrating levels of language study The present approach
conceptualizes an important systems model for approaching the development ofri theory of
tanguage and language behavior for those interested in international and intercultural
communicauon.

1 3'
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THE MAJOR TRIAD REVISTED
A POTENTIAL-pUIDE FOR INTERCULTURAL RESEARCH

Sharon Ruhly

A cursory survey of texts) in the area of internitional intercultural communication suggests
that E. T. Hall is among the most frequently refgrenceid,writers. In the main, readers gf.the
texts Are entertained by Hall's anecdotes of mishaps as culture meets culture or are
instructed in the varying ways that people relate to time and space. While practitioners
describe the importance of affect and the "out-of-awareness',' nature of culture,2 the writers
devote little space to Hall's discussion of levels of culture and their associated levels of affect
and awareness.3 Yet members of the latt% group the writers have over the years
described two main needs in the area of intercultural research. the need for a t of
theoretically related concepts4.and the need for relating Lross-cultural (com'arative) st dies
to the study of intercultural communication (that which occurs at the interface o two
cultures).5 '

In light of this situation, it can be argued that although scholars are aware of the writings of
E. T. Hall, they have largely ignored the portions of his writings that could provide the
needed directions' for research. To develop the argument, the discussion that follows is
prgazed into two parits. The first portion reviews two of..Hall's typologies and the
relationships he posits InrwAn them. The second portion presents the implications of Hall's
framework for three areas. cross-cultural research, intercultural research, and training
methods.

\-k Hall's Intercultural, Framework

The Typology of Cultural Levels

Ahhough the conscious and -u,nconscious nature 4sculture have been present for some time,
Hall (working with Trager) ppstulated'three, rather than two, le,/els. Thus under the rubric
of the "major triad" we are Oresented With a typology consisting of three,kinds of levels of
culture. For each typis, Hail presents statements about learning, awarepess, affect and
change. Hall originally stated that "it is extremely difficult to practio mora,than one
element of the formal, inforthal, technical triad at the same time without paralyzing results,"
but that "...while one will dominate, all three are present in any given sittiation.'"(,?Thus we
are led to believe that we could take any give vent .or example of,behavior and pike it into k
one of these three categories. 4\

In a later article on adumbration, however, Hall indicates that the initial delineation of the
three levels "was somewhat oversiuiplifed."14.then attempts to correct this situation by
-Wringing these concepts into !hie with information theory.? Definitions at this point become
somewhat difficult to locate:but the reope,ntatiOn seems to appear in Hall's hypothesis.

the forTal or technical mbssage is more often understood than the informal, bur,
since the latter influences the meaning of the former, there is always a parataxic
element)(noise) present in any conversation and this element becomes greater as
cultural distance incoasei.8,

Therefore, it would seer, that to the "oversimplified" version is added the notion of the
interAfluence of levels at they. affect meaning. It becomes necessary not only to note what
level a participant is operating on at any given moment, but also what levels precede and
foltolw.

19
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What precisely is the nqture of each of thesethree types? My Interpretation of each is
described btiefly,in the discussion below and is,organized categorically in Table 1.

The formal level of culture is concerned with the traditional. The past is influential at this
level and everyone has knowledge of it. Learning occurs at this level through "precept and
admonition " The le:rior makes a mistake and is corrected. The formal appears to operate at ,

the level of consciousness but does not allow for alternatives of behavior. Emotion seems to
accompany almbst evety instance of the formal, and deep emotions are particularly
connected to violatihns of formal standards. This area is highly resistant to change.

The info rural level of culture is situational in nature and deals with accepted adaptations and
modifications on the formal Learning occurs through modeling at this level, without much
awareness of rules involved. This area of culture is almost entirely out of awareness. No
affect is involved so long as the rules are followed, but a great deal of emotion or tension,
accompanies the breaking of these rules. Change seems to be erratic and unpredictable here.

The technical level is characterized by articulated- rules.. It is learned through a primarily
one-way, teacher-to-student., informatioQ flow. Behavior at this level is fully conscious
(within our awareness) and is characterized by little or no emotion. Hall feels that emotion
may accompany_the breaking of rules at this level, but I would suggest that we are actually
entering the formal level when this occurs. Changes can be introduced at this level with the
greatest of ease in comparison to the formal apd informal levels.

Frani this description, it appears that the three levels differ in terms of learnnig, awareness,
affect and change. In an intercultural encounter, it would seem that we can expect affect to
be present if one or more of the participants is operating at a formal level or if rules have
been violated at an infolmal level.

As an eAample, an intercultural communication workshop'would become more emotionally
charged as disccission moves to formal or informal levels, or as the practitioners put it, as
"intellectualizing" is avoided. Furthermore, frf,process observation is technical in nature,
drawing attention to inforrnal'adaptations, we can perhaps anticipate that'such observation
may "paralyze." the ongoing communication patterns..
The Primary Message Systems

The typology of the primary message systems is probably much morenfamiliar than is the
major triad. This situation, in conjunction with the title The'Silent Language, may account
for the popular belief that the book deals with "body language." Because of the familiarity
of the pntnary message systems, they will be reviewed only briefly here. As will be seen in
the next sections, this typology has. much greater potential utility when viewed in
conjunction with themajortriad.

A Primary Message System (PMS) is a type of human activity which i (1) rooted in a widely
shared biological activity, (2) is capable of analysis on its own termsi.vithout reference to the
other systems, and (3) is reflective of the rest of culture. ThePrIMary Message Systems,are
ten in number interaction, association, subsistence, bikxuality; erntoriality,ktemporality;
learning, play, defense, and exploitation.9

r
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TABLE 1: THE LEVELS OF CULTURE
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*These relational statements arc tentative in nature. For a brief explanation of types see Gregory A. Kimble and Norman Garmezy, Principles of General

Psychology. 3rd ed. (New York: The Ronald Press Company, 1968)pp. 260-261. .
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With these ten primarj7tnessa'grsygtems, Ball and Trager con strucca6 ten by ten matrix or
map of culturc 10 'Each PMS combines with itself and each of the other nine PMS's to
provide descriptors that should cover all aspects of culture. The grid is abstracted in Table 2.

PMS's as
noun
categories

TABLE 2. PMS MATRIX

PMS's as reflected in adjective categories

group

itctivities

informal

individual activities

Thus. the cell where learning (horizontal) combines with sexuat(vectiCal, adjective reflecting
PMS of biseuality) contains.aspeas of what the Sexes are taug)ifiR a giyen culture., .

.

Relatiopship of th'e Two Typologies
.

At least wo,interesting'elemenm occur in this grid as constructed by Hall and*Trager. First, °
hoWeverii-, is useful to note the basis on whichthe PMS's were ordered to construct the grid.Os
Hail and Trager chose_-the occler given a'bovd because - "it- was closest- to theqctual
phylogenetic prder, that is the order inWhich tht activities are learned and integrated in the
life history of teach organism." I 1 With the PMS's ordered in this manner, Hall and Trager
report that_a diagonal drawn froth the upper left of the manitc to the lower right represents a
move from formal to infognal through technical levels of culture. Areas above the diagonal
reflect individual activitie5: areas below,, group activities. Thus tt might be reasoned_that as
an event moves frorn'tffe area of exploitation to learning or subsistence: it also has greater
chances of being informal or Tormal inmature.

And yet we are aware of the fact that what is formal in one culture may exist at an informal.
or technical level in another. Hall gives 'us the example of religion.12 Whereas in
Predominantly Catholic countries, religion may be treated formally, in the U.S., it exists at a
more technical level. Hall's matrix; therefore, would not seem an adequate predictor of level
of culture for a given event across all cultural groups. Hall does indicate, however, that
"most societies rank the sysfeMis differently from the order given. "13 It seems possible,
then, that the matrix produced by a given society may reflect its own formal, inforna and
technical areas of culture. This notion is further reinfofced by the idea that if lower rankings
reflect lower levels of affect, it is reasonable that the intersection of these levels (lower right
of the diagonal) would represent the technical level of culture. It is possible, then that the
phylogenetic ordering may represeni a "cultural average" that would result from combining
the orders-fronT all societies.

2,3

1.
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Thus Ilan presents us.with tf,vo intetrelated typologies. The first, the Major Triad, delineates
three levels of culture 'de.slinbed in terms of learning, awateness, affect, and relation to
change:The second, the ten Primary Message Systems, reflects types of intirrelated huniim
activity present in all cultures. When a matrix of the ten PMS'is is constructed on the basis of
phylogenetic order, we find that intersection sy steins" developed "early represents the
formal level, of those"developed later, the informal level, and of those developed last, the
technical level. Finally, societies vary in their intlividual ranking of the Primsary Megsage
Systems.

The Utility of Hall's Framework

Mainly the discussion this far has abstracted selected sets ot categories from E. T. Hall's The

Silent Language. TI abstraction was bided by the need to isolate elements. of the
ty pologies that appear to have the greatest utility for guiding future research in thearea of
intercultural communication. i contend that resears,:h based upon- these syste,ms has several
advantages. It gives a direction to cross-cultural research that may permit us systematically
to relate this knowledge to what occurs in the intercultural situation. It allows us to draw
upon'already coruleted etfinogrSphic studies. it may allow for the theoretically justified'
introduction of mathematical procedures.which are currently being developed. Finally, it
may allow tiur research to be more directly applicable to training methods currently in use.
Rather than supporting each Of these statements separately, I divide theremainder of
the. discussion onto three broad areas application to cross-cultural studies, testable

_
hypotheses intercultural research, and application to training methods.

Application to Cross Cultural Research

Cross-cbtural research should be directed to operationalization and validation of Hall's
relational' statements (see Table I) across as many cultures and e'ents as possible most .

particularly across those groups frequently in contact with each other in the "global
community" If his relationships hold, we will have identified the three levels fur each group
studied and will have at our disposal Lenin indicators by witch we may classify additional
activities according to level.

There appear to be several approaches to th s task, shine of which involve the re-examination
of already existent literature% First, as Hall implicitly suggests, it is possible to let members
bf the culture under study rank the 10 Primary Message Systems themselves. The diagonal of
a matrix famed from these rankings may then be considered the* index to the formal,
informal and technical levels within that culture.

It" seems this matrix construction may be carried out through a simple ranking or through a
More ,complex measunng technique. Joseph ,Wo'elfell4 is currently involved in the

. detelopment of "procedures for the precise [metric] measurement of cultural processes
Although description of Woelfei:s work is beyond the scope of this article, two of his
definitional statements suggest; that his, methods niay have something to contribute to
intercultural theory building. He defines "definition" at a personal levelas

' a process of relating objects of thought to ea ch other. Fundamentally this'
1

involves taking note of °similarities and differences between objects; or

L
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identifying the attribute's of an object (or the self) with similar attributes of
different objects, and differentiating the attributes of the object from those
attributes of the objects' [sic.] which are different,IS

,

The above, then, is a description of-our categorization orocess. Our ideinification of sett is
the process winch involves the "establishment of relationships to objects in the conceptual
environment other than self." Cillture according to Woelfel is "the arithmetic mean 'of the
self conceptions of all members of the culture." It

t
may be represented accurately as the average matrix D.
where any entry di) is the arithmetic mean conception of
the distances or dissimilarities botweeif objects i or j as
seen by all members of the culture. 16

If we allow the PMS's to be considered objects of the culture, W,oelfel:s approach may allow
fol the develoPMent of cultural piofiles ui which not only 'order, but also distance is
represented As we move toward the development of cultural matrices, the possibility and
potential of such quantification should be considered.

As matrices are being developed, ethnographies of the culture should be re-examined for at
least two types of statements those relating to child- rearing praLtices (learning) and those
dealing with the awareness component. Ongoilig studies util;zuig, partypant observation
*should also direct themselves toward theSe matters, and additionally attempt to
operationalize and record levels of affect for the activities they observe.

Derivation of Testable Hypotheses for Intercultural Communication Research

If the cross-cultural studies, outlined above, serve to support the relationships indicated bx
we havd at least three testable hypotheses-to appb to the intercultural situation. In

essence each of Weise Three hypotheses are trouble shooters, that is, they attempt to predict
wheh difficult:), may occur in an intercultural encounter. First, we may reason that if one OT
more of the participants is engaging in, or discussing, a forint(' activity, they will be working
at a constantly high level of affect, It may be possible to expect more polarized and
opinionated reactions from them at this point. Secondly, if one or more of the participants
are engaging in an informal activity, we mayanticipate ",sudden," seemingly unpredictable,
levet of affect and difficulties iii cOmmuniqtion, Finally, if informal rules differ among
participants hi the period immediately preceding or following a technical discussion, we may
antfcipat,e misunderstanding for the technical portion as well (concept of adumbration).

Application to Training Methods

Examination of the issues outlined above should provide insights ntodthe broad area of
experiential vs. cognitive training. This insight appears to have ramifications for at least three
spedfic areas.

First we will have an anthropologically -grounded theoretical base out of which to examine
culture general vs. oh ure specific approaches to training., To date we seem to have little data

as to which is the superior approach." Culture specific training in which we are given a
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specific set of rules and nornis for the host cult ure.would seem.to correspond to a technical
approach. It is possible that for cultures such as the Manus,'who treat then culture

itechrucally,18 that a technical, cultirre-specitic, approach will be the best. That,is, the type
of traming'should perhaps be geared to the level of culture at which the event under
consideration exists.

Secondly, but related tothis first area, we may want to consider more carefully the level pf
culture at %Mich a given event exists forVli cultures who are in contact. For example,
there are two National Film Board Films treat} g the customs and tradition of the Iroquois
Longhouse The Anglo produced film, The ronghouse People, appears to wort. at a formal

level. The Native ierican produced Wm, T /tese are My People, uses,moreof a technical
approach. For an au ience who-treats religion formally the forqaer_filtu may be superior, for
an audience, such as contemporary U.S. youth, who treat religion technically the latter lilay
be superior. Research needs to be directed to this question.

.. . ., .

Finally we may peed td. reexamine the nature and role of intellectualizing in the
intercultural "communicatiop wUrkshop. Intellectualizieg seems conteptually sinidar to

-operating at the technical kid of clirre. Therefore, what may be mtelleytualizing for one
culture may be operating M a more formal, em ovally charged level 1'14'00*r:culture.
Furthermore. we may need y consider Viether r not "intellectualizipg",shopld be
unilaterally discouraged. If it' provI an escape, or break, from an emotkinally charged-
atmosphere, it may keep the warkshop from reaching too intense and draining a level. Since
I have recently heard criticisms directed against the effects of this sustained intense level, I

4 -...,feel we.niay also want to direct research to this issue.
. .

Thus it appea that Hall has gt
that need to Ix tested cross-cultura
hypotheses foi the intercultural situa on. swers

on the nature of our training procedures. rerefore,
begipnings of a LonLept&I theory, of interculturaii..ommunicatioir,VAave simply waited I

,tvo long in using it. "k;

n us two tAologtes of culture with relational statements
Furthermore his TelationAl statements suggest, testable;

ese questions may-in turn shed light
d argue that we doiliiivelhe ,

a_
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THE EFFECTS OF ETHNOCENTRISM UPON INTERCULTURAL
COMMUNICATION: FUNCTIONAL AND DYSFUNCTIONAL

Jerry L. Burk

When Truk was visited by some men from thee nearby island of Puluwat, which is
much less acculturated, Romonum peppie made many derisive jokes about the
scanty clothing they wore and their generally, unadvanced ways. A friend of
mine lahlungly told me that the Puluwat men were like monkeys-and lived in
trees. Similarly. a number of Romonum people know of New Guinea and they
consider the inhabitants to be unregenerate canniblls whom they group together
with sharks and other fearsome and hateful life forms.

Marc J. Swartz. 961.

The Truk informant's assessment of Puluwat islanders an1d the people of New Guinea in the
opening quotation reflects the general evaluation given these groups by Truks. These
negative evaluations directed toward a group as a whole will be defined as ethnocentrism. It
is the purpose of this paper to clarify-the ethnocentrism concept and to describe its effects
upon groups.

Sumner is generally credited with the introduction of the term "ethnocentrism- to the study
of social groups in'1906 He defined Was, )

... the technical name for the view of things in which one's own group is the
' center of everything, and all others are scaled and rated with reference to it,. ..

the most important tact is that the-ethnocentrism leads a people to exaggerate
and intensify everything in their own folkways which is peculiar and which
differentiates them feom.others. It therefore strengthens the folkways)

The effects 'of_ethnacentrism will be: characterized as functional When the ingroup is
strengthened and, ore cohesive and dysfitiVjosal when it leads to hostility and conflict
with outgratip nienibers. Dysfuhetional effects pf ethnocentrism will be discussed further as
a source of failures in intercultural communication transactions and antithetical to the goal
of intercultural communication scholars.

FUNCTIONS OF ETHNOCENTRISM

. Catton (19'60-196.4 described " ethnocentrism" as one of sociology's most distinctive
concept and a major component of a sociological outlook. He'said that students of
sociology are generally left with the impression that ethnocentrism is a flaw in hurnan.nature

Inch is lamentable. Yet ethnocentrism can also yield functional as well as dysfunctional
_consequences in the relationgof man to his culture.

Group loyalty, uniformity, and conformity may be .enhanced by strict' adherence to
ethnqcentric attitudes. As ethnocentrism increases the content of the culture is 4iffused
more effectively and the efficacy of perceptual defenses increases as well. Cattl)n used

29
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Homan's concept of social systems in small groups to explain how ethnocentrism functions
in the social systems of cultural groups EXTERNAL SYSTEMS are Maintained in groups by
ethnocentric attitudes which solve pfoblems of survival in the environment. INTERNAL
SYSTEMS allow gratriimembers to derive personal gratification of need dispositions through
ethnocentric sentiments. Social control is strengthened when ethnocentric attitudes are
followed uncritically, likewise, "... the norms of the in-group are weakened if the values
from which they derive are not assumed to be absolute and universal. If so, and by
cbnforming to its norms, the members of the in-group are enabled to attain the goals:they
actually desire, then ethnocentrism would have to be considered functional."2 The
'functional effects of ethnocentrism are, therefore, instrumental in,.achieving group
maintenance and personal goals lor the group members.

ETHNOCENTRISM AND NATIONALISM. Rosenblatt (1964), following Sumner's
tradition. discussed the similarities between the goals of ethnocentrism and nationalism.
Groups with either quality attribute positive values to the ingroup ways and negative values

`to those of outgroup members. Ethnocentrism focuses upon the culture and ways of p
people, their ideology. and cultural patterns whereas nationalism occurs on a smaller scale
with political ideology as the focus High ethnocentrism and high nationalism, moreover,

,satisfy certain, needs in the lives of group members and' the maintenance of the group
integrity as follows3

1. GROUP SURVIVAL Groups with high ethnocentrism and high nationalism are
more likely to survive the threats of external (bra

TANGIBLE4PAYOFFS - Administrative efficacy is promoted (e.g.
policy making decisions. division of labor- promotion of group welfare).

3. INCREASED HOMOGENEITY Groups will have more homogeneous $ttitudes,
greater cohesivness, and increased conformity.

4. GRE/FER VIGOR AND PERSISTENCE - Problems affecting the group are
addressed with persistence and energy.

S. GREATER EASE OF STRIVING AGAINST OUTSIDERS - Reactions .against
outgroups are executed with greater ease because of strong commitnierits tO
group maintenance.

6. DECREASED SOCIAL DISORGANIZATION - Intragroup organization
increases.

...4

7. INCREASED TENURE OF LEADERS -. Leaders are mote likely to repdin in
the leadership position. . .

8. NEW DISSENSION - Intragroup conflicts arise frequently amid the strain
toward homogeneity.

40
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9. MISPERCEPTION OF OUTGROUPS Attributions to outgroup memberS are
not accurate because of misperceptions.

10. FACILITATION OF LEARNING - Learning correct ingroup behavior is easier
when the pressures to con fortrare pervasive.

The consequences of high ethnocentrism and high antionalism are increased group solidarity
througi) shared values and Lommon sentiments. Oftentimes groups communicate their shared
antipathy for outgroups through slurs and name calling. These ethnophaulisms can be used
to teach appropriate responses to outgroups and to reinforce existing antipathy.

ETHNOPHAULISMS IN ETHNOCENTRISM "Ethnophaulism" is derived from the Greek
root meaning to disparage an etlinu, group. Frequently the number ofethnophaulisms used
by a group reflects the intensity of ethnocentrism in the evaluations of outgroup members.
Palmore (1962) and Simpson and, Yinger (1972) point owt, further, that ethnophaulisms are
universal, "All racial and ethnic groups use ethnophaulisms to refer to other groups. :1 Their
use strengthe,ns the ethnocentrism by reinforcing the disparaging evaluations of outgroup
;members. The nature, number, intensity. and functions of ethnophaulisms may be
summarized as follows.5

I. 'All racial ,n ethnic groups use ethnophaulisms.

The number of ethnophaulisms may also be closely associated with the intensity
of the ethnocentric attitude.

3. Physical characteristics are generally highlighted in ethnophaulising directed
toward other races.

4. Highly visible cultural differences are highlighted when the conflicting-groups are
of the same racial stock.

5. Et hnophaulisms express an unfavorable stereotype generally.
.

Ethn haulisms may not only reinforce the ethnocentric attitude, but intensify
the ethnocentrism as well.

It is impossible to say that ethnophaulisms are essential to the survival of ethnocentrism, but

there seems to be a:--trend indicating that the intensity of ethnocentrism is signaled by the

number of ethnophaulisms. Palmore concluded, "We may discover that ethnophaulisms are

essential for the existence of such forms of ethnocentrism as chauvinism, pejorative
stereotypes, scapegoats, segregation, and discrimination."6 The content of intercultural
communication transactions seems to be a fruitful larea of research for corollaries of

-
ethnocentrism if Palmore's findings are correct.

Os'
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. ...

DYSFUNCTIONS OF ETHNOCENTRISM
) .

the consequences of ethlocentric maintenance functions may be dylunctional in the
amelioration of hostilities and conflicts which emerge as a result of intercultural
transactions. Group solidarity and the devaluation of outgroups may become sufficiently
strong to give a social group,confidence in converting the outgrpup from their errant ways
by force. 'Holmes (1965) cautioned that this is the time when ethno-centrism is particularly
problematic. He observed, "When this ingroup feeling develops to the extent that .the
members of a particular, society feel that their way of life is so superior to all others that it is
their duty to phange other people to their way of thinking and doing (ifnecessary by force),
then this attitti4e becomes a menace. "7 Violence may seem justifiable in reaction to
deviations from one's cultural set for these may not be perceived as operative or legitimate
forms of bejie /or behavior. Smith (1974). restated this conviction of the "rightness" or
ethnocentric eliefs saying, "The home culture is a cacoon of cognitive comfort. "$ To the-,

well acculturated ingroup -member there are two ways to d9'things, its Way, and the-wrong
way.

.

t!t----
Misperception between groups was described by White (1975) as the .major direct cause for
war between groups Political decision-making is largely concerned with the securit of the
social system and the reduction of threats from outgroups. Ethnocentrism in the oulgroup
behavior may be perceived as threatening and result in the'use of ethnophaulisms for labeling

bhe outgroup as an "enemy" or a menace to the survival of the group. The major causes for,
misperception at the political level: according to White, were wishful thinking,
overconfidence, and projections 9 Wishful thinking is the tendency of individuals to believe
what they wain to believ and to distort events so that they conform to their expectations.

ItOverconfidence is a for of wishful thinking where the problems facing a political group are
not accurately assessed and, the ability .of the group to cope is overestimated;rProjection is
the act of attributing characteristics to our enemies which makes them constitute a threat to
the group and which makes hostile responses justifiable. "It is not asserted that
ethnocentrism is die cause of war;" said Catton, "it is only being hypothesized that
ethnocentrism is 0 factor which enables homo sapieps,to engage in war despite rational
considerations to hie contrarY.' ,10 Perceptions' from the past influence perceptions in the
present and expectations in the future, though these percepts may be.badly out of date:
Persons' unwillingness to change eiceptions means that the reality of a situation changes
more quickly.than +he-perception, ontributing to the misperception:

', . .

Perceptual distortion ig one key* to the'idy4,functional nature of ethnocentrism in
intercultural communication transactions. The specific causes of misperceptions involving
persons are not well understood. because of the plethora of variables and their interaction.
This point was underscored by Walters (1952) when he remarked, "One aspect of the

complexity of intergroup relations lies in the now.accepted notion of multiple causation, in
which many forces and trends are recognized as interrelat&I in such a way that simple cause
and effect.equations are inadequate in the realm of human behavior. "1 I HastOrf, Schneider,
and Polefka (1970) recognized the problem of meaning in this area as well, "We kndw all too
little about the variables that lead, one group of people to interact and develop shared
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meanings and another group to interact and not develo coordination of meaning. We hope -

that increased attention will be paid to the ,variables th influencs the development of

shared meaning, for it is a salient part of the fabric,of all soc life."' An understanding of

perception and inisinterfaretation will certainly assist in ercultural communication

researchers in addressing the dysfunctional nature of ethnocentris

Person peception was discus'sed by Hasto f and Bender (1952] as ... very heart of

social psychology."13 Yet person perception Was variously describe s empathy and
projection. An understanding of their differences was revealed in part n titt two
processes were contrasted with empathy being defined as, " . projecting s into a

work of arst or a condition of nature ''',4 and projection as, ... the attribution to ofter f
one's own needs, interests, and attitudes "13 The purpose of the study was to isolate the
projection from "what appeared to be empathy in dyadic interaction Subjects were asked to

predict the numerical score of the other to determine whether the per'Son could correctly
anticipate the score (empathy) or whether the anticipation Was influenced by his own score
(projection). The results indicated that projection was more frequent and more intense than
empathy and that projectors seemed to be more sandal- to one another than empathizers.
Projection was found to be more *autistic and personal as the projector attributes his own
feeling to associates Empathetic ability' was, on the other hand, characterized as more
objective, more Lognitive, and more,perceptive of the psychologicalttructure of the other

person. It seems reasonable to conclude that if projection is at work in ethnocentric

attitudes then these attitudes are less dependent upon the discrimination of real stimuli from
others,relying upon predispositions harbored by the person.

Bass and Dunteman (1963) studied 'die interaction of competing and cooperative groups to
determine how these conditions influenced the perception of others. Their results seem to
indicate that a type of ethnocentrisni was working in the perceptual process. They
concluded that, our evaluation of other groups are only partly based On rEality and

observed 'performance:1 6 Allies and opponents weyVevaluated differently with, predictable
devaluation of opponents. "We undervalue other groups in comparison with our own. When
another group becomes our competition, ye undervalue it even more, while the worth of our
collaboration rises in our estimation." '17 When outgtoups Were joined in a cooperatiVe
venture the evaluation of the members appreciated. OutgrOup members that were assigned to
compete with the group were devalued and these effects were further influenced by whether

the grbup defeated or was defeated by the competition. The perceptual distbrtion of others
was influenced by their membership in,an outgroup, the allied or opponent status of the

-outgroup, an0 the consequences of the competition.

Similar results were found by Blake and Mouton (1962) when groups were' developed and

'Intergroup competition was experimentally induced. It was predicted that group
membership would disto4 judgments of group products in favor of own group products: The
results confirmed the predicted distortition of judgments as a result of (I) PERCEPTUAL

DISTORTION - persdnal gratification or need satisfaction, which came from the ingroup,

also foster the distortion of outgroup products, (2) REPORTING DISTORTIONS--:
evaluations were distorted for the purpose of winning in competitiveInteraction.

V
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Clearly competition increases the devaluation of outgroup members in much thee same

manner as ethnocentric attitudes. Ferguson and Kelley,41964) recognized this-effect and
devalued the competitive problem solving dimension of group interaction. Two groups were
formed and 'a member from each group was 'elected to leave the, room for reasons which
would, be clarified later. The remaining group members were asked to do their best in sol,ving
arrnotor task, planning task, and verbal task, but they were explititcy.,..informed that they
were not in competition The elected members served as judges of the group products
without having participated in the product. competitive feelings..emerged in spite of the
experimenter's instructions'," . the sheer presence of .another group working on the same
task leads to a tendency to compare resufls With this Lomparison, the seeds for competitive
feelings and behavior are sown It appears that the foundations of intergroup conflict are
exceedingly 'easy to,; lay -18 Uninvolved participants evaluated the prodatspf the two
group expressing a preference. for the Iproduct of their own group. Ft seems that group
membership, without participatam ui involve,ment in the group product, is suffiLient for
own group preference or 'ethnocentrism. An emotional identification or attraLtioq seems to
be,a basic factor in the expression of own group product preferences.

The results of these studies seem to, reinforce Sumner's Loncept of ethnocentrism as a
universal characteristic of human groups. However a Lase of "negative ethnocentrism'' is
cited by Swartz (1961) who denies the universal negative evaluation Negative ethnocentrism
is characterized by the depreciation of one's own culture when Lomp'are'd to another. The
Trukese are cited as a group which devalues its own culture when it is Lompared to the
American culture The result is high praise for Americans while they abuse themselves, ,
openly Alternative explanations of Truk's behavior using Summer's concepof
ethnocentrism did not suffice 19

FLATTERY The self effacing behavior persists and cannot' be dismissed as
mere flattelry.

ASSIMILATION - The kinship system, political system, and division of labor
remain intact with no threat from Americans.

3 s LACK OF ETHNOCENTRISM - Traditional ethnocentric devaluations vast for
inhabitants of the islands of Puluwaf and New Guinea-. -

LoVE OF AMERICANS - The affection is not so strong,as to overedthe the
powerful influences of universal ethnocentrism.

s

The Truk culture does not universally devalue outgroup members as Sumner suggested and
Swartz feels that the concept of ethnocentrism must be revised to account for this
anomolous instance The Trukese seem to judge other.zon:Americn groups by their own
standards anddevalue them, as Sumner suggested, without thinking themselves superior to
Americans. Swartz reviewed this seeming anomaly and concluded that, ," there is. no
reason to view their behavior as other than ethnocentric.'although the thriocentrisM in
question happens to result in a negative judgment of themselves.-2° It is Sumner's second

9
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c.Omponenei'lescl awn pride and vanity, boasts itself as superior, exalts
its own divinities, and looks with Lontempt on outsiders, that dues not seem to apply to

o the Truk culture.

The anomoly of the Truk culture does .not reduce the import that dysfuntfions of
ethnocentrism have upon
intercultural communisation n and for the future will require that one to redqie
conflicts by coping with the hnocentnc attitudes which focus ea group on its
favorable qualities at the expense f all other groups. Triandis (4972) sugg sted, "One of the
keys to this aggressioh .ian be found inethnocentric Loncepts, ideologic ifferences,.arid
culturally determined ways of perceiving the social enviruninent. diminution'of

2

. ethnocentrism seems to be a central comern redming the social distan twee(' groups
and facllitating effective LommuniLation transactions by curreLting the nisp rt Otis of.

L 'coMural communication transactions. The study of

outgroups. .z

ETHNOCENTRISM-AND INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION

I.
Intercultural Loimnunication is intended to.develup channels for understanding,-avoiding
pitfalls leading to Lonflicts, and resolving Lontlias that arise in transaLtioi across cultures.
Ethnocentrisin is at odds with these purposes in'the main as misperL non, highlighted

,. differences, and heightened hostilities are general. effeas wrought by this pro Less. Allport'
(1954) defined ethnocentrisin as d learned response to others whiLli increases s la' distance
and decreases the number of LonummiLation channels between people "Peep whip s ay
separate have' few channels of communication. They easily exaggerate the gree of
differences between groups, and readily nusunderstael the grounds for it And perha s most
ampyrtant of all, the separateness may lead to genuine conflicts of interest as well as to many
c.. i 13
imaginary conflict." Ethnocentrism is dysfuntitional, moreover. in its effects of achieving
the goals sought by, many interLultutal LommuniLation scholars. SoLlal Lass and personality

... will 6e briefly discussed as sourLePof iilLreased ethnoLentrispi, greater social distance, and
.

probabilitiesU f miscommunication.

SOCIALSLASS AND ETHNOCENTRISM. The influence (Asocial class upon the evaltration

. outgroup members was graphically illustrated by Davis, Gardner. and Gardner (1941) in a

,study of the-_social perspectives of social classes in "Old Each social class saw-itself as
homogeneous and distinct from other social classes. After two years of research it was
concluded that, "Members Of any one class, thus think of themselves as a group and have a
certain unity of outlook. This is indicated.by their frequent reference to 'people like us' and

to persons snot our. kind.' Expressions of this group solidarity are paitiularly prevalent
when individuals are discussing groups immediately above and below them. -4 A cohesive
front and highlighted differences between ingroup and outgroup members did not lend itself

to communication between the social classes. Social distarite was signaled by the social class

distinction and it seems the channels for communication were insufficient or underutilized.
As the social, groups became more distant the ability to _clearly explicate differences was

wanting. Figure 1 illustrates the types of distinction s made as the social classes described
.

each Other. A-.

;.

3 J.
4



FIGURE '1

THE PERSPECTIVES OF SOCIAL
CLASSES IN "OL ITY"
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The fact that communication channels are closed to outgroups has been studied recently by
reviving the types of patients that are selected by psychiatrists. Many believe as Jones
(1q75) that there is an "ugly class bias" among mental health professionals. This bias was
examined whe-n, a group of seventy-five clinical psychologists were given the responses of

, eight fictional patients to RorshaLli inkblots. The content of the °responses was kept as
similar as possible while the occupation and income of the family heawas manipulated
The results indicated that, "The Lliniauts..tended to diagnose the lower-class patients as
suffering from character disordtrs, or psychoses, while labeling the middle-L lass patients as
merely neurotic

5
ruithersiudy indicated that the refection worked both ways. The poor

were less likely to be accepted for therapy, but they were less likely to accept the therapy
whenpf'rovided.. less likely to keep the initial appointment, and more likely to drop-but of
treatment

PERSONALITY AND ETHNOCENTRISM. EthnoLentrism has been discussed generally as a
characteristic of ingroup members to *devalue outgroups. Ethnocentric attitudes can,
however, be dysfunctional in the personal adjustment, of the individual, contributing to
misperception and Lommunkation failure (Rokeach, 1948, 1960, 1973). Berkowitz (1962)
described the ethnocentric personality as "threat oriented,"

Ile supposedly is uncertain of himself, the world about him, and his place in the
world. He expects bad things to happen because for him people are not to be
trusted . His perijeption is a reflect in of his general outlook upon hfel-it e.
projeLtion]. Since the world is a dmITemus place, he feels an unknown person
from this world is also dangerous.26

,t,The ethnoeentrk personality seems to require structure in the environment to the degree
that they establish _order in highly ambiguous situations more quickly than do tolerant
individuils. Under high emotional stress these individuals also tend to ignore differences suLh
as nationality, rice, and ethnic Identity ancVelattify all persons as "us': and "them" in a
dichotomous fashion. Healthy Lommunkation relationships are less likely so long as
polarization exists to close out others because of their potential threat.

Though ethnoLentrisnr may be discussed as a source of confhLts in intercultural
LommunkaticIn tiansactiong the precise origin of ethnocentric attitudes cannot be identified.
Gruup membership,,personality, social class, and cultural group influence ethnocentrism in
ways that are yet to be cretermined.:Answers to queshoits concerning the degree of
influenLe, interaction of the sources, and the LonsequenLes will be instrumental in advancing
knowledge of intercultural communication:

ETHNOCENTRIC FOCUS. Theoretical and practical advances in intercultural
communkation may_ he_livssible through the development of sound research addressing the
rule of ethnocentris nn cultural and communication systems. Additionally, this seems to be
a fruitful appro as it is common ground fur a number of disciplines with various methods
and foci. There is reason to believe that this concept could, lead researchers to a truly
cross - disciplinary approach to interLUItuial relationships. The potential for cross disciplinary

3 7
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cooperation seems more likely because ethnocentrism, "... is an unannounced emergent, a
common product to be claimed by no o.ne discipline or scho-ol."27 The !major differences
which exist between the various disciplines occur on the level of causal lrotfteses rather
than the nature and functions of the sociopsychological process.

Intercultural communication research haelargely gained its momentum as a sub-field of
speech communication with a truly cross-disciphnary approach. The question of the hour
seems to be, "Are we dividing ourselves into sub-camps based upon disciplines within the
f ield of intercultural communication?" Regrettably I fear this is the case. We are hyphenated
intercultural communication scholars, intercultural-anthropology, intercultural - political
science, intercultural-psychology, intercultural-sociology; and so on. If we get any more -
cross- disciplinary we may soon have trouble talking to one another.

Clearly an ethnocentric focus is not a universal solvent which will centralize our thinking and
generate theories. Nevertheless it may serve as ground whit.'h is more common than any other
foi intercultural communication scholars taken as a whole. It may provide a rubric within
which existing sub-groups can make a contribution which will bring us closer to a more
systematic approach-and ultimitely theories of intercultural communication.

Through a focus on ethnot_entric attitudes interculturalcommunication scholars may be able
to work in a quasi-empirical fashion just as any, social aggregate works to check its
observations and conclusions. Kaplan (1964) suggested that all human beings interact and
act jointly through an empirical basis.

... the locus of social action is a 'shared worl hick each individual must make
his own in order to play his part effectively., ow it is experience through which
private perspectives open out onto public illects. Subjectively is held in check
with the question, 'Do YOU see what I se '"°

Throe h a common focus on ethnocentrism intercultural communication scholars may be
bets r prepared to ask and respond to the questions of colleagues asking, "Do YOU see what
I see?"

4.
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ROLE OF THE HOLY SEE OBSERVER TO THE UNITED NATIONS
AS INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATOR

'Andrew Ruszkowski

The address of the head of the Palestillian Liberation Organization to the United Nations
General Assembly on 13 November 1974 hp'trought to the attention of many people that
there exists a special form of participation the.U.N., that of "observes,." This term applies
to several different situations since "observers" belong either to the United Nations
specialized agencies, to international or regional intergovernmental bodies, tor to
non-member States.

.

Among the non-member States maintaining Permanent Observers' Offices at U.N.
Headquarters were listed, until some time agothe Federal Republic of Gerinany, the
German Democratic Republit. and Bangladesh, all of which have become in the ineintime
full members of the U.N. Others listed are the Republic of Korea, Monaco, the Republic of
Vietnam, Switzerland and the Holy See... .;

1

For some of these, the observer status is to be considered in the perspectrve of their
specifically political goals. In contrast, the presence, of the Holy See is not motivated by
pohtical reasons but by its religious and spiritual mission. One should also recall that the
Holy See has been a subject of international law, even before the establishment of the State
of Vatican City. .

SC

From the very start of the "Family of the United Nations," the Holy See found laelf, as a
result of the geographical isolation of the State of Vatican City, already involved through its,
membership,of the Universal Postal/Union and the International Telegraphic Union-. By a
resolution of 23 November 1948, the Food and Agricultural OrganizatiOn of the United
Nations (F.A.O.) accepted -the decision of the Holy See to send permanent observers. The
Executive Council of'UNESCO, at-its 26th sessior. in May 1951,adopted a document:which
constitutes the basis for the ,status of permanent observers appointed by non-member States,
and of which the Holy See made use without delay. The Holy See also sent a Permanent
Observer to the European Office olthe U.N. at Geneva on,1 February 1967. This office also
takes care of the contacts with'the U.N. High Commissioner, for Refugees, with UNCTAD,
with the World Health Organization and the International Labour Organization.

In an exchange of notes between the Secretariat of State and the U.N., dated respectively 16
ant-28 October 1957, it was made clear that "these relations should be'understo9d as being
between the United Nations and the Holy See."(I)

te,

On 21 March 1964, Pope Paid announced to Secretary General U Thant that the Holy See
would henceforth be represented by a Permanent Observer to the U.N. Headquarters in New
York. The sense of this presence was stated very clearly, on 4 October 1965, by Pope Paul
when he addressed the United Nations General Assembly :

t

". . ..he who- now addresses you has no temporal power, nor any ambition to
.tcompete with you. In fact, we have nottig to ask for, no question to raise. We have

only a desiielo express and a:permission to request, namely that of 'serving you in so
far as we can, with disinterest, with humility-and love."(2) i 4

O
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Quite recently, on September 4, 1974, the same voice re-minded a group of the Holy See
delegates to different Intergovernmental Organizations about the aims of their activity, as it
had been defined several months earlier in a New Yeir 1974 speech to the Diplomat corpsat the Vatican'

"To.restate and to clarify the principles, to encourage their practical observance and to
offer our cooperation' in solving specific problems which can arise from such an
observance; to do it pot as much in technical matters which are beyond our
competence as in. human and ethical matters of justice and equity, no lees important
than thefirst ones."(3)

Accordvig to Paul VI, this "'participation which is quite different by it very nature from
that of other States must, in order to be efficient and well accepted, be wise and above all
discreet."(4)

"Ethical and human matters," "discretion," aie those not the key words which define the
Holy See's observer's line of conduct also intelcultural communicator9

Let me now discuss this question as I draw on my personal experience.

During the last two years, I have been a member of the Holy See's delegation of observers to
the General Assembly of the United Nations. In that generic sqnse, I can be called an
"observer," provided'one keeps in mind that the precise title of 'Permanent Observer of the
Holy See to the U.N." 6elongs to Msgr: Gmvanni Cheli who took this position in 1973. R
maintains a full-time day to day contact with the U.N. headquarters in New York and
presides over the delegation to the General Assembly. During the 29th Session of the
Assembly, in fa)I 1974, the delegation included twelve members appointed specifically for
this session, in 'addition to Msgr. Cheli and to his assistant, Msgr. Ettore Di Filippo. Of-the
twelve, six were clergyinen, three were laymen, and three were laywomen.

Unlike most of the governmental delegates whose presence is part of their professional job,
the members of a Holy See's delegation of observers are appointed on an "ad hoc" bags and
volunteer their services. Only a few of them can afford to attend throughout the full
duration of a thyee month General Assembly. ethers, among them Fr. Theodore M.
Hesburgh, Lady Jackson (Barbara Ward) and myself, were called according to their
expertise, to follow specific itemson the agenda.

For practical reasons (the U.N.'s New York location), most of c group belong to North ,
American cultural areas. Nevertheless, the continents of Latin America, Europe and Africa
were also reprennted and some intercultural communication was going on even within the
delegation.

With this in mind, let us now see first: how does an observer work and second: for whom
does he work?
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I HOW DOES AN OBSERVER WORK?

The two major centers of interest to watch at a General Assembly of the United Nations ,are..
1), the items on the agenda and 2) the people who discuss them. After having examin'ed both
thbse centers of interest, it will be easier to understand the various activities of an observer.

1. Th Items'on the Agenda. Priorities.\
Obviously, the agenda of a General Assembly offers the basic program of work. Most of the'
items are allOcated to different Corrimittees of the Assembly, where they will be discussed
,before any draft resolutions on the subject can be submitted to plenary meetings. The nature
of the problems and the abundance of material make it necessary to establish certain
priorities in selectink items of real interest to the delegation.

The choice of priorities for the Holy See's delegation is not determined by specific national
interests, but derives from the fact that the Holy See's observers are 'In the unique position
of serving basic spiritual and moral values, when thest are at stake in issues affecting
individual and social life..In a way, their presence becbmes a "sign" of a most relevant
dimension in international affairs. This dimension, a spiritual one, can only become more
meaningful to all who believe in a transcendent God. Because they find in, this beliefan_
additional "humanitarian interest" dictated by love and deep respect for every individual
person.

As a*result of this approach then, we are most interested in issues which influence directly or
indirectly the opportunities for each human being's personal growth and./or thoie which
strengthen .international solidarity. Both aspects pre-suppose the existence of diversified
cultural patterns by which any individual can fulfill his (or her) human condition. They
imply at the same time an improvement of intercultural exchanges in order to achieve
cross-fertilization and. mutual understanding, a "must" for any real progress in organized
international solidarity.

The controversial issue of direct television broadcasting from communication satellites is a
good case in point. Powerful interests, political, economic, technological and cultural hVie
influenced discussions on -the subject. But no one who cares alrut the future of..man,.t
men, can help asking himself, Oh& the draft onvention about the principles to got/gm the
use by States of communications satellites f r direct broadcasting will some day, as we all
hopes, be apprOved, if it will give a satisfactory answer to questions such as:

Is it legitimate for.a State,,usink the argument, of its sovereign rights, to exclude its own
citizens from unauthorized (by its government) lources of, information, education or
entertainment and, by doing so, to jeopardize one of the fundamental human rights, the
right to informatik

/4...041

Is it legitimate for the owners" of technical and financial resources of direct television
broadcasting tp be allowed to produce and to distribute programs without due respect for
the cultural values of femote audiences? 04 of Other Cultures?

46
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And is it legitimate, for countries without such broadcasting poskibilities, to claim the right
of access to use facilities controlled by the big media bosses, in order to produc'e and
distribute, without distortion, programs which reflect the above mentioned values?

These questions, in the mind of a Holy Sec's observer, bring to memory the concern
expressed during the Vatican Coune cil (1962-5) about "what must be done in order to
prevent the increased exchanges between cultures, which ought to lead toe true and fruitful
dialogue between groups and nations, from disturbing the lkfe of communities, deitroying*
ancestral wisdom and jeopardizing the uniqueness of each people?"(5), Words; which,
continue in the line of Pope John XXIII preoccupation with "the complete indifference to
the true hierarchy of values shown by so many people in the,economically developed
countries," _attitude which can infect "the work that is being done for the less developed
countries, WHich have often preserved M their ancient traditions an acute and vital awareness
of tha mote important human values, on which the moral order rests. To attempt to
undermine this national Integrity is clearly immosel."(6)

.From this example, it should be easy to understand why some of the issues of the United
Nations General Assembly are so relevant from the point of view of both the Holy See and-

.intercultural communication.

2. People who discuss the issues.

It is the actual gathering of delegates from more-than 140 countries which bungs' the O.N.
debate% to life. Together with members of the perm'arient staff, they constitute probably-the
largest 'accumulation of carefully (even if not always rightly) selected individuals from all
paiks of the world working together within One,formal organizational structure.

A. superficial look Ay U.N. conference room might be very misleading. Everybody occupies
the same kind of seat, has,the same pile of pepers, in front of him, the same earphones, the
same microphone. Most are dressed in standard occidental way. If it would not be for ttte
tab with the country's name, you could easily take them for members of a pity council.

And yet, everyone brings,withliim not only his own language ,and this by itself would be
most distinctive but also the cultural background which made him what he"(or she) really
is. For each delegation, the same words might relate to different realities, convey a particular
meaning, giye rise to a different emotional responseJhus, we are experieucing a continuous
interaction between the universal behavior patterns which United Nations are trying to
implement at least for their own activities and the particular patterns which typify each
of the groups inVolved.

Way I submit that the Holy See observers, by bearing witness to universal human valu and
at the same time by respectih each particular Cultural form within a pluralistic worl can
contribute and in fact do contribute by their very presence to a constructive solution of
these1ialectical tensions.

47
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3: Ways and means of acting as an observer.

There' are several ways in which an observer can fulfill his obligations.

Attendance of meetings. This is the most obvious one. Although the routine of fornial
international gatherings is far less exciting than many outsiders would imagine, it is- a

necessary kind of sacrifice for an 'observer if he wants to really "sense" the atmosphere of a

debate. By having a close look at the way in,which delegates listen to different speeches;

how they themselves speak, and also 'how they interrelate with other delegates or group of

delegates, one can try to understand better the meaning of some statements and even of

some votes. By the same token one gets the opportunity to learn more about the cultural
conditioning of each delegation.

Although the Holy See's observer does not take part in the vote, he can, with the permistion

of the Chairman, speak before Committees. In order to avoid an impression of excessive
interference, the delegation will limit such interventions to very rare occasions.

Reading of documents. In addition to and even before attending meetings, an observer is

sty posed to have analyzed, prior to the meeting, all the significant documents related 'to
itemwhich have been assigned to him. These include reports by the General Secretariat or

. by the. Chairman of different Committees, draft "resolutions suhrnitted by delegations,
minmtes of the meetings, verbatim transcripts of speeches and sfince:times background papers

or publications. Some 9f those. documents, particularly reports,' presented .by individual
governntnIs concerning their needs or the manner in which they are iniplementing U.N.

decisions, are most illuminating from the point of view of intercultUral communication.
0 ,

Personal contacts. As in 'most international meetings, personal contacts are often' more

important than official deliberation,s. Friendly human erelationship, developing during the,

weeks of a General *Assembly among delegates from so many countries andcontinents, is

most valuable. One has to spend some time in the 'animated atmosphere.of the delegates'
lounge, take some meals at the Crowded restaurants for members of 'the delegations or the
permanent U.N. staff, to have, an idea of the lively communications going on.

Communications which extend, of course, far beyond the U.N. headquarters and, in midst of

New Yorks iamnied traffic, escape the observer's vigilance. Special mention should be made

,about the year-roUnd personal relations o(,the Holy See's Permanent Observer with U.N.

officials." These offer opportunities for an Iuthentic dialogue about spiritual and moral
implications bf the issues under international examination..

Reporting to the Holy S'ee.'1ogitally, a member of the delegation is supposed'to report on

what he has observed. Those reports are sent to,,the Secretary of State in Vatican City and
help inform the Pope and his main advisers about developments in the Unite

, -1
:

Nevertheless, when° drafting my own 'reports for this purpose, I hadaTeat

Nations.

more is at stake. This "something" is related to intercultural coininkeition,
,!

it by trying to ansNVer the question which leads to the secon ,-conclt4
remarks.

*
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If FOR WHOM IS THE HOLY SEE DELEGATION WORKING?, ,

It may seem ridiculous to even ask such a question. Ev.idently, this delegation is at the
United Nations to work for the Hbly, See which means in the minds of most people -,-for
the Roman Catholic Church. This is ctorrect, although evej this simple statement needs some
clarification. In order .to grasp the full meaning of this work, it is necessary to consider its
relevance for the entire human community.

I. What does it mean to work "for the Church"?

Without pretending to discuss hne matters of ecclesiolOgy, let me only remind you that the
term "Church," or "People of God" as it is so consistently called by thp Vatican. Council II

), refers to a whole, those in authority together with all the faithful.

Therefore, when we attend the U.N. meetings, we are conscious of being there on behalf of
the entire body of the Roman Catholic Church throughout the world. We know that our
reports after having been received in Rome, are useful directly to the highest administration
of the Church, and 'indirectly to the local ,churches, the National Bishops' Conferences in
different political, social, religious and cultural environments. This, in itself, has a great
bearing on the intercultural communication aspect of our work. How can our message about
the U.N. activities be equally meaningful to bishops in America,,Africa,. Asia or in such

' contrasting parts of Europe'as Spain and Czechoslovakia?.

The ecumenical dimension of the problem has also to be considered. As the only Church
which is as such represented at the United Nations We must keep in rnind the interests of
other, religious bodies, even beyond the group of Christian denominations. All of them are
interested in promoting spiritual values in 'their respective cultural environments. The
intercultural 'approach becomes, as it were, a must, if we are to serve a common interfaith
cause. .. ,J .

,.,- :k. i 0,' iT

a° `,4. . - t: 4, ,
In addition, our view extends beyond ecclesiastiCal institutions to embrace the entire human
family, since according toNatican II, aIl men.are callecOo be'part of this catholic unity of

'the People of God, a unity which, is harbinger of the universal peace it promotes. And they
belong to it or are related to it in various ways, the Catholic faithful as well as all who
believe in Christ ancLi-td eed the whole of mankind. For all men are called to salvation by the
grace of God."(8) :-%. 4-

,., ,,,:

t . .
MA Holy See observer at the United Nations can t therefore help feeling that to work for the

1

Church means, for him, to serve the entire human race. Neither can he help recognizing that
different cultural patterns represbnt the actual existential conclitio*of our human race. Such 4

a recoglition bellongs to the very essence of his own Church, as we are reminded by another
document of Vatican II: . f ."' , D .

"Faithful to her own tradition and at the same. time conscious of he universal mission,
she Otte Church) can enter into communication with various cultural modes, to her
own enrichmeni'and theirs too." (9)

7.
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2. Our main concerns for the whole of mankind.
lak

Intercultuial communication is essential, in my view, to achieve both of the aims I consider
as most important among the goals of the United Nations.

The first is to improve the.ponditions of_each individual member of the human family for
personal growth. There is no true humanism without true Nrsonalism. And no other way to
fight all kinds of alienation. The Vatican II Constitution on the Church in the Modern World
has a most significant statement to that effect:_

"In every group or nation, there is an ever-increasing number of men and women who
are conscious that they themselves are the artisans and_the authors of the culture of
their community. Throughout the world. there is a similar growth in the combined

_sense of independence and responsibility. Such a deve,lopment is a paramount
importance for the spiritual and moral maturity of the human race. This truth grows
clearer if we _consider how the world is becoming unified and how we have the duty to
build a better world based upon truth and Justice. Thus we are witnesses of the birth
of a new humanism, one in which man is defined first of all by his responsibility
'towards his brothers and towards history." (10)

The second objective to achieve is to perfect and consolidate the formal structures' of
international institutions, especially the United Nations. They should. become capable of
enforcing solutions "based on international social justice and human solidarity, and be the
practical applications of Mese principles." (") I ciliate those words from a recent message to
the U.N. Secretary General by Pope Paul VI who is most explicit on the subject: .

It 4 0. 4

."The nations must sOcceed in crgating More just and hence more effective
°' international sttuctures in such tpheres as e o o industrial develRpntent,

finance and the transfer-of technology."(12)
k 4t5

oak- Aktt. 0 4

And, in January I975, he stated to the diplomatic corps accdited to the Holy Sees:
' .., , IP v a C4, ° PL.4,3

'The Holy See intends to act with strength in order th xlperativPprizicipOs. of4
e 4, ,

solidarity and brotherhood may replace those which are ever presents a -conttnuing . .
threat to the peaceful coexistence of peoples namely egoism whethy national,gipu0',- , '
oriented, racial or cultural." (13) & . .. i ,, ,,..

t

IS fighting this kind of threat not one of the main tasks for international communicators
.t

.. - 41/4*43° .
FINAL REMARKS

imp
It is certainly a stimulating fight: cr.3: 4

It can motivate all those who salve for more understanding among human beings, in mutual k 4 I
respect for each other's cultural heritage. Are might have moments,of discouragement. Well:
hear and read much criticism about the apparent weakness of the tinned Nations. Criticism
_which was being loudly voiced in influential quarters' during and after' the recent 29th
Session of the Genefal Assembly. We must concede that rio spectacular results could be
credited to this Sessibn and-that some of its decisions were most controversial.-

5o
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4,
But those failures, real or apparent, should not hide from public eye the ongoing long tkrni,
process of world unification; In this process many, positive, if not spectacular, steps are being
taken. So let us take part in the process, "convinced as we are to u'se again Paul VI words

that this organization (the U.N.) repiesents the obligatory path of modern civilization and
Of world peace."(14) "*.

May an observer who shales the Christian love, of human brotherhood be allowed to
proclaim his faith in the irreversibly trend of unificatio'fi, bearing in mind Pierre Teilhard de
Chardin's vision when he says.

"What finally lies ahead of us, is a planetary arrangement of human mass and energy,
coinciding with a maximal radiation of thought at once the external and internal
planetisation of Mankind."(15)

Let's advance together along this exciting road.

$

t

.

.

. ...

*This text has Keen presented at the I.C.A. convention in Chicago on April 22-2,0, 1975.
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FOOTNOTES

See H. de Riedmatten, O.P., The Tart played by the Holy See in International
Organizations, in:Coneilium V ol.8, No. 6, Oct. 1970, pp. 74-93.

2 Ibid.

3 Italian text in "Osservatore Ropano," Sept. 6, 1974.

4 Ibid.

5 "Gaudium et Spas," No. 56.

6 John XXIII in Encyclical Letter "Mater et Magistra," No. 76 and 77.

7 See Chapter II of the Constitution "Lumen Gentium."

8 "Lumen Gennum," No. 13 in fine.

9 "Gaudium et Spes," No 58.

10 " Gaudium et Spes," No. 55.

11 Message of Paul VI to the U.N. Secretary General, April 4, 1974. Text in
"Osservatore Rorfiano," April 10, 1974 and in "The Pope Speaks," Vol. 19, No. 1, pp.
12-14., 1 j . .

12 Ibid.

13 -Quotes from a NC dispatch. by James C. O'Neill published in "The Casket,"
Antigonish, Nova Scotia, Jan. 30, 1975.

e

14 Address ts) the U.N.,'Oct. 4, 1965. quoted above, No. 1.

15 P. Teilhard de Chardin, The future Of Man, p. 132 (Harper & Row, 1964.)
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INTERCULTURAL DIFFERENTIAL DECODING OF
NONVERBAL AFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION

. Gail M. St. Martin

INTRauCTION

..

tF

Comnnimcation by nonverbal means seems to be a universarktman phenomenon. It is

possible to 'stop speaking, but it is impossible to stop behaving. From this continual behavior
others make inferences concerning one's thoughts14 emotional states. These inferences are
in turn acted upon by those who make them, a response just as real as if the original message
had been verbal and intentional.

Within a single culture,' adults operate the nonverbal system almost unconsciously. a
handshake between men in greeting,. keeping to the right on streets or sidewalks, the
interchange of glances during conversation. Birdwhistell (1970) estimates that within a single
culture\pnly about 30 percent of what is communiLatedin conversation is verbal. But, it is
when individuals from different cultural groupS" begin to interact that this
unconsciously-assumed system of nonverbal cornmumLation ceases to function well. The
elements of different systems may actually be the same but they may be assigned different
meanings from one culture's systems to another's. The point is that we lack aareness of the
largely unconscious nonverbal systems. Thus, in a multicultural context we have, no
alternative but to send messages blindly. We have no way kn,,,wing how these messages
might be received and ,interpreted. In a word, we have maximized the. potential' for -a
communication failure.

It seems appropriate, and even overdue, at this,time when communication between nations
and cultures is no longer an option but rather an imperative, that we look more closely at
human communication processes. The aim is a better understanding of these phenomena in
theory. Also, on the practical level,. our increased understanding of the similarities and
differences among peoples of different cultikres may allow for messages to be more
accurately sent and received. It was,oui of a red9gnition of this intercultural communication
roblem and potential that this study was conceived.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

Nonverbal communication has beed-defined ina variety was ways, (Argyle, 1972, Borden,
1969; Ekman and Friesen, 1969; Hall, 1 59; Rosenthal, et. aL, 1974; Ruesch and Kees,
1956) largely dependent upon the ;auth scope of study. For this project nonverbal
communication (NVC) is defined as all forms of human communication which are not
verbal, i.e., spoken words.'eficluded are all vocal utterances which are not linguistic, e.g.,
cries, sighs, etc. Also incluelltd are any other forms of behavior which have symbolic value.
This last qualification alloWs for the exclusion of behavior which acts as a signs e.g., a sneeze
as a sign of a pold.

Decoding is the label used to define the proces's Of an individual's perceiving and ijitTerpreting
.,,atbought or feeling in a communication which has been transmitted by an other

individual(s). _
-

..r...
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Affective communication is that sort which expresses emotions,

Intetcultural communication is that which takes.place across cultural boundries. In terms of
individuals this means communicationbelWeen persons of different cultural origins.

,HYPOTHESES TO/BE TESTED

This study attempted to raise to conscious awareness one particular sort of nonverbal
communication the communication of emotions and in a particular context a

multicultural one. As an aid in focusing on this situation the following research hypotheses
were put forth:,

1-b pothesis I Members of different cultural groups perceiye the same nonverbal affective
communication different ly..1

Hy pottiest s' Male and female respondents perceive the same nonverbal affective
communication differently.

CONTRIBUTORY STUDIES
0

Rugenthal et. al. (1974, in preparation) are developing a "Perception of Nonverbal
Sensitivity" test (PONS), which consists of a videotaped, female sender who commnucates a
variety bf messages nonverbally Subjects are asked to watch a number of 3 to 5-second
segments and mugediately choose I of 2. Written descriptions for a segment. Subjects for
PONS ye being drawn from all parts of the world in an effort to discover if cultuial
differences in,.peretpticin of nonverbal cominunkation do exist and if perhaps they could be
correlated with "cultural distance" between the sender and receivers.

9

For the purpose of,this study that of Roenthal suggested that the stimulus medium
be dynamic to moie closely approximate a real situation. They alsoSuggest that culturally
different percept ion pat terns might exist.

1

Burns and Beier (1973) report that visual cues were more accurate than vocal'cues when
pbservers had the task of judging. various Ilined portrayals of emotion. Therefore, the
stimuli for this study were presented via videotape and in the nio&6 of audio only, video

fit

only, and audiovisual.

Buck, Miller and Caul (1974) report that their study found tKat fe.thales were better senders
but no difference existed between the sexes with regard to reception ability df nonverbal
emotional communication. Both Buck (1976) and,R,osetttjtal (1974) find in their studies
that females are slightly better receivers than irileS1,!&., females are able to identify the
emotions sent withgreak accuracy than are males.. Baked un previous research, then; which
seeing inconsistent with -regard to perceptual ability as related to sex, it -was decided to
include both male and female respqn0ents in this study.

The form of evaluation device presented a problem, largely because the intention was not to
merely have the respondent identify the emotions sent, but rather to somehow to have
him/her register 4114./her subjective interpretation of the communication, Mehrabian (1972),
and Mehrabian affdAtRussell (1974) afforded an appropriate device which would allow

ta.

r

1
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r
respondents to register their su leetive j gments. The device essentially is a set of bipolar
adjek.tival scales on which the resrlon indicates by placing a check along the continuum
4oth his evaluation in terms of kind and degree. The device has the added advantage of being
easily analyzed statisti ally as the 18 possible bipolar scales factor into the factors of

,-pleasure, arousal and d nunance.

Davit/ and Davitz (19 9) Investigated communication of feelings by content-free s-peech,
keeping the flow of 4) ech as "content-free" as possible by having the speakers use the .

English alphabet as iitt ranee. For this study their method was modified by using the
numbers from 1 to 10 M English for speech utterance, the assumption being that perhaps
numbers were more "4ontent-free" thanjetters of a/particul'ar language's alphabet. ,

Ekman (1973. 1975) reports on a broad range of studies involving nonverbal communication
and-cites 6 emotions. whi.ch he has found pank.ultural elements, anger, sadness, happiness,
fear, surprise and disgust. Tbese,were the 6 emotions to be communicated nonverbally for
this study.
. ,

, TO summarize these contributory,studi , the In tilt area of procedural issues, Mehrabian.
jp222.)._anti Mehrabia4nd Russell (1974) at.' rd a device for subjects to use in subjectively,
evaluating, allectre, cOmmunication. likinan 0973, 1975). suggests the-6 emotions to be
portrayed rD'avit4" vitz (1959) 'offer the procedure of using English alphabet letters to
geta "kosVnt fr 16'stream.` Burns and Beier (1973) suggest that both audio ancfv isual

',modes should be in

In the areaof conceptual issues. Buck (1976) and Rosenthal, et. aL, (1974) suggest that
respondent sex might be a variable Therefore, hypothesis- is generated that male and
female respon tints will perceive the same affective communication differently. Rosenthal,
et. aL. (1974) suggest the existence of cultural Offerences m the perception of nonverbal
commimichon. This generates the primary hypothesis of this study that members of
different cultural groups-perceive the same nonverbal affective communication differently.

-METHODOLOGY

Materials
go

The 42-minute black and white master videotape consisted of 36 emotional portrayals of
10-second-duration maximum which were separated by intemals in which respondents were
to register qteir evaluations on 9, 7;interval bipolar adjectival scales. Emotional portrayals
were in the order, sadness, disgust, anger, surprise, happiness, fear, "and first via video only,
ferrule then male sender, then via audio only first male then female sender, then via
audiovisual:female, then male sender.

Selection of the best emotional portrayals was achieved by first having both the male and
the female sender, both White Americans, yideorecord 3 "takes" for each emotion. Senders
were responding to emotion-evoking aurally perceived paragraphs heard immediately before
each portrayal. Theoral utterances, as mentioned earlier, werethe English number 1 to 10,
said with appropriate emotion. Visual performance consisted mainly of appropriate facial
expression combined with some gequre. Later, 3 (ridges viewed all e portrayals, each 2
tjmes at 1-week intervals rating each portrayal ea time on a 7-point s le from "bad" to
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"superior," Portrayals with the lighest mean rating folepach emotion for each sender were
then editid onto the master tape and modified Into the modes (audio,,video, audiovisual)
preyiously mentioned.

Participants

Respondgds were undergiaduate students at Louisiana State. University. The White
Americans. were enrolled in an introductory spee44.dass, the Black Americans in a basic
English cOmposituni class'and the Latin Americans and Malaysians in a basic speech class
designed for non-native speakers of English.

Procedure-
. ..,

All testing took place in Louisiana State University's Closed Cuctlit Television Laboratory
during usual class time. Respondents were seated-at writing-arm desks arranged in arcs facing
a 25-inch television monitor.,,,Groups of respondents numbering no more than .10 for each
session found evaluatio'n booklets at desks upon entering. They were asked to complete a
cover "Personal Data Sheet" which asked age, sex, native language, time in the United States
and languages spoken, then respondents were instructed in the use of the bipolar rating
Instrument. Next they watched/listened to the master videotape and registered their
evaluations.

After the exercise, respondents were "debriefed" regarding the study and sincerely thanked
for their participation.

- RESULTS

Raw scores were tabulated for teach factor (3) of each emotion.(6) for each respondent and
analyzed using a split-plot analysis of variance. Results of this analysis are presented in Table
1. No distinction of audio. video or audiovisual mode was made for this phase of analysis.

Hypothesis I, as stated earlier, maintained that there would be no difference in the
perception of nonverbal affective communication as, a result of Culture 'Type of the
respondents. As the RespondeVctriture Type (RT) column of Table 1 &nes, there was a
perceived difference based on the Respondent Cultural Type in 8 of the 18 possible
insbances. We have no statistical test that we can logically apply to determine if this 8 is a
"significant" proportion of this 18 because the factdrs involved are orthogonal-10 each
other. However, it would seem that if Respondent Cultural Type affected the respondents'
perceptions in almost half of the possible. instances, then it can safely. be said that this
variable had...4 ,sipificant influence to the , perception of &Verbal affective
communication of This study, certainly.

..S'pecifle Emotions Displaying Respondent
4 Cultural Type Differential Perception

-indicated in Table 1, column RT.

epatterns of differential Respondent Cultural Type perceptions will now be examined in
ore detail, focusing only in those instances which have statistically significant F scores-as

5 ;)
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Table 1.--F vane
)s

for dependent variables

S

Emotion %- RS , RT

Oadndss
pleasure , 2.035 _:" 3.093*

arousal 4.3W* 3.023*

dominance 0.057 4.401*
--- - - _ _ . -_-__ ._ __ .._... _ ,_

Disgust .

pleasure 0.958 1:029

arousal 0.518- 1.423

dominance 0.258 0.243

Anger

pleasure .0.007 3.620*
, ,

'arousal ,L,D.035 '., 5.802*

dominanCe : 0.001 11601 i

, -i

Surprise . ,

pleasure 0.041- 2.557

arousal 0:487 0.516
dominance 0.922 8.404**

Happiness' '

pleasure 0.991 1.147 '

arousal 1.327 0.415.

dominance 6.115, 0.049
. - , ..

Fear
.. .

pleasure 0.057 3.375*

arousal 0.344 4.343*
domiriance 0.119 0.942

. RS = Re.spondent Sex;_RT Respondent Type; MD = Mode;
* Significant at F .05; ** Significant at F .001.

57
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Sadness - Figure I illustiates kespbn4nt Cultural Type differences for perception of the
emotion Sadness, the factors of Pleasure,'Arousal and Dominance. We can'say generally tlfat
for all 3 factors for each cultural type, White Americans perceived all factors as being toward
the "less" end of the icale. The perceptains of Latin Americans seems most like those ofithe
Whip Americans, and those of Black Americans and Malaysians seem very much alike and
toward the :'more- half of the,scale. Hatvever, no Respondent Cultural Type registered cm
the "more" half of the scale, i.e., with a eating less than the mean of 12.

Disgust. There were no statistically sIgmficant differences for perception of this emotion'
based on Resmindent Cultural Type.

Anger. Figure 2 ilh!.strates Respondent Cultural Type differences in the perception of
the emotion Anger, the 'fac-19-s of Pleasure and Arousal. The most obvious contrast exists
between the mean scores fur the two factors displayed. Pleasure is generally extremely to the
"less" end of the scale while Arousal is almost as extremely toward the "more" end of the
scale Since the portrayal was of Anger,- this should not be too surprising. White Americans
had the most extreme mean scores, followed by Latin Americans, then the Malaysians, then
the Black Americans It might be supposed that the White American Respondents were more
sensitive to nonverVal cues given by the White American senders.

Surprise. Figure 3 illustrates the highly significafit differences according to the
Respondent Cultural Type for the emotion of surprise, the factor of Dominance. Only the
White American group is really toward the "less" end of the scale. All of the other 3 cultural
groups are clustered-near the neutral p9int of 12. Duncan's test confirms this observation.
i.e., White American respondents were significantly different from all 3 other resiSondent
types. These 3 §,espondent Cultural Types Latin Americans. Black Aniericans and
Malaysians were, in turn, not different from each other.,

Happiness. There were no statistically significant differences for perception of this
emotion baseon Respondent Cultural Type.

Fear. Figure-4 illustrates the Respondent Cultural Type differences for the perception of'tthe emotion Fear, the factors of Pleasure and Arousal. As with the smote _ factors described
in the discussion of Anger, the White Americans seem to register the greatest interval of any
Cultural Type between their mean scores, i.e.. the Pleasure mean scoleand the Arousal mean
score. Pleasure mean scores are toward the "less" end of the scale, though not extremely for
all cultural groups and Arousal scores are generally toward the "more" end of the scale.

713_ II SW/ Mr!' Respondent Cultural Type
Differential Perceptions

As stated earlier, Respondent Cultuial Type influences perception of the affective portrayals
in 8 of 18 of the poten in,s4ances. It would Seem reasonable to say that the cultural originv
of a respondent definitel 'hffected hfs or her decoding.of 4ffective nonverbal messages.

.

Within these 8 separate instances of differential Respondent)Culture Type decoding, the,,,,o..
application of Duncan's New Multiple Range Test allowed for .pinpointing exactly which
cultural group differed from which others. The results of these tests have been summarised
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,

in Table 2. 11 is apparent from the data ,presented in`this table that for: the nonverbal
affective commu9ications of this study White Americans aild Black Americans were different
in more instances than any other cultural group pairing. Perhaps part of the reason for this
might lie ni the use of only White American senders coupled with the history of tensions
between White and Black Americans. The next most dqferetit pairing was that of White
Americah/Malaysian, followed by the White AmericantLatin Ainerican pairing. The two
pairs with the least (1 each) incidence of differential' decoding were Black,
Americans /Malaysians and Litin Americatis/Malaysians. ;There was no difference exhibited
between the Black Americans and the Latin Americans.

The Duncan's Test Sumtnary Table shows decOding'acccirding to Respondent Cultural Type
for the eMotions of Sadrifss, Anger, Sitprise and Fear Significantly, for the emotionsof
Disgust and Happiness there was no difference based on the variable of Cultural Type.

.
Hypothesis 2. as stated earlier maintained that male Ai female respondents to nonverbal
affective communication pert;eive the communication differently: As is shown in Table I,
Respondent Sex was a significant variable in only 1 of 13 potential instances. It would seem'
that the research hypothesis needs to be rejected: atleastt,for this study. Respondent Sex yyas

an irrelevant variable in the perception of nonverbal affective commumcanoii.

DJSCUS''SION

The insignificance of Respondent Sex in decoding of nonverbal affective communication, is

consistent with results reported b,y,Buck, Miller and.Caul (1974) mentioned earlier.,
Given that the 4 emotional stimuli were the 6 dmotions that Ekinan (1973, 1975) claimed
had panciiltural elements, the results of this study seem at odds with his"panculttrral" label.
This apparent contradiction may result from a difference in riiethodology. Ekman used static
photographs as stimuli, this study used videotape. EkMaii used a procedure of asking,the
subject to choose I of 6 emotional labels for a picture of facial expression while this study
asked the respondent to evaluate the emotional display on a number of 7-point bipolar
adjectival rating wales. Whatever the reason, using these essentially different stimuli,and
evaluative devices, results of this study indicate that nonverbal communication of emotion is

perceived differently by persons of different cultural origin.

The practical implications of this finding for those who deal personally wtth individuals of
other cultures is considerable.

Respondent cultural type differences in perception of other-sorts of comndunication besides
the affective need to be investigated, e.g., the communication of factual information.
Implications then. fdr international students in the English-dominated classroom should be
obvious. At the same time, potential applications for planning international commuwation
systems, e.g., via satellite, would be considerable.

a
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Table 2 . --Ins Lnces oe differential decoding based on cultural
group of respondent as tested by Duncan ' s New Multiple
Range Test

. Perceik ion Difference

Bet ween Culture Group
'.

Factors
Pleasure Arousal Dominance

Wh t . Amer . Alit. AnTr. 3 3 2.

Wht . k Amer. /La t . Am6r . 1 l.

Wh Ak Amer. Malaysn. 3 2

Blallr`Amer . /Maldysn.. - 1

Lat . Amer . /Malay sn. 1

Bljc. Amer. /La t . Amer.

.;

e

4
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,. WOMEN AND THIS MASS MEDIA
IN A VENEZUELAN CITYA

Richard R. Martin
.... Olga J. Mayorca E.

Steven McDermott

INTRODUCTION

The mass media have been the subject of considerable interest and study by the feminist
movement. both in the United States and abroad. Images bf women in the mass media. the
effects of media portrayals of women on audience sex-role stereotypes. and levels of
participation by women in mediforganizations are problem areas (behave been researched
during the 1970's. The World Plan of Action which was unanimously adopted by the
International Women's Year conference held in Mexico City inJuly,1975, was critical of the
miss media, charging that "the media tend to reinforce traditional attitudes, often
portraying an image of women that is degrading and humiliating. However, the Plan also
foresees a potentially 'positive role for the mass media, .arguing that the media "co
exercise a significant influence in helping remove prejudices and stereotypes

II. LITERATURE SUMMARY

A. Media Use by Womeh in the U.S. and LatiriAnterica

A few studies of demographic correlates of mass media or saFeve compared inen and

women in terms of media use patterns. Wade and Schramm,- for example, found a tendency
for U.S. women to depend mote on the electronic media for public affairs news, white the

male audience d' the average seemed to prefer print sources. Few sex-related differences
were found concerning sources Of ''Selence and health information, altiough highly educated
males apparently preferred, to consult' multiple media sources whereas females And less
educated - males were more likely to concentrate on one information source. Greenberg and
Kumat - a

3 reported that sex had a moderate association.with exposure to television, radio,
and newspapers in a national sample. somewhat higher levels of exposure to .these three'
media were found for women. In general, media exposure differences by sex were not large.

Studies in Latin America also report small differences 'between the sexes in level's of media
exposure. Among students at the University of San Jose, Costa Rica, McNelly and Fonseca4
found similar. exposure levels for men and women, but the consequences of exposure seemed

to differ. Among men students, media exposure was found to be a fairly. strong predictor of
knowledge of international affairs and of political'activism. Among women, me exposure

was unrelated to international affairs knowledge and activism, leading the 'authors to
speculate that relative lack of interest in political affairs by w' may leadethem to select

different kinds of content from the media than are selected by men.
f

Carter and Sepulveda 5 found no sex differences regarding radio or television exposure levelS
in a survey' Of the adult population of Santiago de Chile. Women reported substantially

7
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.t

lugher levels of newspaper reading. Men, however, were higher on an "opinion leadership"
measure of disi:ussion of news events with other people.

Itcaray6 examined media exposure levels and their association with knowledge of national
public affairs in Barquisimeto, Venenela. Compared with.men, women were relatively low
in print media exposure and high in exposure to the broadcast media. Overall, women
respondents also had lower levels of knowledge of national affairs. Even when included in a
nrtiltiple regression *del with 18 other demographic, and Media exposure idnables, sex
proved to have a signifit';ant independent association with knowledge of national affairs..
Izcaray argues that sex differences in print media exposure might best be thought of as a
conse4tience (rather dian a 'cause) of the statics of women in Venezuelan society. Since the
traditional rule of the woman includes a lack of political quiniintnient, women have little
need to seek out pojilical information in the mass media or elsewhere. A further intriguing
finding in the licaray study is that in a low socioeconomic, siilAample more variance in
knowledge levels is explained by media exposure for women than for men. It may be that in
this most inforination,deprived subgroup (low SES females) the mass media are being used
to try to compensate for an otherwise barren infolination environment.

B. Images of Womecn in Media Content

A large number of recent studies have examined images of women in the mass media of the
United States. Busby revtews 105 studies, most of which deal with aspects of sex-role
portrayals in different U.S. mass media channels. In spite of recent adjustments in some
media cuntent which try to present a more differentiated view of women's roles in American
societ,), the almost.1111,11111110US conclusion of the content analysis studies is thu.t women are t .
stereotyped by the mass media in ways that reflect traditional concepts of sex roles.
Particularly in media content prepared fur' the large ,working and middle, class ,female
audience, the image of women is often one of innate-inferiority and dependence un males.
Kinzer,8 in a typical study, reports that women on afternoon TV soap operas are usually
portrayed as bumbling and",unable to stay out of trouble. FeiNle characters spend most of
their time having ,affairs', wrecking marriages, getting pregnant, and being sitkKinter
calculates that the birthrate on afternoon TV is eight times the real U.S. birthrate. In
another study, Katzman9 reports an imbalance in the occupations held by the two sexes.
Sixty percent of male characters are doctors, lawyers. or business executives, while 62
percent of female -characters are nurses, secretaries, and housewives: , . .

. .

An important comparative study reported by Floral° contrasts women's popular magazine
fiction in Latin America and the United States. By controlling f6r both culture and social'
crass, Flora attempted to demonstrate that a separate status factor of sex is revealed in.
popular mafiction. er cross-cultural comparison of gazine short stories; the author foundfiction.

....

'that Latin Ai erican women's fiction has sex-role stereotypes that are even more clearly
delineated thap in the U.S. literature. Latin American heroines take even less initiative, have
fewer

i
legal options,

.o
and are more submissive to male authority than are, their U.S.

1
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counterparts. Female passivity, which is presented as an overarching feminine ideal in the
Latin American magazine stories, includes deprndence on males, lack of initiative,
ineffectuality, humility, virtue._ lack of career, and lac]( of self-conttol. Nowhere in her
analysis of 2,02 stories did the author find any rerereqce to the exploitation of women or to
the.women's*.rights movement.

C. Effects of Media on Women's Attitudes qnd Perceptions
fr4114 )

In much of the literature on women's image k in the media, direct effects on audience
attitudes are presumed. KinzeF argues that ...1Aedia images reinforce the values of the
A3presslon of women "[The image of women in TV-sioap operas] reinforces the very worst
of a female value system. The afternoon soaps foster an ideology based on female palsivity,
ineptness, and subservience.- 11 Flora believes that the attribution of passivity to females in
popular fiction is a mechanism' of oppression, used to assure that the relations of power
between the sexes remain unchanged by teaching women Leaders to accept their fate without
protest.

kat/nun also assumes that wome n's fiLtion in the media has "great potential power" to
influenLe the audience, however he speculates that there may be positive as well as negative
effects. Useful behavibrs (such as contraception and abortion) inay be demonstrated,
solutions td) real -life problems (medical and legal difficulties, for example) may be suggested,
and taboos removed from the discussion of Sensitive subjects among women audience
inembers.

In general, however, it is probably fair to say that a majority of the content analysis studies
suggest,thialhe Octal! impact of mass media portrayals is reinforcement of traditional sex
Ale norms and acquiescence to sexual inequality. Busby points out that little empirical
research on the actual effects of mass media portrayals Ikas been 'carried out' due to the
difficulty of isolating media effects from other socializing influences. However, one group of
studies has demonstrated the modeling effects of TV portrayals of sex roles on young
viewers. Studies by Maccoby and Wilson:13 Lyle and Hoffman,I4 and-Beuf15 concur that
media use by children is associated with acceptance of stereotyped occupational sex roles.
Fruelisand McGhee16 found that children with*high leveli of V,ekpoitire are mote likely to

4

attribute consistently sex-stereotyped behavibrs to a neuter.doll than are children, with less
exposure, ;television. Miller and Reeves17 and Atkin and .Miller18 also found modeling
effects oflieo characters on children's perceptions of sex roles. Since s'estereotyped
portrayals predominate in children's television programming and commercials, the

conclusion of Miller and Reeves is that "television must, be either directly or indirectly
teaching of reinforcing the stereotypes." However, this general conclusion is qu,alified with

-
the finding that TV can also help differentiate perceptions ofa"appropriate Sextroles and
behaviors when children are expoted to counter-stereotypical portrvls.

The potential :incpact of mass media .content on the atiilbctes and perceptions of adult
women has not, to our knowledge', been empirically tested. The content,analysis, studies that
posit tradition- reinforcing effects on women's consciousness seem to be based on a biased
sample of media content - soap operas, adiertisements, won en's fiction, etc. it may be
that other media content cancels or at least dilutes the effects of these particular kin4 of
content. Furthermore; the pogibility {raised by Katzman) that even tire- worst media
content may be presenting some Useful and posititie information to women should not be

6-9
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discounted outof-hand. We are led, then, to consider a different possible kind of effect
which is suggested by the literature on national development., This literature argues that the:
media, especially in traditional and transituational settings, may help create a favorable
attitudinal climate for social change and modernization. Mass media disply modern life styles
and give audience members the opportunity to empathize with new and different roles. The
Most comprehensive operationalization of the concept of attitudinal modernity -- the
Smith-Inkeles "Overall Modernity Scale"i9 includes a variable called "attitude'toward
women's rights" as one of the 30 attributes which, empirically and conceptually, make up a
generalized traditional-modern plchological dimension. The same scale measures attitudes
related to mass media use, indicatifig a connection between media orientation and "modern"
attitudes toward women's rights issues.

Scliramm argues that the tnass- media in a traditional society function as a "liberating force"
by demonstrating the reality of social and eciSnomic change to traditional, isolated, and
fatalistic sectors of the, population. One hopeful. consequence of the resulting intellectual
climate for modernization is that for the first time, "Women are coming out from behind
their walls and their veils."2° McNelly21 and Frey22 argue that the most important effect
of mass media in developing societies may be subtle, long-term characterological change in
the traditional-secter audience which gradually becomes a generalized favorable'climate for

-dote
development Rogers: gathered evidence from development projects around the world to
show that -mass media exposure is a predictor of modernizatiod-related attitudes such as
empathy, innovativeness, and occupational aspirations .for children. Rogers concludes that
the major mass media function in the national development proces1 is to create a generalized
"modernization ethic among peasants."

Since attitudes favoring equality of the sexes are a component of "attitudinal modernity,"
and since attitudinal modernity in traditional societies seems to be associated with mass
media use, it is reasonab17to argue that in the Venezuelan setting mass media exposure
could be associated with, a relatively modern orientation toward sexual equality. This
expectation is apparently at odds with the expectations of some of the content analysis
studies which predictsa tradition-reinforcing media influence on the audience. \

III. HYPOTHESES

Because of the apparent conflict in predictions based on the national developinent,
modernization literature and the other media effects literature reviewed above, the following
general non-directional hypothesis is offered: Mass /media exposure by .women will be
associated with attitudes to-ward sexual equality.

Experience in the Venezuelan culture suggests the need to differentiate the general
hypothesis in several ways. First, age is expected Jo exercise a constraining influence on
potential media attitude effects. Media content is expected to produce stronger effects
among younger Venezuelan women. Older women are more likely to remain committed to
tradi tional9rms regardless of counter-attitudinal information from any source.

Second, social class is expected to ow a reliationship to strength-of effects, either for or
against women's rights. Wealthi , more highly educated women probably have more
sophisticated and cosmopolitan friends to inform and influence them about -omen's issues.
Mass media, on the other hand, are expected to be somewhatOmore influential sources of
influence among lower-class women.

A
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Finally, the media which may produce effects on women's attitudes probably need to be
'differentiated according to content categories. It is expected that exposure to content such

as women's popular fiction ,(soap operas, etc.) and entertainment (newspaper gossip

columns) will be associated with a negative orientation toward women's rights (a relatively
"traditional" position), while exposure to news and public affairs content will be associated
with a positive (or "modern") orientation.

IV. THE STUDY

In July and August, 1974, an extensive survey questionnaire was developed and administered
by the_ Venezuelan goyernment's , West-Central Regional Development Foundation.
(FUDECO). A stratified random sample of the adult population of the city of Barquisimeto
was drawn, and 636 interviews were Lompleted. The interview schedule included mass media

use measures, attitude and knowledge items related to Venezuelan national development

issues, and demographics.

Barquisimeto is a regional Center that setves a three-state agricultural area. It has a
population of around X00,000 representing-an extremely wide range of erettconomic

levels. Three universities attract a large student population to the city. A full range of-mass

media is readily availahle a dozen radio stations, several local newspap'ers plus thet
major-national dailies from Caracas,_a variety' of Venezuelan and international magazines,
and -three television channels which rebroadcast programming imported from Caracas The
city participating in the period of rapid economic growth produced by the country's
booming oil economy. In-migration of rural population to cities,, expanding educational

s opportunities, and the rapid adoption of new products and life styles are all part of the
profound social change..that the city is experiencing.

The questionnaire contained two kinds of mass media exposure measures. First, overall

exposure levels to different media channels 'were measured by asking respondents to estimate
ohe,aitiount of time they spend on a normal day (a) listening to the radio, (b) watching
television, and (c.) reading the newspaper, and by asking how many different magazine titles
are read on a regular bails. Se-cond. degree of exposure to a series of different content
categones for aeach individual medium was measured using five-point Likert scale' estimates

In ordl. to consider women's Media use...patterns in more detail, it was decided to partition

the sample of-women by age and socioeconomic status. The decisiOn to partition the sample

into two socioeconomic subgroups was made for three reasons: (I) sotne rather different
media behaviors and media effects were hypothesized for different socioeconomic levels (see
hypotheses), (2) a dichotomous rich-poor conflict model is easy to deal woith conceptually
and is very common in popular literature and_pOlitIcal discussion in.Venezuela, and (3) our

composite index of socioeconomic status'4 appeared to be discontinuou's in its distribution,
suggesting the possibility of a "natural" ddividing line between discrete social classes. The
deelsion to divide the sample into two age groups at age 30'was more speculative. Social
change processes,in Venezuela in recei years have tended to accentuate the differences

between the present generation of young adults and their parents. Rapid increases in
educational opportunities, a sharp accelletation in migration from rural areas to the cities by
the young, and dramatic changes in lifestyles have produced a "generation gap" which is a

source of considerable interest' and. concern to Veneznelans.23 'It was decided that the
possibility of differences in communication behavior's age group'could most easily be
evaluated by dividing the sample into two age groups.

71
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Since much of the literature related to women and the media is concerned, explicitly or
implicitly, with possible effects of media content on women's attitudes toward women's,
roles and rights, it wAis decided to examine relatiOnships between media exposure levels and
several attitudinal irms which had been included in the questionnaire. Six items dealing
with women's partiEipation in society and women's role in the family were selected. for
"cluster analysis. One item was discarded and the remaining five items formed two internally
consistent indices. One, index contains three items which appear tobe related to the role of
the woman in the family. These items were summed to form what was called a "Family
Role" index.-6 The remaining two items deal with educational opportunities and political
participation for women. These items were summed to form what was called a "Social Role:'
attitude index..27 These two indices were not highly correlated and it was decided to treat
them as two separate dependent yariables. .1

Since we were liniited to.secondarY analysis okexisting data, it was not possible to explore
the dimensions of attitudes toward women's issues. How representative or valid these two
attitudinal indices might be will require further research. As a matter of convenience, it was
decided to label responses which favor sexual .equality as "modern," a preference for sexual
inequality (male dothinance) was labeled "traditional."

V. RESULTS

The first part of our data analYsikwill be a descriptive treatment of media use patterns by
the women in our sample. No specific hypotheses were proposed for this section. The second
part of our analysis presents a "tentative examination of relationships between itedia
exposure levels.and our limited measures of attitudes toward women's roles.

A. Patterns of Mass Media .Exposures

fe '
Overall, the women in our sample reported levelsof exposure to the mass Media whichare
higher than those reported by men. Women respondents listen to the radio an average of
minutes per day, men respondents average 60 minutes. Women report an average of about
hour and 25 minutes of daily televtion viewing, compared to about 1 hour and 15 minutes)
for men. Men read only one magazine on a regular basis, women average nearly two. Only on
the measure of time spent reading the daily newspaper do men exceed women men
average about 45 minutes per day, compared to 35 minutes for women. Such aggregated
statistics, of course, tell us little about the nature .of women's media habits, but they do at
least seem to demonstrate equality of access to mass media information channels.

Statistically significant differences were found between men and women for almost every
content cathory, as well. For the most part, women report significantly higher levels of
exposure to entertainment formats than do men, regardless of medium. Women are highei
than men in their preference for radio music programs, soap operas, religious shows, and
news. Women also report more exposure than men to television musical shows, drama, and,
soap operasmen report higher levels,of expostfte to news, political programs,and crime and
adVenture series. From the newspaper, women are Snore likely than men to select the
entertainment features gossip columns, society news, religious features, and comics.

The general impression gained from comparison of media exposure patterns for the two
sexes is one of surprisingly high exposure to all media by women, with a consistent
preference forintertainment and "soft" news. Compared with women, men are more public
affairs and nelk oriented in their media preferences.

-t
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B. Mass Media and Attitudes To Ward Women's Rights

When responses to the attitudinal Items about women's roles ,are tabulated for the four
subgroups of women respondents, the two indices behaved in different ways Surprisingly,
there is virtually no difference ...amongAe and social class subgroups in respons'es to the
"Social Role" attitude Index. On the "Family Role" apitude,ndex, however, differences are
larger- A two-way analysis of Variance of "Family Role" attitude responses reveals
significant main effects for both age and socioeconomic status.- The largest wain effe4as
associated with Socioeconomic status, with lower SES women responding in a relatiyely
"traditional" manner (p=.01). The main effect associated with age is small but significant

younger women are 'soul what more "modern" in their responses to the item
The interaction between age and sex wasnot significant.

Of greatei interest is the possibility that media exposure measures might be related to the
attitudinal indices. Whri-lormlations between selected media use measures and the "SoLial
Ruler attitudinal index 4ere'examtned. no strong relationships among variables were found.
There is little variance in responses to the items in this scale, suggesting that they may tap an
equalitarian value about which there is general consensus among Venezuelan women.

The "Family Role" attitude index, on the other lis ci41 produced considerably more
variability in respotises, and relationships between communication variables and the
attitudinal dependent variable were somewhat stronger (see Table I).

TABLE I

-
Pearson Correlation Coefficients Between Media Use Measures and

"Fanoly Role" Attitude Index by Age and Socioeconomic status
(WOMEN RESPONDENTS)

4

,

LOW SFS

Under 30 Over 30
(N=101) (10105) .

HIGH SES

Under 30 Over 30
(N=66) (N=79)

Radio Time -.134 -.120 '-.134 -.180
....

TV Tune
o

+.257 +.042 . -.140
4

-.061

Newipaper Time +.291 .+-.220 +027 1-.156

Magazine Total +.347 +.392 +.191
u +.022

TV News +:337 .+.099 .." -.047 -.039 erj
TV Soap Operas +.206 +.219 -.245 -.013

Newspaper Political News +.318 ' +.305 +.477 +.116._
.

Newspaper Society News( +.335 +.224 -.143 +.048

Newspaper Gossip '4-.26/ +.193
- ;-

-.147 -.122
,
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Comparison of the relationships within the four subsamples reveals an interesting tendency
which is repeated for several of the variables. Except for a small negative relationship with
radio, the "Family Role" attitude index is positively related to the other sources of
information among low socioeconomic status women. The relationships are consistently of
less magnitude among the upper socioeconomic status women, and in the case of several
potential informatio sources (TV exposure, TV news, TV soap operas, and newspaper
gossip cdlumns) the erection of the relationship is reversed. Some of the same sources that
show a positive rel tionship to more modern 'Family Role" attitudes among lower SES
women have a negative relationship among high SES women. Since it was found that high
SES women are sUbstantially more "modern" in their responses to the "Family Role"
attitude items than the low SES women to begin with, this reversal suggests a kind of
regression, or ,"levelitig" effect of some mass media channels-..on these attitudes. The more
traditional, lower SES women may experience a modernizing influence on their altitudes as
a result of media use, while the more modernized. higher SES women could experience the
opposite. The channels where .the reversal is strongest television soap operas and
newspaper gossip columns - may be reinforcing sexual norms which are intermediate,-
between' the norms of the traditional low status women and the norms of the more
progressive Arlie and upper.classi women.

VI. DISCUSSION

A major finding in this study of the mass communication habits of 351 women living in
Barquisimeto, Venezuela is that media use is uniforhily high higher among women than
among men. We feel that high exposure levels suggest a ,great potential of mass media
channels for supporting the social change goals and programs of planners who hope to shape
the future of the country. The elimination of sexual injustice and discrimination is certaudy
one of these goals. The fact that the relationshizs found between media exposure apd
attitudes toward women's roles are not large may simply be the consequence of the fact that
most media content at present is not intended to stimulate social change. Level's of exposure
to different content categories seem to consistently reflect the fact that entertainment
formats are the main offerings to the poor and oppressed in Venezuelan society.
Powerful media effects on women's attitudes cannot realistically'be anticipated while there
is so little explicit treatment of women's issues in the types of media content that women
are most likely to select.

The examination of relationships between communication sources and attitudes toward.4
"family roles" produced some interesting but terfrative findings The apparent "leveling
effect" suggitted that media enteitainhient formats in this setting reflect an intermediate
attitudinal onentation which may have something of a modernizing impact on:t lie relatively
traditional poor woman and 4 conservative' or domesticating effect on the reptively
progressive middle and upper class womeirif the middlesocioeconomit segment had been
excluded from this analysis, the leveling effect might have been more clearly delineated.

The relationships between mass media use and "Family Role" attitudes are strongest among
lowsocioeconomic status women under thirty years of age. Presumably these women are
relatively isolated from cosmopolite companions and depend more on media sources for
information about social change movements. While their orientation is relatively traditional,
they are probably less committed to traditional ideologies than are their elders. The subject

ij
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.

of women's rights husband's authority, which in our index includes topics such as family
planning, family size, and husband's authotity are probably very salient to young women
between 18 and 30 years of age. Theie..womeri therefore can be expected to be attentive and
open to information on such subjects, wherever it appears.

The relationship between magazihe readership and "family role" attitudes is particularly
intriguifig. The magazines _read by working class women, poor housewives, and maids are
popularly assumed to carry a domesticating message.- Our frnding suggest the opposite. We
might speculate that the heroines of the popular women's fiction magazines and

,"fotonovelas," who are perceived by feminist scholars as hopelessly downtrodden and
exploited, may seem quite assertive and modern to a lower class Venezuelan housewife.

The impact of television is less apparent, and general statements about the impact of the
medium are difficult to justify from this data News and public affairs programming in
general shows a positive association with a more "modern" orientation toward "family
roles" among women viewers. Entertainment programputtig may actually have something of a
homogenizing effect between soual strata which cancels out (giving the appearance of a null
effect) in the aggregate.

Our conclusions concerning the impact of LonnnuniLdtion channels on women's attitudes are
based on data gathered at a single point in time Obviously, hypotheses concerning attitude
change will Have to be tested using -longitudinal designs. Also, amore comprehensive
investigation of attitude change will require development of comprehensive and validated
attitude .scales concerning women's issues. Finally, comparative studies in varied cultural
settings would be useful to determine which dimensions of attitudes about women's roles are
colture-specific, which are universal, and how communication can best serve the needs of
women and men in a rapidly changing world.

a
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whether or not to use methods for not haying children," and (3) "Ute Catholic
.woman should not tge contraceptives,"
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407).
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INTERCULTURAL EDUCATION FOR MULTINATIONAL MANAGERS

Philip R. Harris
_ Dorothy L. Harris

AhalKIDUMOrsi

As the social, economic, ethnic, religious, cultural, and travel barriers which tend to separatehuman beings from one other continue to crumble, American workers need to learn the skillof dealing with differences, especially in people. Apart from the humanitarian considerationof providing such training to lessen culture and future shock, there are pragmatic reasonswhy organizations should undertake "cross-cultural education" for their employees,especially these in management and sales positions. The term era's-cultural education. as'used here, ,refers to the study of factors, and influences which give a people identity andmake them distinctive: it includes the analysis of what an individual outside that groupshould understand and do in order to facilitate that.person's comniunication with those ofthat other culture.

This type of learning expeiknce ha's a dual value. For the United States citizen going abroadon foreign assignment, for a short or long term period, such information and insight can notonly facilitate adjustment, but fosters client r.elations'and promotes international good will.It can cut costs of operating overseas, increase productivity, and improve organizationalrelations. Domestically, similar arguments can be adapted to justify cross-cultural trainingfor supervisors of minority groups from micro- cultures' within this country is in harmonywith affirmative action goals. As more and more blacks, Puerto Ricans, Chican6s, American, Indians and other 'ethnic groups are brought into the mainstream of the American workforce and provided with equal employment opportunities, management' requires moreknoikledge and sophistication regarding these peoples and how to interact more effectivelywith them.

This article will report on an action research training project which the authofs haveundertaken with' multinatibnal managers in one of America's largest corporations in order tomeet the cross-lultural educational needs described above.

RATIONALE

..The program subsequently. designed for this purpose was based on , the followingassumptions:

(1)' the world, is fast becoming a global village because of advances in,--transportation and communication, societies are becoming more pluralistic, anda world culture is in the process of emerging add to such philosophical
considerations, the realities of foreign competition for international markets andthe case can be made that American representatives abroad should be morecosmopolitan and culturally sophisticated;
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(2) the typical American company, association, or goveinment agency is.hkely

to provide adequate training for 'employees going on foreign assignment in

international business or economics and possibly in the language of the place

the missing ingredient seems to be a general, cross-cultural preparation which

should be an integral part of international training programs;

(3) the present management and sales development efforts within this country

for employment at home would also benefit by being supplemented with

cross-cultural input as the American Workforce becomes more pluralistic at all

levels of operations, modern leaders require such education to by more effective

with our own microcultures, as well as with the organization's culture;

(4) the cross-cultural training should be general in approach, rather than oriented.

toward a specific culture such a universal tact toward human groups is

preferable to provide broad understandings which the individual can then apply

to the variety elf cultural groups and intercultural experiences which will occur

increasingly-during the course of work history.

Essentially, the thesis of this action research was that all management and leadership

development should include some broad, cross-cultural education, whether the individual-is

going to serve outside his native culture or within it. However, as a pilot project and to test a

learning design for this purpose, the emphasis was placed upon managers who are concerned

With multinational operations. Originally designated as an international business institute,

the course was eventually retitled a cultural awareness workshop.

The authors first posited their concepts for this course in 1972 when they stated:

Cross-cultural training' should. increase dinployee effectithess when serving

outside- one's own country or when working with minority groups within the

United States.1

Their position was substantiated by several other researchers, most notably Kraemer who

hypothesized:

When persons communicate with each other: or when they attempt to do so,

each makes certain assumptions about the -cognitionsof the other They may

make these assumptions knowingly, or more frequently, without awareness

cultural differences can be expected to assume much greater importance than

other factors in contributing to false assumptions involving projected cognitive

As Hartley and Hartley have noted, the effects of cultukil conditioning are sometimes so

pervasive that people *hose experience has been limited tEithe norms of their own culture

O
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Pedersen agrees that there is a pressing need for a model to train professionals in
cross-cultural communication skills, as well as for more training designs and materials in this
regard. 5

Two government sponsored groups seem to have had the most notable success in
this regard the Peace Corps6 and the U. S. Navy.7 Perhaps the project reported here will
contribute to. the process of developing adequate paradigms .and resource aids for
cross-cultural training of leaders and managers.

OBJECTIVES is

This action research centers around a three-day cultdral Awareness Workshop which was
designed to apply behavioral science insights to the field of management, especially with
regard to its cross-cultural aspects. The specific aims of the Program are;

!A, 1) To encourage greater sensitivity and more astute observations
in areas and situations which are culturally different: '

. 2) To foster greater understanding in dealingwith r resentatives
of microcultures within thePaiticipant's own cpu try;,

3) To improve customer and employee relations by creating awareness
of cultural differences and their influence on behavior;

4).To develop a more cosmopolitan business repiesgative or
. manager who not only understands the concepts of culture,

but can apply these !earnings in interperiona1 relations
and to the organization's culture.

The workshop was intended primarily for multinational managetts, but encouraged
attendance on the part of those who supervise minority employees and are concerned about.

'Equal Employment'Oppoitunity/Affinnative Action Plans.

TARGET POPULATION

The pilot project consisted of two, three-day Cultural Awaresiess Workshops conducted in
February 1973 and November 1975 for the management of-,We'stinghouse, Electric
Corporation and its affiliates. This rompany is -transnational and is among the twenty largest
"corpo ations in the world. The program is under the sponsorship of Westinghouse Learning
Corp ation and is listed as Course Number 635 in their CATLOG OF COURSES AND
SEM ARS1976, enrollment .being restricted to upper level management: Participation is

cli-ve and bped upon nomination's of corporate 'executives. It is part of a ditnension or
courses intended for the career development of vice presidents, divisions and division general
managers, plant maingersheadquarter's directors.

.39
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. FIGURE "A"
PROFILE OF TRAINEES

GROUP I Febr. 1973 Total. No. 15
BASE OF OPERATIONS:
U.S.A.

New York 2
Maryland 4

Pennsyliania; . 8'

Georgia 1

Virginia 0

FOREIGN
Belgium 0

Brazil
.

0

PRIMARY BUSINESS CONCERN
INTERNATIONAL-

Licenses/patents r 4

Vent 4res/sale's 3

Opergions 3

Defense systems 2

Training I

AMERICAN M1CROCULTURES
Erriployee relations/
black school liaison 2

(

o

'
GROUP II - Nov. 1975 - Total No.10 Nuitber''

GRAND TOTAL: 25
1 3

2 6

8. 4 12

0 I

I I

N . . 1,. 1

. I

I 5

3 6

4 7

7 I 3

1 2

2

../..

%

:

.
PRINCIPAL EXPECTATIONS: , .

'd'sBetter
undertaning of behavioral reactions of people from other backgrounds -

Increased sensitivity to cultural,differences and expectatioris of other peoples -
Improved comiinmications with foreign nationals - ,,

-
Learn more about international business experiences -. .

GEOGRAPHIC AREA OF FOCUS:

Worldwide 5 . 4

Europe ..'3 3

Asia . - 3 1

Latin,America 2 1

-Canada i .- 0

American mi .crOcultures 1 - 0

-Puerto Rico\ 0 1

.4

6
5 ..,

t
7 AN .
7 '),

9

6

4
3 4.

.A...', .

1

1 °

8
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ORGANIZATIONAL ROLES
EXECUTIVES

President, Intl-Defense & Public' Systems
Vice President, World Regions'

DIRECTORS
Product Design-Research
Multinational Programs-Electronic Systems
Engineering - Consumer Product g
Public Relations - Power Systems
Overseas Licensing

COORDINATORS /CONSULTANT
South American Industry Systems
European Industry Systems
World Trade

ATTORNEY

Patent Counsel
GENERAL MANAGERS/MANAGERS 14

Custo,mer Order Engineering & Licensee. Electronic 01-pittance Systems. Strike Systems
Marketiq. Defen;e & Electronics, Trading Company, Commercial Air CAdit yning,
Industrial Processes, Electronic Systenir-Support, Tubular Products. Training
Developgient. Administration, Business Planning

V '

O

r
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The general characteristics of the two groups reported in this study were white males, largely
based in the Eastern part of the United States, and college graduates without any.previous
study of cultural anthiupology. Figure A provides descriptive data about the subjects. A
tneanipgt ill prorde of the trainees emerges by studying the totals and, the highest( general

concentrations Of the 25 participants, 23 were based in the United States, and two were
loLited-atIroad. With regard to their primary 'business concern for taking this course, 7 were
involved in international operations, 6 in international ventures sales, 5 in international
patents and licenses, 3 in international defense cystems, 2 in international training, and only
two indicated their major concern the American microcultures, print, pally because of
employee relations or blackschool liaison work. The principal-expectat 4ns-or-reason-for
taking the course manifested by the gru-up in rank order was to 4 arn more about
international business experiences, improve communication with foreign nationals,
cross-culture understanding, of human behavior, and Increased sensitivity' to cultural
differences. In terms of the geographic foci's of their activity relative to the workshop'
program. 9 noted worldwide interests: 6 concentrated on Europe. 4 on Asia, 3 on Latin
America, ) i Canada, and two were working inside the United States and concerned with itsi
subcultur . i variety of organizationdl, roles were evident among these. employees of a
inutlinational corporation. The listing is diverse, but that section of Figure A does offer'
soineindicatofs as to whatt-y pe of management is likely to seek out cross-cult ural training.
Only one of the total group, incidentally, was born °inside the continental Uniyd States.

=

MET HODOLOGY

"the learning approach utilized in this project was action /canting. As defined by the author
in his bdok, Orgamattiona 1.Dynamics, the term means

Action learning is a form of adult education that emphasizes variety of method
-'and maximum participation by the learner. _usually by.' Some form of group
k process. Action is fostered' duriug theegsions. and as a, resurtoof the training.

Learning is promoted by instrumentation' for participant data gathering. input
by the trainers. innhi media, and resource materials. group assignments and
experiences.8

4;
The program consisted of erne karinng modules_of approximately three and a half hours

each. The three-day workshop also included two evening sessions. The schedule of activities

is outlined in Figure B. and reatured a variety of training techniques to foster interest and

participation. During the opening seswil each of the trainees received a' lave workbook

containing the course Objectives, schedule, roster of participants. trainers' *resumes., and

sixte,en4articles pertinent to the subject matter (some of the latter were reprints from'the

.author's test, ORGANIZATIONAL DYNAMICS. while others were from current

periodicals). Also included in the workbook or as handouts wereidventories, casestudies,

and group exercise materials, The articles were the.. basis of suggested reading didng and
.

after the Wcyrkshop: an extensive bibliography was aleo,provided.

0



A.M. 'Pre-Conference Activity

8:30 Mailing of pre-registration
Material: objectives, schedule,
article, "Training for Cultural
Understanding."

12:GO

P.M.

1:00 TRAVEL TIME
1:30

5:00 Registration

Evening Learning Module

7:30 ORIENTATION
Introduction
Data Collection
Workbdok Analysis

. "The Multinational Manager
9:30 as a.Cosmopolitan. Film-

"Acceleration of Seventies"

r:

, FIGURE "B"

CULTURAL-AWARENESS WORKSHOP
SCHEDULE7DESIGN

Learning Module H Learning Module V

Cominunication Inventory;
"Cross Cultural
Communication"-slides;

' Problem Identification
Exercise; Film-"More Tha
Words;" Discussion.
Lunch

Learning Module III

Re adi fig, Assignment
"Intercommunication and the
Process of Change"
- conceptual model analysis;
Input bombardment group
exercise.

Social Adjustment
Hotrr - Dinner
Learning Module IV

,film="Is It Always Right to
be Right" discussion;

4 PERCEPTION: three groirri
exercise.

.

"Increasing Cultural
Awareness"-slide
presentation/programed
learning exercise; Group task
on crosscultural success and
`faux pas' . -

Lunch

Learning Module VI

Reading Assignment
"Identity Crisis and
Cross- Cultural Relations"
-conceptual model analysis
relative to culture shtick;
Administration of Culture'
Shock-Test.

Social Adjustment Hour
Dinner
Learning Module VII

"Case Study in Cultural
Awareness;" Film - "The
Japanese': Analysis and

...discussion of articles on the
Japanese.

4

Learning Module VIII

Analysis of results on C
Shock Test; "Cul
Influences on De
Making - input bombar
Simulation: Moon )0C;
study.
Lunch. .
Learning Module IX

Departure prepara
"Effective Performan'
Intescaltural Exch.
-pane?' es-Ctission; c

problem solving ex
Summary-
Evaluation of workshop
Closing. .

Post-Conference,Activi

Continued reading of
workbook articles at.

.-covenience; carrying o
Action Plans determin
lait 'session.



'FIGURE "B"

LTURAL AWARENESS WORKSHOP
CHEDULE/DESIGN

Learning Module H Learning Module V
Com munication
"Cross Cu.ltural
Communication"-slides;
Problem Identification
.Exercise; Film-"More Than
Words;"DiScussion.
Lunch .

Inventory;Increasi,ng Cultural
Awareness" -slide
pre sent ation/rogramed
learning exercise; Group task
on crosscultural success and
'faux pas'
pinch

Learning Module III
,`

Rea.Cling A,ssignmeilt
"Intercommunication-and the
Process of Change"
-conceptual model analysis;
Input bombardment group
exercise.

Social Adjustment
Hour - Dinner

Learning-Module IV

Film "Is It Always Right to
e Right" - discussion;
ERCEPTION. three group
xercise.

%--Lo4tiiiing Module VI

Reading Assignment
"Identity. Crisis 'and
Cross-Cultural Reloions"
-conceptual model analysis .2
relative to culture shock;
Administration of Culture
Shock Test.

Social Adjustment Hour
Dinner
Learning.Module VII

'"Case Study in Cultural
Awareness;" Film -"The
Japanese" Analysis

ondisdUssion of articles on the
Japanese.

Learn* Module VIII

Analysis of results on Culture
Shock Test; "Cultural
nfluvices on Decision
Making - input bombardment";
Simulation: Moon XX; Case
study.
Lunch

Learning Module IX

Departure preparations
"Effective Performance in
Intercultural Exchanges"
-.panel discussion; creative
problem solving exercise;
Summary.
Evaluation Of workshop.

Post - Conference Activity,

Continued reading of
Workbook artnies atc:, one's
covenience; carrying oupT
Action 'Plans deteRiiinedAin
last session.

I.
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1

The content' of both the wotkbook and the workshop presentations by the training
,_consultants was organized around eight key "concepts":

(1) THE CONCEPT OF THE COSMOPOLITAN the sensitive, innovative jeader or
manager ,who is more pluralistic in approach and operates cdinfortably-C a global
environment. Emphasis is on a multinational representative who can managd accelerating'
..liange, even in one's own life space, capable of broadening perceptions and attitudes as a
result of cross-cultural experience-s. The focus is on a life.suyle and communication skills that
are appropnate to cyberculture, a flexible approach to people which copes effectively with

'differences. -

(3) THE CONCEPT OF CROSS-CULTURAL COMMUNICATION examination of
behavioral communication of self image, perception, needs and values, c munication
obstacles and skills, and non-verbal communiLation within the context of differ' cultures
The focus is on the variety of communication symbols and their Meanings accords to th
cultural group which is interacting with the trainee. Exploration of the culture gap be. wee
youth and adult and its implicatioll for cominunication.

(3) THE CONCEPT OF INTERCOMMUNICATION AND CHANGE the mod =s of human
-interaction that cross national, sethnic, and cultural boundries. Communicatio a prime
dynamic that determines the kind and rate of change. Communication explo' on and

e overload phenomena ii related' to electronic technology and the overstepping of iteracy.
The characteristics of communicators in the "fourth world" who cope effectively wit rapid
change, expanded knowledge, and mixed messages.

(4) THE CONCEPT OF CULTURAL AWARENESS und tanding the phenome in of
culture- and its typical' characteristics (e.g., language an communication, dress and
appearance,' food anti feeding habits, time and time consciousness, rewards and recognition,
relationships and'family, attitudes=and beliefs, values and standards). Examination of the
rational/irrational/non-rational cultural in ffuences on behavior, the explicit /implicit elements

i. of culture, the cultural 'patterns Slid Themes, kinship ...systems, cultural diversity and
universals; Sub or microcultures within, the majority culture.

(f) THE CONCEPT OF ACCULTURATION the paradigm of four stages of identity crisis
(awajeness, rage, introspectionvand integratio ) as applied to an in -depth experience outside

'one's culture or to members of microcultu5 s within the U.S.A. Examination of f'all's Map
of Culture in terms of human activity, primary message systems, and method of interaction.
Analysis of otherinfercultural communicatiot Models. Exploration of adaptive mechanisms
to prevent or lessen iulture/future shock.

(6) THE CONCEPT OF CULTURAL INF*UENCES ON DECISION MAKING --,,,review of
decision 'm4cing/problem solving theory and the .effect of culture on both processes.
Experiential learning on the, subject through simulation exercise, case study on village

'. culture; and brainstorming.

4
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(7) THE CONCEPT OF EFFECTIVE PERPORMANCE IN INTERCULTURAL
EXCHANGES application of communication and cultural theory and learnings to specific
cross-cultural situations (e.g., organizational culture, wives on overseas' assignments,
corporate preparation for internanunal business activity, improved employee relations with
American minority workers).

(8) THE CONCEPT OF EMERGING WORLD CULTURE the breaking of traditional
barriers between peoples of different cultures, the homogenization of society, the species in
transition to a new state of being (cyberculture). Examination of the challenge for
adaptation and personal change, and the intercultural experience 'as an opportunity for
personal and professional development. Analysis of the need for improved international
cooperation and business relations

A variety of educational techniques, as has been already indicated, were employed to cover
this content. In additiOn to printed material and lectures by the trapers, audio-visual aids
(films,. slides, and tape cassettes). instruments fur data gathering (cominunkation and change

',inventories, culture shock test, evaluation forms) and group dynamics (case studies,
management games, brainstorming, role playing, and input bombardment) as well as
socialization exchanges, were utilized in the workshop.

RESULTS

Two immediate outcomes of this pilot project were evident during the workshop The first
here the results from the administration of a Culture Shock Test,,,developed by Professor
William Redden President of Organizational Tests, Ltd Fredericton, New Brunswick. so
Canada, and K. R. Powell.9 In the test administration guide provided, the authors describe
this instrument.

The Culture Shock Test is designed to acquaint those who expect to work
loutside_ their own culture with some of the things that clay get them into

trouble ....Cuititre shock ,is a -psychological. disorientation caused byi -
, misunderstanding, or not understanding, cues from another culture. It arises
froin such things as lack of knowledge, limited prior expe;ience, and peronal
rigidity. The eight scales test for western ethnocentrism,' cognitive flex,
behavioital flex, cultural knowledge specific, cultural knoWledge general, custyms
acceptapce, interpersonal seniitivity.JO

.::'

).
is a

I ,:
It is self-scoring instrument consisting of eighty items in which the participants had only ,..-
two choices to agree or disagree with the statements provided. The norms were based on
restrictiie samples, but offered a bast for the trainees to evaluate themselves itP terms di.
three scores high. average, and lo on the eight factors. The scor on factor "A-'
westernwestern ethnocentrism is interpret d iff the opposite to 'die other s ven scores. A high
score on "A" suggests a propensity oward cl.re shock, while a low s re on thetiflier4't
factors indicates the tendency toward such shock in the cross-cultural' e p rience. A group
profile was formulated for the participants in both workshops in t us- study, and the

'interpreted results and their implications are contained in Figure "t"[The participants
appeared to find this experience quite meaningful, especially in terms of theipersonal scores...



FIGURE "C"

CULTURE 'SHOCK *TEST
4, GROUP PROFILES

FACTORS* GROUP** NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS
tz

N=23 HIGH AVERAGE

RESULTS

SCORING TOTAL IMPLICATIONS RE. PROPEN
LOW No. TOWARD CULTURE SHOC

A. Western 0 10 3 I Above average

Ethnocentrism 17 Average
II 1 7 2 5 Below average

. B. Cross cultural 2 6 5 6 Below average

experience 11 Average

4 5 1
.6 Above average

C.-Cognitive Flex- 2 7 53
2 Below average

o 'a
15 Average ,

2 - Above average

6 5 5. Below average'D. Behavior Flex 2
I I Average

3 2 7 Above average

E. Cultural kriow-
ledge:Specific

50 6 2 10Bevleoragewaverage
*

II .. 5 5 0 2 ,Above average

F. Culture Know-I
ledge-General

6' i7 0 I Below average
12 . Average

II . 5 5 0 0 -SliOve average.

G. Cultural Behav-1
ior:General

4 7 8, Below average
12 Average

4 5 I 3 Above average

.d.

H.- Interpersonal 9 . 4 0 19 Below average

Sensitivity 4 Average
-C.. II -: 10 ,0 0 ,, .. 0 - , 0 Above average

*In "A" a, high s core is a propensity toward culture shock: in BO% low score indicates this tendency'. -
** Group I = 13

8 9

participants, Nov, 1973; II = 10 participants who took test, Feb. 1979, Total group Number 23.
i ,- ,



FIGURE "C"

CULTURE SHOCK TEST RESULTS
GROUP PROFILES

GROUP**

0

NUMBER OF PARTICIPArS SCORING TOTAL IMPLICATIONS RE. PROPENSITY
N=23 HIGH AVERA'G'E LOW 4* No. TOWARD CULTURE SHOCK

f 0 10 3 I Above average
17 Average

II - 1 7 2 5 Below average
.

I 2 6 5 6 Below average.
11 Average

II ,4 5 1 6 Above average "r
r 4 , ,

. . ,

I 2 7 3 2 Below average
IS Average .

II 0 8 2 5 Above average

'
I 2 6 5. 5 Below-average

11 Average
II 3 5 2 7 Above average

I 5 6 2 10 Below average
11 Average

II 5 5 0 2 Above average

...
..,1 6 7- 0 II Below average

12 Average

II 5 5 0 0 Above average

I 4 7 2 8 Below average
12 Avorage`_

II 4 5 1
3 Above average

I 9 4 , 0 19 Below average

.. ) . 4 Average
II , ,10 0 ,. 0 0 Above average

is a propensity toward culture shock., in B-H a low ,score indicate s this tendency:
-..)

'pants; Nov. 1973; II = 10 participants who took test, Fellk-1975. Total group Number 21 D

/*.
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Of the 25 participants who took the workshop; 23 completed the Culture Shock Test.
Examination of the profile compiled in Figure "C" indicates only minor differences on the
scores of G-bup 10973) with those of Group 11(1975). Two general trends can be observed
for Group 1 Almost a third of these participants scored low op cross cultural experience
and behavior flexibility, indicating some propensity for future shock on those factors; the
majority of the group had average or better scores on general and specific cultural
knowledge, and interpersonal sensitivity, indica-0'1g little propensity toward culture shock onthese factors .... On the other hand, Gioup 11 had majority who scored in the normal
range on all factors except 'interpersonal sensitivity where they all scored above average; half...
were also above average on.specific and general culture knowledge, confirming the trainer's

'observation that the 1975 class was more sophisticated. generally, in terms of internationalexperience.

Realising that the Culture Shock Test is still an experimental instrument which provides
only crude indicators, the data does provide some general, tentative conclusions about both
groups of managers in this multinational corporation .(1) The majority of the participants in
both workshops scored in the normal range, showing an average or below average propensity
toward culture- shock only two individuals indicated, on the basis of this instrument, a
serious tendency toward such shock possibilities. (2) Approximately one fourth of the total
group showed some tendency toward culture shock on `the following factors cross cultural
experience, cognitive and behavioral flex. (3) The majority of the two groups generally
scored well on these factors western ethnocentrism. .general -and specific cultural
knowledge, general cultural behavior and interpersonal sensitivity. (4) Neither group had
anyone who scored low or below average on general cultural knowledge and interpersonal
sensitivity, thus Vindicating 'little tendency toward culture shock on these actors. (5) a.'

majority did riot. indicate a serious propensity toward culture shock on most of the eight
factors.

With the exception of the 'two internal training managers present for two workshops, 13 of
the Westinghouse participants filled out a post session evaluation form provided by the .

external consultants during the closing session. An examination of Figure "D";below shows
summary of the groups' reaction to the Cultural Awareness Workshop.

A review of the findings in Figure "D" clearly indicates all but one of the 23 participants
had theit expectations fulfilled in attending this Cultural Awareness Workshop, and that the
program will assist than in their management/arrangements practice. They rated tDia

speakers as effectile* and the facilities as quite satisfactory. Again, all but one gave the
overall program a better than average rating, and 20 would recommend the workshop
unreservedly.

,
An eighth item, on the evaluation questionnaire offered the paiticipants an opportunity to.--

make suggestions and recommendations, obviously an expansion upon item five relative to
future changes. A summary of thelicomments is as follows:
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FIGURE "D"

POST EVALUATION
.

1. Tii what extent were your expect4tions in coming to this program fulfilled or ntt?

GROUP VERY MUCH FAIRLY WELL SOMEWHAT VERY LITTLE TOTAL
1

II-
- TOTAL ,

9 .> 4 . 1

6 3 0
15 7 1

, 0 14
0 9
0 23

2. Do you believe the program will assist you in improving your management practice?

.1OkOUP VERY MLICHL_JAIRLY__WELL. SOMEWHAT- VERY LITTLE TOTAL
1 9 5 0' 0 14
II 5 3 1 0 9
TOTAL 14 4 - 8 1 0

3. How effective were the speakers and conference leaders?*

GROUP EXCELLENT GOOD

ll
TOTAL

FAIR ' POOR TOTAL
0 . 14

9 9
0 23

,

10 4 0
6 3. -0

16 7 0
/

4. How would you rate the facilities, meals, program arrangements, et.?

GR UP EXCELLENT GOOD FAIR POOR TOTAL
I II 3 0 0 14
PI .4 °! 5 0 0 9
TOT L : 15 8 0 0 23

5. at changes would you liko to see in this program?
More case histories and prOblems for solving.
-Mere emphasis on special but unusual customs of various cultures.
-More visuals
-Omit decision making portiori ,

-Better ventilation - possibly no smoking.

6. How would you rate the overall program from your. point of view? ,, . ,
GROUP EXCELLENT G001
I 10 -

FAIR POOR
0

TOTAL
1 14

II / 6 3 0 0 9
TOTAL 16 6 1 0 23

_., .. _
.4

7_ Would you recommend that others in your organi dohs participatf in programs iiograms presented by
Management & Oreganization Development Inc.?

GROUP YES NO WF,FI MODIFICATION NOT SURE TOTAL .

I. 13 ' '0 1 . 0 14
II i,

r
1 7 0 .! 2 0 9

..

TOTAL 20 0 3' 0 "23
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course should be required of those managers going abroad on assignment for
the ftrsetime, rather than those who have already served outside their culture

- program is valuable for all managers who have contact with minority employees
from American microcultures

since the course is far more applicable in-content than just.in the context of
overseas relations. I suggest the announcement description be changed to reflect
this, and promote it with manager who may never work outside the U.S.A.;

action plans by trainees. will reread resource papers in the workbooks, will
investigate the use of instruments for data gathering from my employees, will
recommend workshop as a requirement for Westinghouse employees and spit
going on overseas assignment, will give Culture Shock Test to my., wife and
subordinates, will obtain- and show communication slides to my subordinates,
will read the references.in-bibliography, will cultivate relationships with foreign
visitors and residents.

Item two in the above evaluation permitted commentary on the most helpful and least
helpful parrs -of the course:- Regarding the most helpful, three each 11)&1c-died that the ,---
cross-cultural communication presentAtion and the culture shuck profile fit that category,l)
while one each pointed up the information received on acculturation,and global trending,
the Japanese case study, and the identity crisis presentation. With reference to the least
helpful, two cited the "brainstorming" either because ''they had been exposed to this
technique or could not implement the findings, two referred to the decision making portion
since they had received that in other management courses.

'CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This, pilot project has demonstrated th5t it is possible to design and conduct a meaningful
learning experience to prOmote greater cross-cultural understanding on the part of American
managers. But it is only a beginning, and fustheryesearch on the subject is urgently needed.
As a result of their participation in these two Cultural Awfareness Workshops-, the
professional staff has arrived at these tentative Lonclusious and recommendations regarding
the program design described in this report.

(1) Cross-cultural education should become a regular pat of all management develonment:..
Not only is an increasing punber of Ame.cican,inanagetneriildin abrilail on international
4sa,igument, but the rising Consciousness and expectation of the increasing numbers of
minoiities in the American work force make this kind' of training 'imperative,

.;
*Dr. Philip. Harris, a psychologist, conducted both /ourses, the co-trainer in 1973 was Dr.
Maneck Wadia, an anthropologist, and in 1975, Dr. Dorothy'Harrka psychologist.

O t

9;3,
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(2) "More emphasis should be placed upon the sharing of cdpirptual models which the
managers can then apply to their own situation, our experience was that the participant
were very responsive to theoretical paradigms and instr mentation.

/
(3) It would appear that one or more learning modules might be developed around the
subjects of personal change. actual problem cases of managers based on intercultural
experiences, or on negotiation challenges in a foreign culture. This might be preferable to the
topic f decision making which-is ade9uately covered elsewhere in management training.

(4) Th re is a need for self-learning packages on cultural awareness which a manager could
use with the family as a preparation for an overseas' assignment that is to involve the spouse
and children 1 t

(5) Further nvestigation should be made on organizational policy and training needs for the

"re-entry" of managers into then own culture after extensive service abroad. Several

participants in these workshops expressed their fears in this regard for either themselves or

their colleagues on international assignment outside the culture. This may be a trend
indicator to support the findings of a previous study concerning reverse culture shock

experienced by American managers when they come home)1 It alsQ may explain'why some

are reluctant to be re-assigned back to the United States.

)
In summary. cross-cultural training would seem to offer the following benefits for an

organization's employees, especially at the management level. /
I) the increesp in awareness and innovation which is stimulated by the process of

4 s,

acculturations;

2) the increase in effective performance When serving outside omit own country,

or when working with minority groups within the nation;

3) the improvement of customer and organizational relations by the reduction of

time waste, niisunderstandipg and confusion resulting from culture shock;

4) the lessening of the possibilities for "future shock" as a result of such learning

and insight; o

5) the preparation of personnel realistically for a more pluralistic society and

world culture.

The emerging theory of "cultural ecology" reminds us tIat all Winans iU different groups .

and societies develop unique forms of production, tools, and knowledge to use and develop a

particular environment. 3 Human social and technological advances are the legacy of all

mankind, and cultures should borrow from one another to promote a rtew level of human

development or homogenization. Intercultural education can make a significant contribution

to this process.
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A MODEL OF GROUP DEVELOPMENT FOR _

INTEliCULTURAL COMMUNICATION 140RKSHOP'S1

William B. Gudykunst

7

The first Intercultural Communication Workshop.(101)) was held in Pittsburgh, Pennsyl-
vania. in' 1966 under the auspices of the. Regional Council for International Education
(Hoopes, 1970) From this recent beginning the number of workshops conducted has
increased significantly. Common to all of these workshops-ts their emphasis on increasing
awareness among the paqipants concerning the role their cultural background, values and
learned behavior play iR influeneng their pbrceptions and interactions with others (see
Althen, 1975£Abulad,er and Hoope$, 1915,,and Moran, 1,975). One function of the leader
(or facilitator) in an 1CW is "to facilitate communication and interaction among the
participants" (Clarke and Hoopes, 1975. p. 62). While it is implicitly recognized that one
responsibility of the facilitator is to help tWe participant understand the workshop's group
pro'cess. there has been very little written concerning the process of grouridevelopment in an
ICW. This paper will help amend this problem by presenting a model of group development
for 1CWs.

-
The model that will 'be presented in this papTer,is based on observations of 'he ICW- at the
University of Minnesota.2 In developing,the model two criteria were used (1) the model
should descnbe the patterns (stages) of development that a "typical" group goes through:
and (2) it should be oft u4 to : facilitators in "measuring" the development, learning and
maturity of the group. By a mature group we mean ,a group that can resolve its ititcrnal
conflicts, mobilize-its resources and a119w for the personal growth of the members.

The model being described is based on Bennis-and Shepard (1956) general theory of group
develop-17)o wLth modifications amend additions, made to:lake intb account t1 special nature
of an ICV. Two sets of dimensions will be discussed...JO The "group.tilimeigions" these
dimensions describe the patterns ol'gryoup development that appeark<ake place in an ICW',
and (2) the "individual dimensions" these dinaensions describe "stages" that' individuals
appear to go through while participaling in an ICWt4'As the model was developed each
dimension i; meant to be independent of the other dimensions, in other words. it=s possible -
to be in stage one on. one dimension, stage two on another and possibly stage three on a. thi[d. Even though the dimensions are-designed to be independent of each other in'any of
them are highly intetrelated andtchanges in one will correlate with changes in the other.

The Grot p pimension 7

I. *kwio nal Modality- In the' beginning of any group there'appears to be an initials
dependence' on facilitators or people leading the group. Ai some point in the life Of a .
group the participants stop relying on the leaders and begin to.rely on then ownteelings,
impressions and judgments to guide their`actions. in a mature group there also iippareto be .aniither process that takes place -4-, interdependence. Interdependence° of -lhelgrie'mbers,--
develops as-the group 'works out its own.procedures, standards and values appropriate to the
goals- and resources of the group.

7/ I

a' 4
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A...._.-.. Themes The initial con'nt of an 1CW is the cultural mores of the U Sand
foreign c uses represented in the group As the group develops there is a Tendency to move
to a more ersonal level and for participants to begin to discuss their own personal
revelations ;abut eir own evenences. About the same time the group begins totalk about
the group's past The third stage develops when the group begins PO look at the.relationships
in the gruup and the factors affecting them. Probably one important distinction between.an
I W and other forms of human relapons train* is the fo-cussin this stage on how cultural
Factors (i e . values. patterns of't5inking, assumptions. etc.) affect the relationships in the
group. . ";

3. Dominant Roles (Central Persons) Initially She dominInt roles in an ICW are held by
the .,o- facilitators As the group develops (i.e., moves into the independent stage.)=the
assertive. aggressive members of the group begin to "dominate" the interaction. A third stage
of development 1.1 this dimension is a more general distribution of participation with lone of-
the members dominating the conversation an,d all participants sharing more or less equally in
the discussion.

4. Group Structiii:e Initially- the group is structured into three sub-groups the

facilitators. the U.S students and the foreign students. This stage will vary greatly in length.
but elarly the group's development there is a tendency for the group to restructure into
two new subgroups. based on thq, degree of intimacy dill the participants desire, in the group.
By degre of intimacy we're referring to the participants' preferences to either talk about.
intercultuPal communications on a theoretical level or to engage in it 'at an interpersonal
level. As the group matures it is usually able to work through this disagreement and 'come to
a consensus on the level of interaction to take place. It's a? this point that the group unifies
and develops solidarity!cohesion and trust.

_5. - Group Clunate The 'initial climate is one of 'strangeness. As the participants get to
know each other the strangeness gives wdy to a feeling of comfort (the level of comfort will

'vary from group to group). Since comfort is not the most productive climate for a group to
"work- in. there appears to be another stage we've called "creative tension." By- creative
tension we mean a climate with a lo-w. tolerable level of tension, a growing sense of trust and
a general feeling of "if we.use our resources we can really ream something

6' Group Mao nent Fa&itated By..This dimension is highly related to Dimension 3
(Dominant Roles). Initially the group is guided by the appointed leaders (the facilitators). As
sonic ineknbers become-more independent and/or aggressive they often begin to share the
leadership functions with the facilitators. Ideally as the group matures it will go one step
further and the group (as a whole) will begin to facilitate its own movenient.

7. Grodp Activity: When any 'group-- first comes together the initial Activity is

self-oriented behavior on the part of the partici-pants. As the group begins to get acquainted
and the self - oriented behavior decreases. the search; for "valid" content subjects begins. This
'search Ifighry' interrelated to the second stage of Dimension 4 the restructuring
of the group based on levels of intimacy desired. As the group unifies there is an increase in
the participation and the participants begin to work toward a common set of group goals.

8. CoMmunicatiOn Style in the Group. Initially the communication in an ICW is very
"message-centered"' in other words, the participants assume COMM unicatiott takes place by
formulating, and'encodinglideas which are transmitted through 'a medium to someone. As the
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group progresses the 'facilitators can model the shared meaning process and assist the group
to begin to work toward developing share4 meanings when ..,..ornmunit_ating.hand_notjust.

sending messages). Ideally the next logical step is for the group to develop a more
y "meaning-centered" sty le,of communication. 1-3y ihr-eanifig-cettered communication we mean

the realizatiOrt that human communication is a process of meaning - creation rather than Just
-message transmission meani:ngs are not in messages: they are

a :
9 Method of Dedling tiith Conflict. Initially in an ICW the participant-Swill-usually avoid
dealing with any type of confitct they Will either ignore it or sa3k it doesn't exist (i.e.,
'repress it). If "work"eis to be accomplished it impossible for a grou p to continue toavoid
the conflict. The easiest way to deal with the conflict that is present is to "intellectualize" it.

,.. .By intellectualizing conflict we are'referring.ta the dist_u4ioit tri: the gonflict.on a cognitive
level rather than an interpersonal level. As the group matures the facilitator can help the
group go from intellectualizing.conflkt to "working through" or dealing wrath it as a group.
To enter this stags of development it is necessary for the group to be committed and have
developed a certain level of trust. . .

' f

The ldIndiviva Dimensions ,
, .. - . / .: - . ... . ....0 . :-.. -

1 --.. Attitude of Participants itrthe Group. Initially t.hearticii5aret'sattitude in the IQ:J.1s
one of enthusiasm, a broad - curiosity to learn 'nes. i things and .no distrust, of the other . -

intmbers'...ks the participagts get ti) know each other and 'begin to interact on an , ...

interpersonal level atjelinof warmth cle,velOps. Asskiaied with the `vargithis a focusing
sense of puhiose, a quotioningand discussion of 'trust in the groupTfie thifti stage is one of
supportiveness, a,n3ore, duetted sense of purpose-alid *rowing level of trust. - ,.

a . .s, r, .
,

"S. Foreign Student Self -Image in the Group. Initially the foreig'n students anan ICW view
themselves as representatives of their c:ultures'who have a responsibility to teach the ,LY:S.
students about their cultures. As ,they begin to Vieract more with the'll.S. students they
begin to see themselves more as individuals who happen.to be from another culture, but not
representatives of that culture. There.also appears to be another change that takes place
the foreign students come to view themselves as "culturally empathic individuals." By
culturally empathic individuals we mean 2n, individual who recognio is the influence of their
culture on their behavior and communication.

' *
,.. . . .

3. U.S Student Self-Image in the Grbitp: Initially the U.S. students in an ICW,view
themselves as individuals. From the interaction with the foreign students and an analysis of
that interaction the ,U.S. students begin to recognize that their.behavior and communication
has been influenced by the U.S. culture. Ideally another step will follow and the U.S.
students will corfie-to More fay understand the influence that their culture has had ion them
and"they will also come-to veiwt/Temselves as "culturallyseMpathic individuals" toot' ,. .

.7 . .' .
,I

4. Facilitator's Initially in an ICW the facilitators are responsible for guiding the
groupana getting it under way. In the initial stages the facilitators will also begin tomake a
few process interventions. As.the group develops and some of the pIrticipants begin to share
the leadership functions, Ole facilitators model belia,hor for the group. This modeling takes

..,
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the form of analyzing the group's process, making process
cultural, intluen'ces on behavior and 'kommUnication,
retponsibility for determing its owil direclion and an,alysis,.
of an "idearICW participant* °

Conclusion

interventions and hmlking at thC
When the group takes more
the facilitator'erole-becomes that

The patterns of group development discussed in tills paper are meant to describe a "typical"
Intercultural Communik.atton,Workshosp.,,As would be expected, not all workshops will reach
the third stage of developmeitt on all of the dimensions thsk.ussed. In this respect stage three,
can be seen as an ideal or goal to strive for. As yet there are no empirical data to support. the
existen..e of the dimensions andior stages.des,Lpbed. The model his been presented in teas
of subjek.nvely verifiable central tendencies so that it may be of use to workshop facilitators,
at other institutions. It is hoped that this model will stimulate further discussion hum the
nature of group development in Interk.ultural Communication Workshops .ind help
faulitators to guide their.groups. identify problems and 'assess progress.
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Group Dimensions

PATTERNS OF GROUP DEVELOPMENT IN AN INTERCU6UliAIY

Stage 1

COMMUNICATION WORKSHOP

Stage 2 StSge 3

I. Emotional Modality:

Content Themes:

3.

s' , .40"
\z_

Dominant Roles
(Central Persons):

Group Structure:
a.

I

. .

S. Group Climate:

6.* Group Movement
Facilitated By:

Group Activity:

, 1

Communication
Styles in Group:

Dependence on leaders

Cultural Mores

Facilitators

Three sub:zroups:
_facilitators; U.S.
students--;*

'N'Sfiange nesi

facilitators

d foreign

Independence_

Personal
process

revelatiOn and group

Assertive,
members

a gre vAive group -'

Restructuring of group *nto two
sub-groups based on d gree of
intimacy desired

-ConiCort

. Facilitators and/or" assertive
parti.cipant

Self- oriented behavior A search jr A "valid" content
reminicent of most social subjects
gatherings ,

Message-centered

-'S

Mesiage-centered, but beginning
to look for shared meanings

Interdependence

RetlitiOnships in the group and
factors affecting them

More general distribution - o
participation

Group unification solidarity,
cohesion and trust

_

Creative tension

Group, '

- High rate oi participation and
interaction; acceptance 'of and
working toward group goals

Meaning-centered



PATTERNS OF GROUP DEVELOPMENT IN AN INTERCULTURAL
COMMUNItATIOV WORKSHOP

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3

1 ,
ub-group

ilitatois, U.S. and foreign
udvits . 1 71\,

7

D-e-Pe-n-dgacg-oldeadefs--

Cultural Mores-

Facilitators
t.*

Strangeness

Facilitators

Self oriented behavior
re mini ce n t of most social
gatherings

Messagecentered _

independence

Personal revelation and group
.pro-tess =

Assertive,- agressive group
_members

Restructuring of group into two
sub-groups based on degree of
intimacy desired

Comfort

Facilitators and/or assertive
participant

A search for "valid"
subjects

. --
Interdepandente

Relationships in the group and
factors affecting them

More genf ral distribution of
participation

I tt
'Grow- unification - solidanty,
cohesion and trust

Creative tension

Group

e

cohtent High rale. of participatiOn and
interaction;.acqptance of. and

I working toward group goals

MessageCentered, but beginning Meaning-cehtered
to look for shared meanings

tt
I
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Group Diiiiensions (Cont.)

9. Method of Dealing
With Conflict:

Individual Dimensions

Attitude of Participants in
the Group:

..

PATTERNS OF GROUP DEVELOPMENT IN AXINTERCULTURAL
COMMUNICATION WORKSHOP (Cont.)

,
State I

. Avoided

2. Foreign Student Self-

Image in Group:.,

3 U.S. Student Self-Image in
Group:

4. ,Facilitators Role:

u

Stage I

Fnthusiasm, a broad, curiosity
and no distrust

Representatiire Ofsulture

Individual

k

Guide the group and begin to r
make a few process interventions

'Stage 2
.9.

Intellectualized

k

Stage 2

Stage 3

. Warmth, a focusing sense of
purpose, a questioning and dis-
cussion of tryst °

Individual

Beginning to recognize the.
influence of culture

Model behavior of an alyzing
group process, make 'process
interventions and share
leadership:

Worked through

1

Stage o

I ..i. ; i $ ' $

Supportiveness, more directed :

sense of purpot and growing, I
trust

* I
Culturally empathic individual

Culturally enpathie individual

-;
Participint in the. group and
model . behavior of "cultural
inquiry"
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PATTERNS OP GROUP 'DEVELOPMENT IN AN INTERCULTURAL
COMMUNICATION WORKSHOP (Cont.)

Sfagel Stage 2 Stage 3-

Avoided
a

Intellectualized Worked through

Stage I Stage 2 Stage 3

; 4 '
Enthusiasm, a tyroad cdnosity Warmth, a focusing sense of Supportiveness, more directed,
and no distrust pUrpose, a questioning and; dis sense' of purpose and growing

cussionof trust trust

Representative of culture

dividual

Individuil
)

°

Beginning to, itecognizei the
influence of culture

.
Culturally empathic individual

Culturally empathic individual

iT ,
Guide the group and begin fo Model behavior of anla yt ing Participant in the group and
make a few process interventions group process, make process model behavior of "cultural

interventions and! ishate inquiry"
leadership

41
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FOOTNOTES'.

1The writer gratefully acknowledges the assistance of Robert Moran and Janet Bennett
m the development of this model and William HOwell's valuable suggestions after reading an

Iearly draft of the paper.

. . ,
2For a complete discussion of the 1CW at Minnesota, see Moran, 1975.

.,

. *. ..
/"3For a more complete discussion of meaning-centered communication, see Barnlund,

1962.
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' 1 .
John Waite Bowers and Donovan J. QLlis in 1971 formulated a model for iooking al the
rhetoriL, of agitation and Lantrol. They discussed the processes of escalation and the
Characteristics that mark the moves truth one level to the next ih the hierlirchy I This model .

seems a highly useful one for lookijig at dictum in our American society: The plateaus ....

appear valid ones for this culture and this historical period. *
, /

In examining motile' cultural modeLliowever in this Lase, Latin American rhetorical
i

processes an.. expansino and -certain modifications in tins model appear warranted. The
terms used by. Bowels and Ochs give a useful means of grappling with a definition of ahe
proLdsses of agitation and Control. But Lultural idiosyncrasies make neLbssary, additional
;_onsiderations in ,try lug to detei mine tho natiiri. and the hierarchy of the plateaus of dissent\

and Lontrol. The 'puipose of this paper isto suggest guidelines for a model based upon
Bowers' and Ochs' Lonstrilo dim will be valid. fku- Lonsidatng Latin American rhetorical
processes. Fui persons Tit erred with inter,Lultural.i!oruniqpiLation and conflict resolution.
establishing Liumparative n idels Lbuld be useful in identifying problems that might occur.
when tw,o nations 441111 4,ISI .3, different ThiilliLt resolUtion..patternsAtroy ko resolve differejices.
An understaiwilui of rim rival patterns in nations, such as Litin America could aid in ,

alleldating the LritiLISI111 tha we often killed lowares401 Lountries Throwing bombs nrour
Culture IS considered que o the fin:1 plateaus of protest. Threats of violence and destructikin
of property in other Ono is may be simply an- effort to test the power capability of the
establishment or to demo' st rate ,a powxr capability Sikh a step be one of the first
levels of dissent, not the f inal, so lung .,,is lives are riot involved. The act has a different
treating. What may b. Lo isideted by one. Lio 1 u re ',IS an LLeplable kind' "z?riniii" pattern
may be regarded by an Alit as deviant beriavioi 'meow .0,ir relations can7t progress veil/
far until such different s ar, . understood and accepted.

..

If a distinction is ii between "real revolutions" end ".typical revkilulions,". Latin
AnteriLan political S3, S em

..
undergo little Lhang'. Whereas a "real revolution" structures a

new regime and raffle ne 4 power,relkitionshipsi "typical revolution" le'avelhe political
system 'midi as it ha be ri p1ior tkithe revolt but includes new power contenders. .)

Ani
agatative gtoup demo' es'a powei Capability suffiLient:to be recognized by,lhe other
Contenders, and the s ate adjusts lo allow the elm) of th'e new 'group. PolitiLal scientists
tail the process "Lo-0 tall m." Latin America witnesses many "typical revolutions," but few
"real" ones. ' .

_

., ' .. . , t
Charles A. Anderson efu es a Lontender for-power as any individual or group that seeks "to
have its demands imp ern hied through state machinery, to control the alhiLation of values
for the society through sate machinery, or to make specific sources of power legitimate for
the society throtigh the erose of a povqr Lapability." 3,RiLliarki Adams identifies a power

,,,Capability as the propert of a group or individual that enables that entity to be politically
influential. 4 _Possession of a power capability becomes the necessary qualificationfor
admission to the.politicl are Mk

arena. '
Ire i

THEORETICAL PREMISES FOR ANALYZING
THE RHETORIc OF AGITATION

AND CONTROL IN LATIN AMERICA

Sherry, Devereaux Ferguson

On.

_
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Anderson's and Adam's' discussions furnish a valuable Lontext Idor Lonsidering Latin
American rhetOriC. A moderformulated by Bowers and Ochs piuvides a furthei basis for
understanding the rhetouL of agitation and control in these Ilispank. cultures.

To Bowers and OLlis, the ternr"aguation- connotes a situation where ';people outside the
normal decision-making establishment ad,o,Linc significant social Lhange and' encounter
degree of resistance w atm the establishment such as to requite inure t ban' t he normal
discursive means of persuaskui Bowers' and Ochs' del-inmon would speLify the power
'contenders of whom Anderson and ALrams speak as agitators To Bowers and Ochs. the telin
"control'' refers to "the respone of the decision-mlfeing establishment to agitation 6
plus, once the pow er,Lontenders have been admitteg to the political arena, the rhetoric

rpracuc'ed would become that of "contiol.-

In discussing the dictum. of agitation and control. Bowers and OLlis use a Llassifkatoly,
scheme whereby they identify vertical deviants and lateral' deviants. Vertical deviants are
those agitators who subs. nix to the value sy stem of the establishment but dispute the'.
distribution or benefit f power within the value sy stein Lateral deviants dispute the value
system itself.

c

In LonsideringLitin American 11,10911ol proLoi.ses..,4 distinction needs to be made between
the lateral deviatiI and the person who praLtiLes lateral deviance but does itot adhere to us
plut9sophy In most Litin American Lountries, the regular pioLess for getting any tYilts. of c
social changeis to question the effiLaL,y and "value- id the sy stein. Rarer` do-agu

t .
ators _

acknowledge that merit exists in any aspeO, of the system whose practices are being
challenged 7 Thits,00lurions are typically "radi'L'al, definitive, absolute, and recognized as

.
utopian even ley those who advance them 8 The power Lontenders retuse 4o reltArtize the

.r.spotential iif comprointseThits, 'The Latin Amern:-an agirinor generally pilactice laitral
deviance, even it; ulimilely he 13 willing to accept the '.(rfinproinies that the gertisml.LINant 4

t accepts. While the aim of the lateral deviant acrd tku!vettical tleviain, are nut the saniethe ?'".

rhetorical practices of the two may be similar. . :
' . ir- ' ).. % .3 ..

/ \:. , ... s, .. 0 ' 1 :.

. in the period rlo$--r ti-....--)i-'`Tk'a: gnitwli by the system, the vertical deviant, will atteni to,

*demonstrate his power "japability. His ihetorkc may emphisize his militaiy, baLking.fils
familial ties, support 6y the ,ClnaLli, the contrfpf<illatilial resource§ or economic

,institaions, boeaucriitic expertise, the- 'apduty to inobilize;.organize; and aggregate .

.
... consent; or the ability to create nonnstitution*e4 violengCN. ' .

/ J......sr,
... ... . e. 1r.

Certain progressive strategies considered 6y ,Bower,s and Ochs to typify the'agitative process
petition of thg, establishment, pro ulgatipn, solidification, polarizatiOn, nonviolent

' resistance..escalation/confrontation, gu mild and Gandhi, and fin ykt. guerrilla efforts
.0

may or may not be pra"cticetrby Latu American deviants. Engaging public opinion in the ...

early stages of mobilization may be nee- detrimental than helpful' to the agitaiive II'

movement. M Brazilian ex- President Joao Goulart discovered, acquiring a plebiscite may be,,..

risking extermination. ' Capturing the Mention of the povvr elites too soon neap be
disastrous. Far more important is whatever strategy is necessary to demonstrate a
power potential at a propitio s moment . Thus, agitators .may considdr petition,
promulgation. or other strategies irrelevant to the requirements fur gamin recognition by
the establistment For example. if a relativelLunpopular Vresideni assumes uffiLe, dissOents

1 3
3kr

tfi
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may stage a "trial" coup. The purpose of such a coup may not be o gain power at all, but
.. simply to test the poer bases of the establishment and todemonst te.a potential threat to

that group This 'action ma better serve the purposes of the agitators in perpetrating social
change that any logical progression from petition -togueirilla warfare. Finding itself on do
outskirts of the political processes, the CatholiC Church may decide that excommunication is
the most advantageous strategy its hierarchy .can use to control the currein president (as
happened during the Peronist 'era in Argentina.) Petition would make itsrfiosition)seem.
weaker Pronulgrition would appel ill-suited to the Church's traditional image. On the other
hand, a group whose power' base is public opinion may find petition the ultithate rhetorical
weapon s

Anderson summarizes the essence of this argument:

In Latin America. no particular, techniques-of mobilizing political power. no
specific political resources are deemed more appropriate to iaolitical activity than
others No-specific sources of pAalitical power are legitunate for all contenders for
ovxo .. hi democratic society, the organtzation of consent according to
ractibt.d norms is generally reinfoi-ced by possessors of other power

capabilities, and in tbe.long run, democratic prOcesses serve as a sort Of "court of .

last ,resort' in structuring power relationships. In contrast, in Latin America
/generally, democratic processes appear as air alterdrtive t000ther means of

mobilizing power. 10
I

The preceding discussion applies not only to the vertical deviant, but also to .the lateral
deviant Not only would the latter find many or the strategies, less, than useful the
accomplishment of his aims, bin he would be disdainful of using them in a system,that has
closed those channel of communication since the seventeenth century.

. '

In Bowers'.and Ochs' model, the ability to proceed from one step to the next logically and
fratiently earns sophistication points for the' rhetorical a . In predicting the tsutcome-
of an agitative m6vement,.°Bowers and Ochs assign positive valnes to the higher
sophistication levels. This criterion for acquiring "success potential"' points may not be a

'very valid one for Latin American agitative movements, ,primarily because the purpose of
that rhetoric is not simply to persuade, but also to demonstrate a power capability. Certain
strategies !pay only.encumber or be irrelevant to the accomplishment of that task.

.p incorporation of Anderson's and Adams' theories regarding power bases see s essential
'hi considering not only the agitative rhetoric but also the control rhetoric in tliO. c. unties.

Aregutatory agent may adopt any of four strategies avoidance, suppression, justrnent, or
capitulation. The course of action chosen 141 a control grail) will depend upon (1) thee
agitator's success at demonstratmg a poser capability, and (2) the classification of the
agitator as a vertical or 'lateral deviant. T.Iiree situations that may arise seem eSpecially
pertinent to discuss.

a

First: if an agitative movement Waif.ii attempt to present evidence of apoOer capability,
the establishment has no need for concern. The strategy of avoidance will pro6ably appear
the most feasible one. Demonstrations occur daily in South American and Central American

,
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nations.. agitation, that carries with it no real threat will probably be ignored. Few
governments are secure, and the leaders stay busy try mg to cope with the more threatening
contenders.

. -

Second, if the agitative n ovement succeeds in its effort to aemunstrate apower capability.
the est ab,lishmerit will consider whether the movement represents vertical or laterolallance.
If the power contender is a,verticaldeviant. the system will adjust to allow the entry of the
new meiliber. Essential to gaining admittance, is the understanding that the power
elite. will not try to evict the existing rship. Bctause Latin America's most
dominant 'Method of dealing with powgrL. ntenders is co-oRt2..ation. Andersoif terms the
resulting *stem a "political musehm".1 He speaks of the "learning experience" that new
Members urtOrgo. Not only must the system adjust. but also the ex-agitator must adjust. He
learns the limits of dissent. Often a novice will exceed those limits., such as did the
Venezuelan Betancourt regime in 1941-

44
The first preSident ever elected with mass participation' and direct _vote held
office -for only seven mouths before he was overthrown by a new alliance of the 40

army with the 'holders of economic power Under the circumstances .this
development was not surprising. Acthon Deinocratica had takeii" steps to
consolidate its electoral power but had not established the electoral system as
the accepted way to powerIP,

... The economic sector did not accept the
economic and social reforms promulgated by kccion Democratica. 13= iv O'

s'
Similarly, in Guatemala Arbenz exceeded the limits Lonsidered as acceptable bythe landed
elites and the foreign investors. So the US.- supp'oited Armas led the reactionary forces that 414.,.

deposed Arbenz and put the Lonservatives back in power. A .coup soon replaces a ''slow
learner." Whereas the rhetoric of an agitative party may be flamboyant and revcifutionary, a

l ., , .
vertical deviant new ly integrated into the, system must be conciliatorS, toward the power
groups that have allowed his entry. A new member not properly supported by the right
power groups will not long remain in control. Coercive force alone isnot enough, Those who
control the economic resources, those wh6 have bureaucratiL expertise, those who comprise
the labor supply, etc., must be considered. Many apexes of power exist in Linn America.
Anyone who enters the power elite circle must recognize this fact and make the proper
adjustment. .. I

Just as the system finds allowing the entry of new poWer Nntenders a relativelS, painless
process. the ruling elites likewise find passing laws a comfortable means of co-opting

. agitative movements. Rhetorically, the establishment may then assuage the opposition with
the idea that their demands have been met. In actuality, the .ruling party may have no
intention of enforcing the' new law. This tradition daie',s'ifrom the ado'ptia14.the firstf cdemocratic constitution in ;Latin AmeriCa. The ,aristo,cfacy enthusiastic ., endorsed
constitutional Lonstructs that had. no relationship to t1je 0;1/er structures o thesocfety. o
Subsequently, the elites bowl of their corvitntions_but refused to abide,by them. If the

. existence of a law 'an the books dist rubs the conscience of the ruling group, passage of a new
law is easy. Not unusual is the rewriting of the Constitutionwith each successive president.
After the passage of such a new law or Constitution. some adaptation of the principles to the
reality (or the "rfform of the reform") may occur. 14 .: .

;
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."
Thus. adjustment by the eszahl4hruent constitutes a frequent method of dealing with
agitative movements. This method best characterizes .the rhetoric of control in these
countries.

1

Third, if an agitative moveme$t succeeds in its effort to demonstrate a power capability and
the agitator appears to be a lateral deviant, only two alternatives remain for the
establishment. Avoidance. is not possible, the systein cannot ignore- a group that has .
demonstrated a power potential. A lateral deviant. by definition, has the overthrowing of the
establishment as his aim..This aim exempts the possibility of co-optation by the system. Two
alternatives are left: suppression or capitulation. ,' I

Suppression Gill generally be the, first attempt. For example, the establishment may force a
political party underground )3 denying that party legal status. Examples of establishments
that have used this practice are the Mexican. El Salvadoran. the Peruvian governments.
Frequently. Communist agitators find their organizations outlawed. The estabh,shment may
exile the leaders of the-,t itative groups. Such \vas the fate of Juan Peron, of Argentinaand
Juan Bosch in the Dominican Republic. The military may open fire to disperse a group, of
student demonstrators. The government may deny a petitiyh. the, power capability of
the contender prove,,s greater than that of the establishment, the systeln may be forced to
capitulate. Castrp,,; and his guerrillas, for example. successfully challenged the suppressive
forces of the B a regime in 1959. These trategies then are ones that may be praCt teed by
the control agents.. .

A

The rhetorical features of agitation and control inlatin American coantries differ in certain
regards from those that characterize the American society. Some possibilities are nut within
the range of alternatives presented.to the agitalors and control agents. Some strategies may
be irrelevant and futile exercises whin these cultures. Preferences for levels arranged in a
,Different hierarchical structaire may govern .the processes of conflict resolution. The purpose.
of this 'paper, has been to try to impari some understarldingtif the rhetorical clinia teln Latsu
-merica and Co attempt to extract from the Boweirs and Oclis model and the Anderson:
construct theory that might be helpful in analy zingjhetorical processes in those 4tions,

ti
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PREDICTINRINNOVATNENESS /N-THEiADOPTION QF
A NON-TECHkOLOGICAL'INNOVATION IN AFRICA

.

Carley H. Dodd -.
Resealch in±interculfural 'communication should continually investigate Those processes by.
which individuals adopt new ideas., In the last few years cross-cultural communication
research has focused on variable relationships explaining adoption of new technology in
developing nations. The purpose orthe present research was-to investigate correlates of
innovativeness in the adoption of a non-technological innovation in Ghana, West Africa.

-
The term innovativeness refers... to early or late adoption of an. Innovation. Research
concerning innovativeness attempts to identify the variables that correlate iwith
innovativeness by utilizing multiple correlation techniques. Usually, researchers report the

tresults'as the amount of variance (multiple R2) the variables explain.

Prior research his highlighted the relationship of numerous variables to inuovataveness. In
their Colombian research, for instance, Roger; and Svenning explained 66.4 percent of the
variance in the adoption of an agricultural innovation in traditional villages.1 Results showed
that magazine exposure was the strongest single factor in early or late adoption. Other
predictor variables,in their studj, included previous innovativeness of household innovations,
farm size, .reputation as a farmer, and personal empathy.. When home innovations were
studied in both modern and traditional villages, variables such as frequencyof contact
outside the .village (cosmopoliteness), social status, self-perceived opinion leadership,
functional literacy, and education accounted for 53, percent of the variance. Other prior
studies of adoption in Colombia demonstrated the correlation of additional variables, to
innovativeness such as awareness of innovations, degree of information- seeking, attitude
toward credit, and age.2 . ./

Research predicting innovativeness among fariners in India revealed the effects of-attitudinal
_.

and world view variables such as authoritiarianism, innovation proneness,. liberalism, and
fatalism.3 In addition, economic variables:change_ agent contact, and social participatiore

;:. , - e... .

have produced si ificant amounts of.exiilained variance.4 F- i, .

t - %:
,

The representative studies cited above pOvide an international ba4drop for the presentt
research effort which also focused on traditional and modern villages in a developing

-,

country. The difference is that the present.res analyzed innovatiVenrss in the indiviluAl
..'i ', .iado ption.of a non-techmilogical innovation', a refigur41Vologr.

.. , .
HY:patheses "' ,..

,A .central research question framed this study: What variables are significant correl4tes
predicting adoption of a non-technological innovation in an African. atInkke2 The present
study tested four social variables, four communication variables, and a so,Oal system variable
using the following hypothesis: . . -,

. -'- ;.

__Hypotiresis -P There is. a significant correlation between the combined iffect, of all
prediciotilariablesARd the one criterionvariable, innovativeness.

Hypothesis 2: Social interaction is in a significant partial; correlation with
innovativeness. .

'Hypothesis 3: Cosmopolitpness is in a significant partial correlation with
innovativeness. . 1 lb -t.

A

"'A'
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Hypothesis 4: Degree
innovativeness.

hypothesis Si- Newspaper
innovativeness.

6

Hypothesis 6: Magazine exposure
innovativeness.

of literacy is in a significant partial correlation With

exposure is in a significant partial correlation with
,

is 'in a significant partial correlation

Hypothesis 7: Age is in a significant partial correlation with innovativeness.

with

Hypothesis S. Education is in a significant partial correlation with innovativeness.

.. ., Hypothesis 9. Degree of opinion leaderShip.is in a significant partial correlation with
innovativeness. .

'Hypothesis 10. Village siz*e is in a significant partial correlation with innovativeness

s- Sample

METHODOLOGY

,%

Field data were collected by use of interview questionnaires.
from a cluster sample based in thirty -four villages distributed
located in seven of Ghana's eight geographical districts.

Criterion and Predictor Variables

422 subjects were interviewed
into rural and urban areas ed

r

1P,

r; 2, .

The nine variables selected to explain and predict innovativeness were chosen because of (1)
their utility in past research, and (2) probable function as t6 their predictive usefulness. The
one criterion variable, the nine predictor variables, and dieicintaiurernents are listed below.

f

1. Innovativehess in adoption. measured the year of acceptance into the Chin rch of =
Christ. s .

"2. Social interaction: "How many times alty do yOu talk with neighbors?"
3. Cosmopoiii4ness: "Within the last yeai have yoU travelled to Kumasi or Accra?"

(thely° largest cities). ,

s,
4. Newspaper exposure: "How often do-rnrread amewspaper?,"
5. Magazine exposure; "How** often do you read a magazine ?"
6.* Literacy' "Do you read?" and "What language(s) do you read?"
7.' Age of respondent: Asked for res,pondent's age. - . ._

8. Education of respondent: Asked for respondent's years of formal -education.
9. Degree of opinion leadership: (1) "DO most peOple ask you for your advice on

farming?"' (2) "Do Most people ask you for your advice in settling disputes?'" (3)
. "Do ,niostf people ask you for your advice in religious questions?" (4) "In

general, do other people ask for your opinion"?"
,10. Village size: Village classified according to its population.

-
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Date Analysis

bita inalysis procedures foethis study were two-fold. The first'hypothesis was tested by
applying multiple correlation, a statistical toodesigned to produce the maximum possible
correlation between a criterion, variable and a weighted sum of two or more -predictor
variables \(2) Partial correlations were utilized to test hypotheses 2-10. The partial
correlation deals with the residual relationship between two variables %ten the common
influence of the other variables has been removed.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

.Only three of the ten hypotheses were accepted based On statistical significance. Hypothesis
1 indicated a significant multiple correlation of all nine predictor variables with
innoyativeness (R = .41, R2 = 16.84%). However, three of the predictor variables (newspaper
exposure, age, and village sizel explained over 16 percent of the variance, while the other six
predictor variables added only negligible amounts of explained variance (table!). Acceptance
of hypothesis 7 (table 2) indicated a partial correlation between age and innawativeness (r I
7. 2 3 4 5 6 8'9 10 = .285<.01). Hypothesis 10 (table 2),eveakd a partial correlation
between village size altd innovativeness (rl 10. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 -= <.05):

TAB4 1 ,-

COMPARISON OF TO1! 3 PREDICTOR VARIABLES
4 1

EXPLAIN/4G. VARIANCE WITH THE LAST 6 PREDICTOR VARIABLES*

Age

AVillage Size

Newspaper Expbaure

\o,

Variance
Explained Variable

Variance
Explained

13.16% OpinioniLeadership .40%

1.57 % Education- .22%

1.3 Social Interaction' AB%

Magazine Exposure .01%

*Cosmopoliteness .01%
4

begree of Literacy ,01%

_R2=16.11% R2=.734

Total R2=16.84%
*The' percent figures depicted here represent additional common variance explained by
incitiding a paqicular,

111,
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' TABLE,2, , ,

PAIiTIAL CORREI:ATIONS AND PEARSON r.'s OF THE NINE
PREDICTOR VARIABLES WITH INNOVATIVENESS

Variable- Partial Correlations Simple Pearsoh r

y

Social Interaction .024 .021

Cosmopoliteness .010 .010

Degrel of Literacy
ti

.010 :157 **

NewspaDer. Exposure .052 .191**
Nb.

Magazine Exposure .020 .171**

Age° -.285** -.362**

Education .036 - .150**

OpinioikLeadersbip r -.075 t

f,
-.091

Village Size -.122* 1:7.148**

N= 411

, *p.<.05
**p.<.01

The relationships indicated by the confirmed hypotheses led to several generalizations. In
the first place, the negative correlation between age and innovativeness should not be viewed
in isolation since other factors 'emerge in coordination with this; findid. Table 3-

iindicates that age s negatively correlated with d'egree of literacy (r = -.21), newspaper
exposure (r = -.212), magazine exposure (r = .209), and education (r =-.232). Furthemiore,
the results demonstrated a positiye correlation between age and opinion leadership (r = 5105,
p<05). In sum, the results Suggest the,following. (1)-The older subject, the earlier he
tended to adopt. (2) The older the subject, the less likely he read or- was bilingual'. (3) The'''
older the subject, the less frequently he exposed himself to print media.'(4)The older the
subject, Hip less formal education he possessed. (5) The older the subject, the more likely his
self-perception as an opinion leader.

k,
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Social r4

. ,ltiteraction
Z

_ 1.000

Cosnaopolueness . .079
. 4.
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-

Literacy ' .074
,

Newspaper
Exposure . .038

Magaiine
Exposure ' .032.

Age .060.,

.
--

Education '''.036 -;

1pinion
Leadershipi o .105

.7-

Villagc,Size
...

%lit*
. -

a

tItativenets .021

..
*p .05

**p
N.= 41:1

4.2.1000 .
.e.-

v w
<

a -

.017 1.000 . a

5 . -..021 A54* 1.0.00 .-. .
`115

, e
-.039 .351'4 .766** . 1.000

# .
A :

.086 -.210** ---47.'i 1 7** .209 *. 1.000' -

-.014 ;58 l/P A84* .7409. -.232** 1.000
O

M48 .115* .036' .015 i05 .1.23 1.000

11
....

§;217** -.068 .016 .093 -. .096 i..161* .029 1.000
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.4
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.
Adoption obviously does not result from age itself as a physical dimention. Rather, evidence

suggests that age places a person into a (1) category of relationships mitigated or abetted by
traditional structure based on inherent respect and dependence. Observers have noted, for
instance, that traditional Ghanain. cultural 'Values dictate personal respect by younger
relatives and fr,iends.5 Previous research in interpersonal similarity (homophily) in Ghana
revealed that older persons served as,opinion leaders or information- evaluation sources in the
diffusion of an innovanon.6 (2) With higher economic resources, older_persons have mobility4
and thereby experience greater outside information contact.?

Secondly, the negative correlation between yjllage size and innovativeness implied that
subjects in large villages tended to adopt eafliersthan subjects in smaller villagi:However,
further analysis of this relationship indicated that the c.orrelation is actually sighificantly
nonlinear (eta = .667).8 By ilobservaticrn,--the-ctive devribing the relationship between
village size and innovativenesi appears ;to follow the quadratic equation y = aZ2, + bx + c.
Thus, one notes that subjects 1 ing in villages of under 6,000 population (small) and subjects
in large Lines tended to adop earlier than subjects in middle sized villages_` The relat.iihip
can be illustrated as in figure I

Time of a

Adopt i9n

t

a

s

Figure I

I

.e

Fes+ .

Small'
Village.Size

--Large

..
The teason, for the non-linear relationship is not immediately evident. One can speculate that
the relationship is connected with the presence of abundant information sources in large
cities and the presence of opinion leadeis expos6d to mass media channels as information

. 4;s
sources in the small villages. Only further research however, can accurately reflect the reason
for the\nonliraear correlation. _

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS J
From the analysis the researcher concluded two basic propositions. One is tlfat age, village
size and newspaper exposure significantly predict innovativeness. Second,_ age predicted
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innovativeness such thaas age increased, adopt-ion was earlier. This finding adds theoretical
relations )pp between age and innovativeness, since prior findings stem from technologtca)
innovations research. A third conchision is that' village size sirificantly predicts /
innovativeness. The non-linear relationship reveals that respondents in the smallest and in the ,
largest villages tended to adopt earliest. Village size/ is a unique coneeptu'al variable
in diffiliorrliterature.

Future research predicting innovativeness shotild_consider numerous variables potentially
related, to innovativeness.' General categories of variables could include interpersonal

; communication variables, mass media variables, economic variables, social variables,
psychological variables, and systems variables. Another badly' neglected Category-
consideration-centers on cultural values and world view. .

'/'
,In addition, future research might focuston various methodologies. In the first -place, field

experimenratiaeleads toward, more, precise cause-and-effect relationships, employing a
before -after rather than an after-only researcfi design. Typically , scientific, nethodolOgy
demands quantitative measures with which, one might also combine , other research
techniques such as (1) particitantVerViktion, (2) Panel, studies, (3) in,depth probes using
case studies ofidopters, noil-adopters, and/or other informants.

'Finally, future research in this area should 'focus toward standardization of measurement
instruments Su ;h an endeavor eventually build validity and reliibility, thus promoting
theory building.

a
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CROSS- CULTURAL INTERFERENCES AFFECTING
NTEAC

PUPIL COMMUNICATION
1 IN AMERICAN SCHOOLS

E.C. Coridon

The keystone Of falls successful teaching-learning situations1is good communication, for the
acquisitiorf of kTiowleage is predicant' ton an accurate exchange of information between-
the instructor and his students.

1

This factor is paicularly crucial in classes where teacher and students are of dherent
backgrounds, and, where the learning process may be. inhibited Gross-cultural
interferences Whenever such a situation occurs, communication conflicts are likely tearise,
since the white middle-class adult-interpretation Of American culture, held by the average
educator, the values he teaches through the subject maser, and even the mariner in which he
communicates with the students do not 'always coincide with those held by the latter as a
result' of their family -tpbringIng. The direct effect of s'ucli contacts betvk divergent

_- orientations is found reflected in aVuction:lif not a prevention, of lear9ing gal lase in
point is,thar of the elderly Italian gentleman. rolled in an Mult edutaldon gro rok Who
walked out of class indignantly, because he,thou he had been insulted by) the lqtructon.
The latter had simply modeled. thggronunciation of the "th" sound(tip oxtongue between
tetth) without real4ing thaLthis facial expressidh could` convey an oWerie 'meaning in
another country.

) The full signify
research fin ngs on classroor
Stanford Llni ersity, revealed tha
th eir teachet as a result of the fol
language, expiessions; of different sinter irons (0

+ listener) of the thougk contem of the n slage..1 In alt. thre
atIrittuted o -possiblrPoiences in cultural condikonini
that t

.

an occurrence becomes Clear when it-is viewed n coed-fa of
communication: A recent study,. carried out in this field at

t'udents failed Co underStanft the-information impayted-hy
wing: insuffic. t or poorly organi4ed data, utifamiliar

part' of the speakvika
problem,may b

an has shown, for nstance,
Ow patterns ay reflected' in language styld-41 e affecting the e eitt aild

nzation of provided information. 2 And the style of communica Ion coned
ne group rn)35t.setin !Insufficient" or "poorly organiz " in another.

conflictt in stylistic variat ns may be noted in the --Hispanic re'ection of
verse

s in speech
ingual j9diVdu

guage. In so, doin
they utilile instinct' em--that associat
with that nati.e idio negative ate
to the listtner. Thus ociety whore it,

ish
/.'pays" to be `-`a..man of few words," beconies highly suspicious in Spa i where -scomitiunic9tn is an art, yid rheturicrefleets the personalism of, thesp er as well aegis

ability to relate Cciotheisrhs a result onhes'e differences, interactjtiiii between Hitpanic and
American individuals are it to be shortcircuited by undercurrents of misunderstandingi.'
a ing from a mutual frustration' of the former's des_ite to establit relationship oh
personal terms, ,and the latter's urge to "get to'tlle point" of the copversation.

,.

propriate
Examples o

the )Anglo-Saxon ones and cpcisene in oral and written expression and, c
Applo-Sawn criticism -of.the Spanish pr leaion. for Formality and ornaten d -3"
in writin These sty,tic differences a e particularly noticeable when b
(who ha not been de aware oithem) communicate in the second 1

tyle o expression which is nAural to t
--there succeeding in cipeyinktinconsciously
e,yery 6conomy of speech, so prized in American

b
it,
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Another type of,crUss-cultural conununiation breakdown noted in the study is triggered by
variations in lexical meanings. In this respect, .the connotative pitfalls embedded in false
cognates* are well-known to interpreters as one of the major difficulties to be overcome in
interlingual translations. And most Spanish teachefs today recognize the existence of
polarized feelings .associated with the' concepts of "compromise" (positive in English) and
"compromiso" (negative in Spanish) as they apply to business or diplomatic nego,kiations.
However, interlingual interferences present at the denotative level, such as conceptual
differences in words used by different cultural gioups within the same geographical area, are
all too often' overlooked in everyday situations. This problem is illustrated in the
diametrically opposed interpretations -given by Black and White Anglo individuals te,the
modifier in the sentence "That's a bad dress you've got on!" In the former case, "bad" is
synonymous to "wonderTul" and the comment is a compliment paid to the wearer, and iv
the latter case, the adjective expresses a purely derogat9ry meaning--"A terrible dress--and,
therefore, serves as a el-ink:ism of the wearer's taste. The misunderstanding created by such
incompatible viewpoints leads inevitably to a reinforcement of theAbgative stereotypes held
by each group concerning the other.

The third area referred to in the Stanford report stresses the effect of differential
interpretations of thought ontent of the message. as understood by the instructor and the
students respectively. In thisparticular category, the opportunities for Cross-cultural
misunderstandings are practically limitless. They may be found in such common-place topics
of discussion as the following.

. <

Food. " Anglo" versus "soul" food,' both of which are viewed differently by
'

White and Black individuals
C 1
\ I ,- )

Health Practices: The Hispanic reliance on "espiritistas," versus the Anglo faith in
licensed practitioners

,iFamily Life. The Anglo `:nuclear"Samily and its restricted obligations; versus the
t / Chinese family andits complex, multiple relationships.

6d, 01: Lourse, the probability of miscommunicittion increases in direct proporation to the
degre/ of abstraction found in the concept under discussion. , ...-,.

The very insidiousness of the problem is precisely what makes it so difficult for an educator'
who has not been Mined in skills of cultural awareness to handle in the course of daily
instruction. Strange- as it may seemto an observer who, unlike the teacher, is not

, emotionally absorbed in tile task of sharing exciting knowledge with, the students, the
dity of describing-to--Indian-children how Columbus "discovered" America may not be

obvious to a history specialist who. has not been sensitized to the "native American"
viewpoint. Nevertheless, this same observer might be 4;iiite capable of demonstrating too
puzzled Eskimo children -how the sun always rises in the. East and sets in the

West without realizing that theythave seen wil4: their own eyes how it travels in a circle
at the North Pole! Indeed, one of the cardinal rules of effective cross-cultdral

communications is to take nothing for grantc/' when, attempting to encode or decode
information, for even when the speakers share a common language thereis,no guarantee that
the same cognitive or affective content is shared by both individuals.

193
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In the American school context, few classes may be considered culturally homogeneous in
terms of bosh staff and student populations. When these variations are added to other group
or individual differences, such as age, sex,\race, IQ, religion, motivifion,socioeconomic
background and the like, they represent a formidable Source of intelference in the
educational proced whieh may impede learning progress on the part of the students and
frustrate the teacher's efforts to readh them.

With these prevailing conditions, each lesson taught may be viewed as a cultural encounter in
which the communication process is inevitably restricted by factors Which are beyond the

Lcontrol of the participan.., nder the circumstances, it is essential that educators be able to
identify and, hopeful , counteract classroom problems arising from cultural
misunderstandings if the/are to succeed in maximizing their instructional effectiveness.

Factors to Be Considered in Cross-Cultural Communication

In a general way. the exchange of information between,two interlocutors is usually achieved
by,.verbal and nonverbal means; the proess takes place simultaneously on three culturally
conditioned levels, related to.the cognitive, affective, and psychomotor domains of human
behavior--thotight, emotion and action, expressed, by words, voice modulation, facial signals,
and gestures. Cross,cultural , misunderstandings may, thereTore, be expected to arise
unconsciously from the verbal or conceptual Content of the message, as well as from its
emotional substance or its physical expression. Practically speaking, then,
miscommunication between members of different cornmunities may be triggered by any
single factor, such as a "wrong" wold, look, phrase, gesture, tone of voice, tiining, or idea, of
any combination thereof. Furthermore, the coniflicS potential generated by these elements in
icy intergroup conversation is actually much greater than it may seem on the surface, for it
is considerably intensified by the dictates of culturally conditioned norms and habits, buried,
deeply in each individual, which control to a large extent the range of actions, thoughts and
emotions acceptable in his society and, therefore, set the standards by which he judges (and,
often misjudge,; the behavior of other people. Accordingly, the "real" causes of
cross-cultural interferences in face-to-face interaction may be said to originate in the
unconscious and 'tooperate at the level of thoughts, attitudes, values and, feelings, far
beyond the external manifestations of cultural differences noted by superficial observers
(such as "foreign" expressiaris, customs, food, clothing, anti the like). Unfortunately, thes'e
hidden factors tend to be overlooked in communication whenever it is carries out by-
members of different groups who share the same language. This is particularly true in an,
instructional situation where, as we have seen earlier, the complexity of teacher-pupilsubsect
matter interactions requires an instructor's full attention, and the skills of cross-cultural
understanding are seldom available to the'participants. The quality of human relations and

learning progress achieved under these circumstances is, of course, often disastrous.,

In order to illustrate this point, several examples of communication breakdowns traceable toy
cultural differences are described in the next section. They are derived from actual classroom
experiences observed by Intercultural Relat s4r1 Ethnic Studies (IRES) Instaute staff
members over a period of years. T,hey- are org nized into four major categories: (1) Use of
Language (vocabulary and grammatical struct re); °(2) Language Auxiliaries (paralinguistic
and kinesic signals); (3) Norms of Classroom Interaction-(modes of address, learning style
and classroom roles);'(4),General Context of Human Interaction (time and space).

1
7
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USE OF LANISil AGE

a. _ Vocabulary

,

Terms (and the cpcept they represent) which are .commonly used by children of one
.cultural community may be unknown to those of anotlier. This is the case for all 4merican
expressions associated, with the "well - known" northern weather phenomenon of .triow, such
as snow-suit or snowshoes, snow- man,` snow- tires, and the like. Yet, many an elementary
teacher insists .upon sharing:: this vocabulary item (and its meaningless pictorial
representation) with first-graderi wly have recently arrived f;r,om a tropical country. They do
so automatically, simply because the word "snowsuit" is included in the reader, without

, even realizing that the pipits have no concept of cold weather or the need for special
'protectiodagainst it.

Interpretation: 4

Weather conditions 'vary frOm one country to another; they
general way in which basic human needs (such as clothing) are me

Clothing has a pragmatic function-to protect man from the
. relationship between clothing and local geographical phenomena

obvious, to a foreign individual as it is to the native person.

communication breakdown occurs because the teacher assumes that the ,
pupils share her "snow" experience; and the latter are teso young and '

inexperienced to aAlc questions.'

91

deterinine the
C.

elements. The
may not be as

b. Grammaticallgfructure .

who has taught English as a Second Language to Spanish-speaking adults may have
wondered at their avoidance of the-simple grammatical Structure "I'm a machinist
(hairdresser, factory worker, etc.)'' in favorbf the more complex sentence "I work in a
machine shop (beauty salon, factory, etc.)." The reason for this preference is rooted in the
strong Hispanic sense of identity, which tends to separate a man's occultation from his
intrinsic nature as a hum-it "being."

Interpretation:

-In American culture, a man. is what he `;makes of hims'elf." He earns the
respect of others by his achievements. Thus, to some Extent, he is what his work
is.

-.1n,Hispanic culture, a man has dignity because he "is" a.'inan. He is entitled to.
the respect of others, simply by virtue of his membership in the human race. His
occupation is Only one 'aspect of his. personality, a fraction of his total "bepg.,"'.

.

-A communication breakdown occurs over the respective, And differing valves
accorded by each society to the concepts of humanity and work, akhey are
reflected in the choice of verb. Unconsciously, the Spanish adult hesitates to

_ make a statement which does not express his inner feeling, since it requires him
to equate work with himself.

.1z5
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LANGUAGE AUXILIARIES

a. Paralinguistic Cues

*::

Educators who Work in "disadvantaged urban areas sometimes fall into the, habit .of
enunciating over-carefully, or slowing doWn their speech deliver,Y when they address certain
pupils, to make sure that their directives are understood. In so doing;dthey not only provide
the 'class with an artificial model of standard English, but they also convey unconscious.ly a
message of contempt to the listener. This well- intended mode of communicatipnproduces
inadvertently the same negative effect upon the learner that may be achieved deliberately by
the opposite means--speeding up speech delivery and telescoping words together --to convince
him of his inadequacy.

b.

Interpretation:

Auditory signals of communication exist in all societies. They serve to convey,
emphasize, or counteract the meaning of a verbal message,

They are noted and decoded ara level of secondary
level being that of linguistic understanding.

A communication breakdown occurs because the
with "helping," and the student with "down-talking:
confer a sense of inferiority upon the-listener.

SignalsSignals *

consciousness--the primary

teacher eqdates fits action-
verbal strategy used tot?,

The interpretation of a simple tot so it seems!) facial gesturers fragtt with cross-cultural
pitfalls. It is used by member ofdifferent groups to indicate wideljQivergent states of
mind, and to serve different functions in the communication process. Under normal
circumstances, a widening of the eyes may be said to hold a world of meaning in a
multicultural context:

Significance

Really!
I resent this.
I don't believe you.
I don't understand
I'm innocent.

Intention Culture

Surprise, wonder Dominapt Anglo Group
..

Anger .. Chinese
Challenge French
gall fOr.belp . Hispanic
Persuasion Black American Group.

,More often thannot, the culturally unaware American teacher overlooks a Spanish child's
signal of distresseye widening because he does not recognize it as such, or interprets a
Blackchild's mute plea of innocepce as a display of insolence.

.

Interpretation:,

Visual signals are used widely in all cultures to replace, underline, or contradict
f

themeaning con by words. --,

r.
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As language auxiliaries, they arg included automatically, but .not really
consciously, in the decoding piocess.

-
A communication breakdown occurs because the teacher and the student
assign different meanings to the; kinesic cue, neither is aware of the other's
interpretation, and both trans14te the other's behavior in negative terms.

NORMS OF CLA$SROQM INTERACTION

a. Modes of Address

Proper names are often treated in cavalier fashkin by' teachers and students alike in the
classroom. Many an American high-school boy has been .turned off in a French or Spanish
class by being forced to answer to a "foreignized" version of his name. This practice,
cherished by many a language instructor as a means of creating Nelson Brooks' "cultural
Island," practically guarantees instead' the orieet of first-rate cases of anomie among insecure
teenage learners.

$r rja

s

Interpretation:

-:. 'A given name is part and parcel of the individual who bears it. He is usually
reluctant to relinquish it without an overwhelming reason. `

'; , ,-
The use ora special name irt a,Frentli or Spanish class tends to intensify the

...

feeling of alienation experienced by a, youngster in a situation where normal
means of communication (English) are\ inhibited if not denied to him.

.......

..' ,

A communication'greakdown occurs because the teacher views his action as
educationally sound, while the student sees it as a threat to his inner being.

.

In adult classes, a problem situation may also aris4Trom the misuse of a person's own name.
Imagine, for instance, the reaction of a dignified Chinese gentleman who finds himself
embarrassingly a ressed by a young lady teacher in a rather 'familiar manner as "Mr.
ling-1yr (his gni name), rather than "Mr. 19,7 (His. family name), becattle he failed to
westernize their sequenckg at registration. . !-".

Name Protodols

American-style: ling-lyi Wu .

Chinese-style: . Wu Jing -Jyi

Worse still, think of the particularly subtle insult conveyed by elderlyMiss Smith to the
resirctable Senor Lan Lo, pez-Sueiro, each time she calls him Mr: Sueiro in front Of the cla-si,
t114S literally branding} with a label of illegitiMacy, because she does nofunderstand the
Spanish system of dual family-names!

127
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Name Protocols

American- style: John Lopez
(given (family
name) name).

Spanish-style: Juan Lopez. Sheiro
(given (father's- (mother's
name) name) , name)

Interpretation: jy
. ,

derive-Personal names are invested with a great deal of emotional content{
from their association with family life.

-When a situation is in doubt, cultural copditioning leads a person to fall back on
familiar rules to handle the problem. Thus, an American will invariably assume
that the last item in a foreign title is the person's family name.

-A communication breakdown occtir$ because of the informal orientation of
American people toward modes of address, which restricts their4enstivity to the
far-reaching implications of naming procedures 'used in other countries. This
casualness is often interpreted by the foreign student as an indication that the
teacher is not really,in rested in him.

b. Learning S les

Knowledge may be acquired in many ways. In this country, children re taught to learn by
"doing" under the indulgent supervision of adults, a practice illustrated in the old saw. "'fat
first you don't succeed, try and try again," and in the educational expression. "the discovery
(or problem-solving) method." However, this-system does not apply to most American
Indian boys and girls, who, instead, are exp4ted Co learn by watching and listening toTheir
elders, then by practicini the activity secretly before exposing themselves to adult criticism.

As a result of thest-diff rences, non-Indian teachers who work in Reservation schools are
displayed ..141- the futilit of their efforts to involve their charges in full-scale activity
participation.,

Interpretation:

-Learning-,styles are culturally conditioned practically. from

-American parents encourage habits of active learning in their children, by
pr'oviding theni with a stimulating environment (mobiles alirive the cradle, for.
instance). Indian parents, on the othet hand, inculcate habits of patience and 4".
latency in their offspring.

-A communication breakdown. occurs as the outcome of conflicting teaching
and learning styles, when activistic demands (the teachers) are made upon a
patsiveqrienred learner who is unable to respond in an appropriate. manner. &

. dar, liiik .

1
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These contrastive actions are indicative of widely divergent attitudes toward life.
the Indian disposition to blend with the surrounding reality, and.the, American
tendency to conquer the environment. Either way is unacceptable to the other
person. .

c. Classroom Roles

Spanish teachers are apt to clinsiderAmerican pupils' unruly and ill-mannered because they
do not sit still and they ask too many questions. American educators. on the other hand, are
perplexed by the shifting atmosphere of Hispanic classes, where the students will at one
moment sit ins.an eerie cloud of quiet inlensity, eyes riveted upon the teacher, ind in the
next chatter excitedly among themselves.

The problem originates in the varying definitions of "good pupil- behavior at,t,epted in the-
two cultures. When Spanish parents admonish their child to "behave himself" in class, they
expect him to sit quietly at his desk, to pay strh:, attention to the teacher and not to bother
him with -questions. The child tries very hard,th" obey (periods of quiet behavior), but the
tension of a susyined attentive behavior is such at he sometimes forgets himself ("talking"
periods). An American Mother, on the other haft, tells her son4o "be a good boy," while
fully anticipating him to throw himself wholeheartedly into class activities and
discussicuis--Which he clod, sometimes with excessive exhuberance.

. Interpretation: 1

--Within a, given society, interaction between individuals is facilitated by
comfnonly held assumptions and role expectations.

-People are seldom aware that their behavior is governed by such culturally
conditioned assumptions.

-A communication breakdown occiurs when interacting individuals are suddenly
confronted with external behavior contradictory to expectation. Indeed.
what is considered proper In one society may not be so in another. Accordingly,
an American child must "be good," but a French child should "be wise,"- a
Scandinavian child "be kind," end a German child "be in line," if they are to

- . follow the dictates of their own culture.
s A

From a' cross-cultural standpoint, the normal expectations of other groups are usually
considered unreasonable as Well-as unnatural, even though they are not so in their proper

/-context.

a. Time

CONTEXT'OF HUMAN INTERACTION

sA.

English as a Second Language teachers sometimes experience a great deal of difficulty in-
teaching some students how to use the future tense. What they fail to realize is that in many
cultures,the notion of what hag not yet taken place has little realii,', and falls into the
Oategoty of "no-time," rather tha% that of 'time to come.,"

129
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In accordance with this view, a ghetto dweller_orA Navajo Indian-- will-evince po:ineerest in
discussing an event scheduled for the following week. But, an Egyptian Muslitri may react
violently to the audicity Of human beings `speculating over something known only to
Godthe future! , . . - -. .

Interpretation:.
\J ,

Time theists as a cultural, as well as physical dimension which affects the tenor. .of human relations. '

___-_-_-MIgIsItcclass._Ameficans_are obsessed with the elusive quality of time.
Consequently, they attempt to contr I its passage with innumerable schedules.
In so doing, they translate their act n-orientation into a chive towards the
future. In reactive-oriented societies, here man refuses'. to anticipate the°

. .-
unknown, the present and the past are all i portant.

A communication bieakdown occurs in consequence of conflicting cultural.
values, communicated through the language. The teacher stresses a verb .iiirm
which expresses. an important concept . in American society - -the future - -a

segment of the time continuum which is de.emphastzed (and sometimes not even
expressed) in other cultures.

. -.

` -- , nt /Am:tiller time-related problem often overlooked in class is that of ,testing. 'The iyerage
American teachei is so conditioned to a time-stressed existeire, that he fails to- 1 Ye the
presence

reelti
/ . °presence of other time attitudes among his students. Thus, in a teaching situation, eisurely.oriented students (Spanish speakers, for instance) perform inevitably at a \disadvant

.t

e. Their
._scores reflect their inability to utilize every nrment in a productive manner (thatit to say in ..

answering the questions speedily). 'e
. , 4 ii . , ., \ ,Interpretation: e

i
t

Different societies assign 'different values to the din-ten/ sion Of .i. e.
,,-

.... ,
.. . , , . ...

American culture functions 9n a time-stressed s1je, W helfoliferation
of schedules, deadlines, tkimAayments, and the. likelli me hue, oh.the
other hand, values time only inasibuch as it relates io.hti'marantefietion.

. f ..y. a j-.. t I ,...t

A communication breakdo occurs when-the student apiiroatheietlii-Jest in.,.
leisurely fashion (as an activit :devoid of human relation potenttal),WIllie
teacher Interprets this action as ? deliberate resistance to ins nctioorasisign of.
mentalinadequacy. .. , . ...

)

b, Space
°

Spanish or French teachers are often surprised by the American students predilection for
sitting in the back, rather than thefront of the room. And, conversely, many an American
reacher ha? beets repelled _by the "eromMing" habits of his Hispanic and French students. At
the adult edueatforijpel, the latter's behavior has occasionally been interpreted' by women
teachers aX.,,a mild fain of sexual 'aggression.

I e3 0
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aterpretation:

.

Like time, space is subject to different cultural.adtpretations.

.16 American

..<

space may be charaOkized as diffuse and dynamic. As noted in
Western songs, pe5p in this country, "like ,the wide, open spaces" and resetin, ,
being-"fenced in."

"4
_

A communication. b akdor occurs when the pnvate s
interacting individuals fail to'toincide, as is the case for Spam
people. The formei lean toward proximity in' tomniunicatio
them to underline their messages in tactile. manner. The latt
uncomfortable in 'close distance, to others/. Fronfa cross-cul
American behiVior is unconsciously interpreted as "dislant!

Action as "pushy,". thereby creating a negative climate for

_.,
e bubbles of
nd Ameri tf
hich ens,

raL
,.

t .
/. , --,.._and

,

Hisriarne*

int r etion,Qd
=-.<...".4 . .

Conclusion
1,

From the above examples one may conclude that the parameters of inter ural relations, as
they apply to the classroom context, have been mostly neglected so far ip the rofesSional

preparation of 'educators. These factors need to be redefined and studied in d th, if the
educational system in the United' States is to fulfill its responsibility to provide an--4,11
learning opportunity to all of the nation's children.

In a multi- cultural community such as American society, total communication, on which
successful learning is predicated, cannot be achieved in school unless teicichers understand the
educational implications of cultu,ral interferences, and they learn to co/interact them as

*skillfully as they handle other classroom difficulties.

In order to achieve this goal, they must remember to consider the problem of cognition from
a dual viewpoint--theirs, and that of each learner, as it is expressed in daily interaction. In a
way, classroom communication may be.likened to the dialogue which occurs between the
bird and the chick in Prokofiev's story ;Teter and the Wolf" ...

"The bird asked: "What kind of a bird are you, if you can't fly?"

.
And the duck replied: "What kind of a bird are you, if you can't swim?"

. -
Like the bird and the duck, instructors and their students possess a common
denominatormembersIfiniin a certain species--but their shared humanity does not prevent
Ahem from viewing the world in different manneis. Thus, the secret of effective
cross-cultufal communication in a classroom lies in the teacher's ability to dichotomize his
was of thinking% feeling and behaving. In short, he must become a man, or woman, for all
seasons ...whether they be educational, or cultural.

#
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2Robert applait, "Cultural Th, ught P. terns in Intercultural Education," Language
Learning, 1967, \tot. XVI, Nos. 1 and 2.
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SATELLITE TELEVISION:0
PROMISE OR THREAT TO THE THIRD WORLD?

Stewart Ferguson

A concern for the effetts of satellite television has been growing steadily since this mode of
communication became possible with the launching of Sputnik I. Technical communication
adcar-ices in the areas of satellite telecommunications systems, laser tubes, and wave guides in
recent years have prompted a focusing of world attention on the subject. The most publicity
has been given to these technological advances in terms of their projected contribution to
world peace and understanding and the advancement of the Third World through literacy
and educational programs. Optimists such as McLuhan, Asimov, and Clark see the+
technology offering universal access to the good life. The aessimists, who view the issues in a
sociological context, foresee new levelsThT inf6rmation access generating Mass discontent,,

h universal rising frustration growing out of the rising expectation. Particularly do the
spokesmen for the Third World espouse this point of view. The debates over Issues such as
the direct broadcast satellite, the free flow of information between nations, national
sovereignty, and cultural imperialism reveal the intensity with which the advocates -of the
two camps'hold their respective points of view.

A report by ERIC summarized the optimistic and .pessimistic viewpoints regarding the
potential of the new communications technology for the developing world:

,
Some people believe that the development of new and effective systems for edu,cation,
making use of satellite§ and related technology, could result in substantial
improvements in the educational capability of nations as well as ,better methods of
international cooperation ... Others feel that the-rapid spread of new communications
technology could result in _ the squandering of preciouts foreign exchange...by
less.-developed countries, social upheaval, and the extension oVcntr*alized perlitital

'control by repressive governments. I
,

With the same basic information, these persons have come to very. differ e Visions.
These 'conclusions are ,the result of varying experiences and different interpretAns of a.
critical proposition. That proposition is that communication generates social and political
change. Whereas the optimists: represent the point of view of countries that experience:d
i*strial and scientific revolutions growing out of the societies' enhanced capacities toi
9ornmunicat4 the pessimists have a different referential framework. As Sulwyn Lewis noted,

the second Worlds War, millions of young men in Africa and Asia left their villages to
on distant battlegrowds. Fojeign troops entered their lands, leaving Mind new and '

disturbing- ideas. At the same time, greater numbers of newspapers ant more than 400
milliotWireless sets in the world, brought new information about foreign cultures to the
people of the Third World, and the cinema provided "peep- holes" into alignways of life.2'

Tike the optimists, those with more serious reservations see new information as catalyst for
-social change. However, anthropolyecal and sociological perspectives have led proponents of
Aye more pessimistic view to the conclusion that the direction of change cannot be knownin
aili/ance. Where the agent for change is information that must cross cultural boundiries,-the"
risks grow even higher. The compression of time involved in the changes andithe lack of

The results were not always positive ones. -
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sequential progression that marked the development of tilt more in tnalized societies will
create additional p,roblerils. The possibility for undermining of values and societal structures

becomes a real concern.
41.

.1

In the literature -of anthropology Lan be found Instances where whole cultures have been
destroyed, as a Linisequenye theintroduLtion of new information by alien and technically
advanced people. Notable examples involve digging stick and stone axe cultures. In the case
of die Yir Yoront4 an aboriginal stone axe Lulture the introduction of steel axes undermined
the entire belief and valuc structure of the society. Apart from stone and bone strapers and
arrowheads, the stone axe had been the only hand tool of the Lulture. The axe was the mark
of authonty and manhood. On the, Lompletion of t.:xtreiriely'arduous manhood initiation
rites, young men earned their first axe. With the introduction of steel hand axes, costing a
dollar or two, a sum that weld be earned in a brief work period, the prospect of a.stone axe
as a reward-for extremely painful mutilation of the body seemed to be a poor bargain. The
elder with his ;stone axe beLaine a figure of fun. *Lauriston Sharp observed "The most

. -
disturbing efC,tsof the steel axe, operating in conjunction with other elements also being
introduLiki fronCtlie white man's subcultures, developed in the realm of traditional ideas,
sentiments, and values. These were underamed at a rapidly mounting rate, without new
conceptions being define). to reptiLe them. The result was a-mental and moral void wind]
foreshadafeif the Lollapse an,d destruLtion of all Yir Yoront culture, if not, indeed, the
extinction of the biological group itself.-3

..r

Those who hold skeOtiLal views regarding the promise of satelhte television Lite similar Lases
among North Amerkan Indian tribes and among vultures from ancient to modern times.4

Numerous theories hav been put forWarl to explain the processes inlayed in such cultural
breakdown., ALLording to the proponents of the "stress" theory, a society that meets wall

!-`"
partiLular difficulties that cannot ,be resolved within the existing framework of the social
institutions will be affected by stress, frustration, and anomy.s, Barber spoke of
"deprivation- as hopelessness and despair, resulting from contact with a superior foreign
culture.° David Aberle's theory. Of -"relative_dePri-viltronresses- the view that man's
wants are potentiall,y limitless. Relative depnvItion retbrs to-psyclik needs, rather than
physical needs. A people experience a ladk felt in comparison- with ,s4mething eiSe the

past, the future, or other people.? "DeLulturalion" theorists handle this same plletiomenon,
"Deculturation" designaterea process thereby people, through contact with Western
civilization, lose elements of their traditional culture 'Without glining new elements to fill the
gap. In this essent4ly destructive form of cultural change, the indigenous culture neither
borrows from the alien culture nor invents-%iliernatives of its ovCn. The consequence is
cultural impoverishment.8

411.
Observers of the poverty, the sickness, and' the quemploymerit on Indian reserves have seen
in such ilianifestatiofiseAlences of"deculturattnn."9 In 1837'Anna Jameson visited the
Ottawas residing on Manitoulin. Following her visit shq recorded her impressions of the
Indians antk.what she perceived to be, the.iwpact of the Euiopean civilization upon these.
tribes. Her impressions could well bAong among the notes of a 20th century anthropologist
or political scientist looking at,Third World Lultures7The,rising wants and rising frustrations-

,on which she comments arethe same'ones that Daniel

1
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It seems to Me a question whether the Europeans who, fleaVen knows, have much to
answer for in their intercourse with these people, havl not, in some degree; injured the
cause of the Indian woman: first,.by corrupting them; secondly, by checking the
improvement of all their own pec,uliar manufactures.

It is reasonable to presume that as these manufactutes must have been progressively
improved, there might have been, further progression, had we not substituted for

articles ffiey could rrocure or fabricite, those which we fabricate, We have taken the
work out of their hands, and all motive to work, while we have created wants which
they cannot supply: We have 'Clothed them in blankets we have not taught them to
weave blankets. We have 'substituted guns for the,bow and arrows; but they cannot
make gulls; for the natural progress of arts and civilization springing from within, and
from their own intelligence and resources, Nye have substituted a sort of civilization
floin without, foreign to their habits, manners, organization. we are making paupers
out of them:and this by a kind of terrible necessity. 10

Most advocates of the ".stress." "deprivation," and "deculturation" theories would maintain
that revitalistic ,movementtepresent last-ditch responses to salvage disintegrating cultures
and to counter.the anomy generated by exposure to cultures possessing what is perceived as
much greater "power":

Every messianic movement, known to history -has arisen in a society that has been
subjected to tlie severe stress of contact with an alien culture -.involving military
defeat, epidemic. and acculturation. The hevlidered search for ways to.counteract-the
thre'a't may actually increase the stress, arousing anxiety over whether new solutions,
will be any better than the old. Once doubts arise about any aspect of the ancestral
cultural system, there is 'Yet increased stress due to fear that the entire cultural system
may prove inadequate. At this point. the culture as a whole begins to break down,
manifested by widespread alcoholism,, apathy, disregard of kinship obligations and
marriage rules, and uttragroup violence. Such beleior comes at the very time when
the culture is least able to cope with it, and so the intensity of the stress increases still
more. Ultimately, the inadequacy of the culture becomes apparent even to the inost
conservative of its members, amid the'culture may deteriorate to such an extent that it
literally dies. The birth rate drops and the ,death rate rises; the society rno longer
possesses the will to resist, and it is fallen upon by predatory neighbors:, the few
survivors scatter and either gradually die out or are absorbed'by other groups. The
collapse may be forestalled or.eVen averted if...a revitalization or messianic movement
arises that is acceptable to the culture. Such a movement depends upon the appearance ,t'
or- a particulay personality at a certain precise time in the disintegration of the
cult II re. I I

.

. ,

,Such messianic and millenarian movements attempt to preserve the social and political
viability of the societies. Worsley observed that such movements'have occurred again and

41' again thrbughout history because they make such a strong appeal to the "oppressed, the
ti disinherited and the wretched"' "Right through the Pseudo- Sibylline Prophecies, the belief

in the 'Emperor of the Last Elays',1he.People's Crusades, the Flagellant movement, up to the
more faMillar English Peasairt Rising of 1381, to the Taborites of Bohemia, Thomas Munzer
and the Reign of the Saints-ip Munster, there rims a thread of radical millenarian tradition

4
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transmitted from generation to generation:12 Among the Melanesian Islands, cargo cult
behavior exemplifies tins adjustment,to-"culture shock.""

If new infOrination shatters' existing beliefs and offers a promise of a better life style,
then those who are considered to havespecial kntwledge of the new information acquire
authority. When the gap between the new base of information and the old is large, then the
political power is acquired by those who act as liaisons. These persons frequen-tly claim
prophetic insight endowed by some commotion with the supernatural. Freqiliently they have
had close contact with the alien cultures. The new information may make thlexisting values.
seem ridiculous, but if the society is to be used as a political base, it must remain intact. Fo'r
this ieason, political power is exercised by those who offer explanation of the new
phenomena in terms of the old perceptual frameWork.

Frequently these prophets operate through the medium of old superstitious practices, u- sing
the debits of the new culture as ritualistic objeCtg. Old electric light bulbs, cereal boxes, etc.,
are used in sympathetic magic rituals, in order to make contact with the god whom they
associate as being the alien culture's supply source. Bamboo aircraft and radio masts may be
built to-attract the desired-cargo, in the manner Of decoy ducks.

Judy Inglis &Cussed the evidences of political Opportunism in such cult movements. "Even
if 'a cult is not deliberately devised as an instrument of personal ambition, it may well appear
to take on that Lharacter, either because the leader happens to derive some benefit from his

position, or because he is quickly surrounded by 'experts' or 'disciples' who may themselves
include opportunists.'"

6

The history of responses such as these to extracultural information introduced into societies
contributes to the reservations held by those who fall into the pessimist campon the sate
television issues.

In some important regards, tffg, pessimistic approach to the issues raised by satellite teleursion
is based on a more realistic assessment of the situation. The optimistic approach is largely
based on a projection of an enhanced technical 'capacity to carry out programs of social
ippruvement,%which are assumed to be universally regarded as desirable. Oh the other hand,
the pessimists ,assinOthat what will happen.in the ?inure, in large measure, will be similar to
what has happened in the past. They see development policy Ming formed around" very
pragmatic criteria. Although the policy may be framed and sold in the rhetoric of social
welfare, it is constructed on the basis of economic expediency. The pessimist JwoUld say that
compulsory free education did not come about because someone thought it would be nice if
the peasants could read Milton, but rather because a literate numerate work force was
needed to exploit the promise of mechanization and to bring about dip industrial revolution.

In tryinh to anticipate, future trendsih satellite communication development, the area of
public policy may yield insights of the highest predictive value. As previously observed, Use
major innovationary implicatio* in satellite communication is the promised capacity to
make direct television contact with as of the world where no modern communication
systems, exist. /the tecliniCal devefo ents are moving towards the Possibility of receiving
communication via satellites direct i to a domestic television receiver. However, the present
utilizati5n and legislation have been directed towards the supplementation of existing earner
systems. The fastest economic returns. are to be gained by using communication technology

I
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to upgrade existing systems in developed societies. The strongest political lobbies are
maintained by the. industrial mon'opolistic corporations who control existing corhmunication
carrier systemi. Clearly, these groups have 'overriding interests in protecting- their present
investments, so that the major emphasis is on improving these carrier systems rather thad in
making tlfem redundant by (Hied satellite person-to-person linkages. The situation is4urther,
aggravated because the major communication organizations, by virtue of their t4nical
expertise, are called in to act as consultants on .policy. This has been said to be akin to
setting. Dracula to guard the blood bank. The criteria upon which present communication
poliCy is made are not in the realm of the speculative: The trends are already established.

`o.

Over tte past ten years the literature has reflected the concern expressed for the undue
influence brought to bear on the nature of policy bY communication giants such as Bell and
A.T.&T. Robert Lindsay in Edrth Satellite Communication: Issues and Portents dealt with
this problem as early as 1965.15 Orville Harold Schmidt in Space Age Regulation: An
Examination of Certain Regulatory Problems Arising Out of the Communications Satellite
Act of 1962 likewise discussed the difficulties in regulating atellite ommunication.
Schmidt pointed to the far-reaching effects of a policy that can start courses f' action which
lire almost impossible to check or reverse.16 _Ben Bagdikian also has clean t some length
with the long range effects of policy. Bagdikian attributes the large and incO venient size of
modern newspapers to a 1711 tax placed on the number of pages, a tax long ince forgotten
but still influencing the newspaper industry.1!

It is very difficult to get an objective view of the policy proCess. The th
formation naturally has been built around observation of past policy and
common with many areas of the social scientisevoncern, the difficulty arts
lack of-comparison with some control situation. Once the policy has been
process that involves large investments, the policy must be pursued in order t

. the investment. sOnce set in motion, policy assumes a life of its own.

T;

O

ory of policy ir
its effects.In
s because iztf a
established, a )

capitalize on

When subjected to such pragmatic analysis, issues which seem to major concerns, judging
by the amount of discussion which they .generate, diminish or even disappear. The direct
broadcast satellite issue well exemplifies this point. Besides being contrary to the interests of
the commnniCatioZ megapolis, the promotion of D.B.S. television broadcasting is an

;economic non-starter:

There seems to be agreement that the timing for the establishment of such systems will
depend on non-technical factors such as economic considerations and purposes of use.
As for diraisatellite broadcasting into unaugmented, existing receivers, some expeits
have advanced the view that it might never become a reality at all, not for technical or

r\ even political reasons, but because a more cost efficient, solution will be found. In
many industrialized Countries, already possessing televisiori networks, the pressure is
often not for more nation-wide dissemination bu or more local outlets. In developing,
areas, the cost of providing a teleyision receiver each individual home will be so
high that community-ty_pe receptiOn will be the most conomic solution for somelwirn?
to come.18

943

Political considerations may be secondary to economic one
certainly add to the unattt-activeness of the prospect of D.B.'

139-
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Political elites in Third World, countries are no less aware of the connection between control
of information flow and political control than are any oilier political elites. Any system that .
promises to bypass existing information flow systems becomes a political threat. The
attitude of the South African governnient to the introduction of television into South Africa
graphically illustrates the reaction of one government to this perceiVed threat of loss of
control. In spite of being. one of,the wealthiest states in Africa, South Africa ranks among

F'Sthe last to acquire any kind of televi *on eriiiCe. For more thataive years, attempts were
made to design separate television systems for tee black and white populations, in such a

*4 way that the blacks had no access to the white, television system. Similar to the proposed
"black" and '`white".sysstems for South Africa 'was a bill introduced in the Louisiana

......,"7'

legislature in 1956 to make a felony of the- transmission and receiving of television Pictures
showing blacks and whites intetactingsympathetically.19 The attempt was abandoned as
technically unfeasible,-but the fact that such a bill was even proposed demonstrates a strong
reaction to the political potential in the new television medium.

M

o

Ben Bagdikian has suggested that both formal and informal segregation practices in the
southern states of America were manifestations of this acute: awareness of the disruptive
influence of uncontrolled information. The rapid acceleration orthe Civil Rights movement
in the 1950's has been connected to 'the influence of network news. Bagdikian;oreferring to
this phenomenon as the "Huntley- Brinkley" syndrome, noted:

The rebelliOn. of American blacks against the racial caste system, though rooted in:
deep social and economic trends, was profoundly influenced by a novel medium of
communication whose newness was important in its impact. The mobitiTaii of the
Negro's rejection of their three-hundred-year status, and the comprehension* of this*by
he white majority, is attributable in significant tart to the failure of traditional social

controls over new media that used to be typical of the American South.20.

He goes on to say that the effect of television was to accelerate social change. This
pro Position ,strikes at the core of the change-throUgh-information process. The chaitge is not
necessarily caused by the new inforMation. Al] the factors determining directiOn O't change
already may exist. The new level of information exchange may 'accelerate an inevitable
change process. It is the rate of change, rather than the direction of dhangewhicli determines
whether or not-the process will be 'a turbulent one:

Bagdikian also describes the large array of uncontrollable' information in pictorial
communication. "Different viewers focus on different signals. What seems marginal to some
may be central to others-, producing different imp jessions from the same scene. What looks
:bad' to some people will look 'good' to others. Aqlelevision news item of a United Nations
proceeding might include five seconds of an African diplomat' peaking in French,/ a brief
episode that might be casual to most-whites but astonishing to rural Negroes and whites who
have never before seen a culturally sophistocated black speaking to 'multi-racial
dignitaries."21 For these reasons, the political considerations, like the economic ones, will
favor secondary distribution systems over direct satellite broadcasting systems. The issue of
direct satellitproadcastinghecomes a nonissue, ; I

Another majPr issue which will be iktnuated, by economic, political, and pragmatic )
pressures relates to what has come to be known a..""cultural imperialism.' In ordei to gain

1.40
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some perspective on the cultural imperialini-deVate, it is necessary to remember that
satellite television, in .the first place, is a matter of economics. In order to mount a global
satellite communication system, a very high economic investment becomes necessary. Only a
limited number of-countries can afford such an ,investment. For example, India is now
developing a national satellite educational television program. India does fail into 'the

_ category of a Third World country, according to the original political definition Of "Third,
World." HoWever, the country is very different economically and culturally from countries
such as Upper Volta and Sierra Leone. Without considerable Modification to the existing
political and economic structure, a country of low economic resources and many language
groups could not use the Indian approach as a Model. Small countries cannot finnce their
own satellite program's. The larger industrial countries do -not want to assume the
astronomical costs of mounting multi- lingual programs. Programs in English or in some other
foreign language becorhe the only viable ,economic 'alternative. At this point, cultural
integrity drops out of the argument.

Cultural imperialism is no new concept; yet fear for its effects did not prevent the
proliferation of foreign films and foreign television all over theq world. If past experience
serves as an indicator of likely trends in the futute, whatever form of satellite television may
be available will be used by most countries.

The optimist's hope for the universal move towards the good life does not seem to have a
chance of being fulfilled. Economic and political interests will take precedence over
humanitarian considerations, so that the new technology may accentuate the economic
differences between nations. Economically depressed countries are -depressed precisely
because they do not have the organizational or economic resources to mount the intensive
supporting social 'programs which are necessary to ensure the success of educational,
television projecp. In many regards, if thesp countries had the capacity to ensure the success
of the development programs, they would not need the programs.

, The utilization of ,television for large-scale educational programs in the most economical1
and technically advanced societies has usually fallen very far short of the anticipated goals.
The results have been disappointing because, of a lack of understanding of the level of
support which such projects require from the entire social institutional structure.

Unfortunately, the pessithist's predictions are based on a better understanding of the social,
political, and economic factors involved. The chances are very high that decuituration will
occur, and this deculturatioh will be the price paid for what is perceived as progress. Por thp
Optimistic, humanitarian tliomise to be fulfilled, major changes would havetto take place in
the nature of 'Alan. Such changes are the concerns of philosophy and religion and, however
desirable, do nol offer a sound basis on which tb.make predictions.

it

This is not to say that the humanitarian concerns are not important: The state of man is
improved only through-the constant striving towards higher ethical standards. Hoviever, the
rate of such change is slow and to expect change to occur as a consequence of its being
desirable is unrealistic. In the final analysis, such an attitude-could be self-defeating.

141
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ABSTRACT
of paper entitled

IMPACT OF NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION IN AN

INTERCULTURAL SETTING:
THAILAND

Nonverbal communication is particularly important in the area of intercultural

communication. Familiar signals signify different and unexpected concepts, usually
out-of-awareness, and unfamiliar stimuli cause confusion and uneasiness. This is illustrated

by an in-depth description of selected, nonverbal behaviors in' Thailand. These include the

sign language of WAI (t4 ); the Lrfiln'ianguage of th,Cfeet, the lowering of the body in

respect to elders, and the protection of the KHWAN(14); the object language of the DAM

HUA 6.,a91) ceremony and its use as communication mediator; Sand the pthlanguage of,..
the soft voice..

.
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IMPACT OF NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION IN AN INTERCULTURAL SETTING:
THAILAND

Suriya Smutkupt
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In spite of the popularization of the subject of nonverbal communication by Julius Fast',
and others, a large proportion of the U.S. population remains unaware Of its impact. Most
students who have completed a course in basic speech communication, however, could
probably quote Albert Mehrabian's 'statistics that only 7% of the impact of a message comes
from the verbal portion, the rest king vocal (38%6) and Facial (55%).2 Arthur L. Smith goes
further to say, "It has been estimated that 65% of the social meaning of communication-is
carried by nonverbal 'communication."3 These statistics indicate the tremendous potency of
nonverbal communication and help to explain why it is of such prime importance in the
rapidly developing area of intercultural communication. This paper will attempt to show
how nonverbal stimuli so profoundly affect the messages sent and received in an
intercultural setting, concentrating on Thailand as a specific instance.

/
. ';-Ironically, the West, which, thinks and talks about nonverbal communication the most,

actually uses it the least. In the verbal, problem-solving, dialectic orientation Of Western ,

civilization, the sounds and movement of nonverbal stimuli--which are 'basic, intimate,
emotional,. biologicstem to be regarded as something to be ignored or hidden, when
possible. This has changed some in the last few years as the subject has,become known and is
being researched. With the development of relaxation training, sensory awareness, and,

/ workshops In how to express feelings, etc., efforts are being made to free the U.S. American
from his verbal "hang-up." Even this is often intellectually approached however, because this
is our Cultural norm. Our Children grow up hearingrBig boys don't cry," and "Keep a stiff
upper lip." These and other admonitions train us to hide natural bodily expressions.

Other parts, of the world iely much less on verbal language. This was expressed by an
intetnationarstudent from Vietnam: "In our country silence is the most beautiful thing. We_ -

use it to show respect, agreement, or _disagreement: still we can tell the difference between,
'these three attitudes. Also:, we ape- taught not to speak to an elderly person unless that
-person speakseto'us, Inthe Western countles this'would be an.iinpoliteness. So tried ,

.sever1i1,-tirries that silence but AI found that I didn't have much to say because I

- .
thought'everYthinpi. 1 so personal. "4. reople:from some_ other coupries are more aware of
the perendal .riesiiice of message sending withOit words, and true to the spirit, they often

' don't evert ba,ye language symbols to represent the concept, or sometimes even the concept
of cornmunlialioh itself. One of the authors of this paper was traveling in Japan, a country

Westernizedconsideted Ato 4 the, most Westernized of the nonWestern world, as faculty advisor for
sfudy group. To her great consternation the Way the teaching area of "speech!'
commwication" was translated into Japanese characters on Ifer calling cards was as "teaeher

.7,4 of howlb make speeches for politics." ,
41.
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There is a te ency to rely on nonverbal communication in an intercultural situation
because the Ian uage so often cannot be understood. Most peopl(believe hand signals and
bodily expressions are universal, an idea which can cause almost immediate difficulty. Not
only can the same subtle-nonverbal cues which a person constantly unknowingly sends and
receives as metamessages (which add so much, to his understanding intraculturally) cause
problems interculturalq, but conscious gestures often have different meanings also. A
friendly wink is taken as an insult. in India; an Amdican teacher in Laos had his. "O.K."
signal of a circled thumb and index finger 5 mistaken as a "zero" or "bad" by his students;1
Japanese watching a television quiz program in the U. S,..thought the contestant had gont
mad when she-began jumping and shrieking in respOnse to a thousand-dollar win. Persistence,
trial and error; and only tentative acceptance of inferences are travelers' communication
aids.

Ruesch and Kees identify the different types of nonverbal communication as sign language,
action language and object language.6 Sign language is designated as the consciou:s
substitution of a gesture for words, numbers,or punctuation; action language refers to those
bodily movemen-ts.that are not consciously Meant to commtfnicate but nevertheless do, and
obiet language refers to material and physical displays. To this should be added
paralanguage vocal qualities, characteristiei, and usage. These definitions will b.ensed for
the subsequent headings in thiS-article. The cultural derivation of nonverbalcommunication,
its tendency to miscommunicate in an interctlinral setting, and its 'persistencewill now be
illustrated by exploring'a segment of Thai 'nonverbal communication.

SIGN LANGUAGE 14LTHAILAND
L . .

. - 6,
6 , 4 .

Flop Davis records that: 'Every Vulture has L its bwn'body language, and-children absorb It;
nuances along with spoken. languag'/.".7 There" re u iue .,,,.4 ai nonverbal communications

,
which all Thais absorb thtoughout, their child .:00 - ,gnaw U.1:0 in the.Thai Eliltute.Pni , ,
well -known and distinctively Thai nIiverbal e' islyALP WA1 is ogorbuslyfiaght by 4:1`
verbal means tp every child when he is able to comprehend verbal comtnimication. The rut.. o °

,

notiVerbal teachigg the child receives is gestures of obeisance. A Mother holdiO her iftfant Id. ,4-4
,., ,,, f$2,4 .hgr aims pttts its palms together between her own acid rai,therri ttrptn6:enitf,--to t..4,.., ./

-
forehead, according to the degree of deference that is.called Of. . before tht cllifOirrifteu

'tfrom the house, its hands will be put in proper position to greet guestsratill when Jr-itie m1,412r ,, ,
takes it to 'the temple she raises its. Palms still higher -.- to paythomagt rt43ucidlila; ,

Throughout his childhood he is constantly &reeled to WA1 in every appropriateoccasione
until it becomes a regular component behavior. He also absorbs or imitates this betavicira1 : ,s°
form from grown-ups aroundhim. The proper position of VI if. the-placement of the palms ie
of both hands together vertically holding them slightly under the chin, and ending'witkol: tk,

4slight head bow, chin toward the finger tips. Verbal utterances rarely accompAyethis Itt,,
i 4nor dies eye contact. ,

, . i.,, ,, l'''. , it> 4 ,
.,..

,,4 , ,
This nonverbal communication is performed to indicate greeting,bfdding farewell, deep wisi 0 i

mostsincere respect and appreciation. Normally,, it is. the most coMmon nonverial.
.

communication in the inner family circle aid in. public as, well. Children never fail to WM
the fainily's elders; grandparents, parents, uncles, auntsncrthe,iike before leaving for school

_z .
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m the morning.9 In the classroom they begin their lessons by performing the WAI and
standing up upon their teacher's arrival. They pay their homage to Buddha with a chanting
while they are maintaining this position. Their daily lessons end with the WAI to bid farewell
and thank their teacher. Updaln their arrival at home, they immediately locate, all the elders
and greet them all with the WAI. In some of the orthodox families, everyone in the family
performs the WAI along with a certain kind of chanting after finishing every mea1.10 Finally

.the daily activities end with paying homage to Buddha by performing theWAI and specific
chant in front of the family 's altar of the Buddha image., Normally three fragrant incense
sticks will be lit accompanying some fresh flowers) I

When one passes a Buddhist monastery which houses a well-known Buddha image or
Buddha's relic, one automatically performs the WALL- In general, the WAI is practiced
inuong the natives in public as a norm, like handshaking or uttering "Thank You" is
practiced among Westerners. In the case of an introduction. normally a person wlio is
younger or of lower gocio-cLonomic status will perform the WAI automatically, and usually
his,counterpart will also respond with the same WAI.

When Westerners visit Thailand they may be uncomfortable with the WAI and the absence.ol
the handshake (a Japanese would call it the absence of "skinship"), unless they are in
Bangkok or a place where cultural norms of the West are observed. They will also be made
uneasy by the lack of eye contact. Even though this different behavior is accepted as "the
custom" there usually lingers a vague° feeling of confusion and/or rejection Barred from
familiar reassurances, nervous systems stay on guard even though the cortexiS-Tudering a
State of relaxation. There is the additional strain of not knowing hOw to respond to the W.AI
Should he try to adopt this behavior and look arid feel foolish' Should he go ahead and

-extend his hand as usual? Shouiti he just stand there and grin? Of what?

t
This anxiety is compounded by other unfamiliar"nonverbal rituals that occur regularly. F6r
example, if a young person needs to walk through a group of older people win are talking in
a room, he may drop to his knees and crawl, particularly if the older people are sitting, on
the floor. This is because the head is considered to be the highest bodily component and
none should be-above its level. The younger must .lower the body and headto pay respect

,,One does not walk higher or look over senior people, a practice which, seems awkward.
uncomfortable, and slightly ridiculous to most Westerners. But the Thais have practiced this
custom for a long time and accept it as a means of being polite and showing respect. How
should the Westerner respond if it happens to him? Worse yet, what if he/she meets a
shorter, older superior? Or what should he tell his children to do? r,

ACTION LANGUAGE IN THAILAND

In Thailand an emphasis is plaped on feet." In general, almost all Westerners like to cross
their legs while sitting on a chair, consequently they are not usually aware 4-the direction in
which their crossing top foot is pointed. If any6ne happeiis to have his top foot pointed at a
Thai,. the Thai will be upset and offended unlesshe is used to Western ways, If it occurs
while business is being discussed the deal can very well be called off. If it is just a casual
circumstance, there will be no potentially healthy relationship between the two. This, of
course, will never be revealed or expressed verbally, but is commonly understood among the
natives.

147
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2
The crucial significance of this behavior is that Thais consider feet as the most rejected and
lowest bodily component. Also, pointing out something by a foot is absolutely the highest
(social) crime that brie ever may commit*If you wish to suspend the relationship betweentiyou and a Thai, all you need to do is to icate something to him by using one of your feet

4113 point. When one author of this paper Thai, associates with his American friends and
acquaintances, his face, turns red when he encounters this act. He has no anger becausele is
fully aware that his American counterparts lack understanding of the That-implication.

' Nevertheless, he fails to stop reacting physiologically. if this gesiute is -performed by a Thai,
a fight between the two would probabTrhe inevitable. Also, in a Thai verbal battle .an
opponent's face is normally compaied with his attacker's heel or vice versa. This is the mitt

4 insulting expression possible To avoid a toot insult, Thais use only fingers, lips, and chin to
point

4-)

Another 'example of "action language" that would carry an unintended meaning for a
Westerner is head touching. Head touching Ls forbidden in Thadandiod also Laos as Edward
Stewart reveals. 14

His statement that you dare not pat a child on the head in Laos is
explained by Phaya Anuman Rejadhon when he states that KIIWAN (W.), the whorl (or
cowlick it' you prefer) of flair bntop of the head' is interpreted as an individual's soul, spirit,
morale, or life force.' a A child's KJIWAN is not strong enough.to be touched, therefore he
has a tendency to become ill if-he is patted. Throughout his childhood his KUWAN is
guarded as the most precious bodily component. The concept is directly,and constantly
taught to every child. Consequently, one guards his head where one's KHWAN exists with
one's life: If 5 child is patted on the head he subsequently wets his bed or has,a nightmare.16
As a child grows up, his feeling about guarding his head, his sacred sanctuary, grows stronger.
One easily loses a friend if one touches his friend's head, even unintenfionallylsometun6s.

Although one author of this paper a Thai, is Americanized to a ceiftin extent, his Thai'
nature returns when something _like this occurs to him. One time an Ameucan girl friend
trie.1\tauch his head white they were eating in the school's cafeteria. tits immediate,
automatic, and natural reaction wawo jerk his head away. He then blushed crimson for at
least Gve minutes. It was clearly noticeable and eventually the girl received an-explanation of
the event which had just occurred. She apoldgized sincerely and vowed not to make any
more attempts like thia' It v=as very difficult to explain to her that there w no anger at
what the had done.

t The preceding-is just one example which illustrates that one cannot go "native' all the way,
as Hortense Powder maker, an American anthtospologisr states." No ',matter how
Americanized persons from Thailand become, they are still Thais at certain crucial moments,
The same can probably be said for persons from any culture.

OBJECT LANGUAGE IN THAILAND

.

The old traditionallai New Year's celebration begins at the fast stroke of dawn on April.
13th, and the-Most widely performed cereimny .during this celebratiory is the. AM HUA'
(4it't4). This is Vividly performed in the Northern Thai provinces, especially in the provincial
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city of Chieng Mill, Participants will normally prepare several items the festival lustrous ,

water in -differentMetal water containers (silver, brass, ,and other materials such as
lacquerware, according to an individual status), fresh seasonal flowers, incense sticks, tapers,

and a small inoxpensive but practical article which may be produced on the person's farm.

These items will be offered to the individual for whom the ceremony is performed. The first

cereniomes are for the BUddhist monks and are performed at the local Buddhist monastery.

°These will,be followed by similar ceremonies among Ile monks, and then ceremonies for the

local government officials and elders in the community. Finally there will be ceremonies by

the elderly individuals' kin which are carried oriniong members of each family. Normally,

all children of every family will make a special effort to return home and participate in the

celebration with their family, much like American families gather fo'r the Christmas

celebration. . -
,

-.4 ..

Tfie DAM HUA is a traditional religious ceremony that is particularly interesting to speech

educators because it seems to be used to substitute for the lack of verbillized feedback and

inference checking in Thailand. People from this particular area appear to avoid raising

questions, which sonetimes is very impOrtant if miscommunication is to be prevented.

Doubts are ta rely v,tirbalized, especially when communicating with the elders aild persons of

higher sociOzeconoinic status, instead' they watch for nonverbal cues anti depend on their

inferential assumptions. Perhaps the old traditional ceremony describtalielow -functions as a

communication mediator to, repair know.n and unknown damage.s._It IS performed as follows.

The participants address the honored individual thjough a Spokesman ar by themselves in

unison by formally and solemnly saying. "If any of our o9ert and/or covert acts and
behaviors have trespassed against you throughout our communication, whether with or
without deliberativeontention,_please be kind enough to forgive us, and let's start fresh from

this iilay o ,he Ne Year. ti ease accept these hinnble articles which we bring you." The

cereinom , jects e handed over,ande then the addressee dips one of Jus-liands in the

lustrous watr and runs his wet hand through his, hair to-signify his acceptance of the
reconciliation.18 This takes place after formal responswq words of pardoning, gra titude;and

blessing. Thus any bad feelings due to miscommunication are bridged and on goes the

communication process.

PARALANGUAGE IN THAILAND

One, brief example of paralanstiage will suffle. When Thais talk or discuss things, theyspeak

in a very soft anOentle von e ang inanne.y.. This is based on the belief-that speaking in a soft

voice is the one way to :gyizbod manners and an educated character, Voices are raised
only to show the einotroSor anger or in argument or confrontation. When first hearing

persons speak in the United States. Thais infer that they are angry because they speak

loudly. To a Thai it seems like everybody is yelling. It is very difficult to adjust to the
realization that people Can be both loud and happy or content at the same time.
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CONCLUSION

What haS been descn d is jus),ealart of the unique imessage.system existing in the Thai
culture.'The WAI, the proteCttion of the KHWAN; and thd lOweiing of one's body to show
respect to elders are e mples of nonverbal behaviors that can be noticed (With the vssible
exception of the KHWAN) and therefore can be questioned and explained. Visitors to this
culture can ;een make some accommodation, at least on a superficial level, to avoid insulting

. the host culture.
. -

Westerners seem to have tmuble comprehendins the genuine metaphor of such rituals,
however, probably because they Cannot accept lkhat does not "make sense" through their
cultural orientation:As Edward ,Stewart says. "The American's conce of tie world iS
rational in the sense that he belidves the eve.nts of.the world can be explained and the
reasons for particular occurrences can be detePhuned."19 The people of Thailarid have nd
,tith compulsion This suggests a. fundamental question which offers a challenge to the

discipline of intercultural communication: Can persons_wah different world views achieve
sufficient empathy to comprehend the feelings and rituals of the other'

.

-e
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1Julius Fast: BODY LANGIJAGE, Pocket Books; New York 1970.

.
Albert Mehrabian , "Communication Without Words," in MESSAGES: A READER

IN HUMAN'CO-MMUNICATION, Ed. by Je'an M. Civikly, Random House:New York; 1974,
p. 87. .

3Arthur L. Smith, "Interpersonal Communication Within Transracial Coritexts°,.in
INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION: &Reader. Ecj.,by L. A. Samovar and R. F. Porter,
Wadsworth Publishing Company. Boltnorit, California, 1972, p. 292.

4From an unpublished paper submittedin a course in intercultural communication at
Portland State-University taught by LaRay'M.-Barna-.

.5 In Thailand, the, gesture denotes a fem icull organ not "zero" "bad.""lf. the
caller index- finger is inserted, the gesture- d thumb and index finger, becomes an
insulting sign of coitus and is used in a verbal attle to attack and/or to embarrass one's
opponent,Therefore the gesture is used rawly except in this citcumstance.,

6J: ituesch and M. Kees, NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION: NOTES OF VISUAL
'PERCEPTION OF HUMAN RELATIONS, Berkeley, University of California Press, 1956.

7Flora D , "now to Read Body Language" iri MESSAGES: A.' READER IN
*HUMAN COMM 'CATION, Ed. by Jean M. Civikly, Random House, New 1974, p. -
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.,

ir'AT(C:4 )is,Writterrt`Waaj sometimes and used interchangeably as 'a verb and a
,,

Routl. .
KRAAB ((5.194----..to prostrate oneself (,in obeisance) ,
The pafml are pressed together (some Thais prefer to flatten the

Buddhist
on the floor

three times to pay homage to Buddha and only once to pay respect to Buddhist ;monks and
parents) and the hands rest on the floor; the forehead rosNagainst the hands.(The second
parenthesis is added.) Mary R. Hass, THAIENGLISH STUDENT'S DICTIONARY,
StanfordUniveisify Press, Stanford, Calif., 1972. ,

.

9A Thai family like the Thai author's is an extended family.

' 10This practice is absent in the family of one of the authors:, however, a
brother.in-law's aunt,. who spends most of her time with the family, performs this ritual.
individually a-fter ev'erY meal\

. 4

e --t?11 The number ' ree" (3) of the incense sticks signifies; The Lord (Buddha), his
teaching, and his representatives (the Buddhist m6nk). Fresh flowers are optional although
the author's' mother often uses some When she performs this ritual nightly before retiring. In
this specific task one has -to "flatten one's drawn hands (which are raised up to one's
forehead), and allow them to -accompany one's head down to the floor in front of the

. ...Buddha. This is repeated three times.
1 1'
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. 12This is done by all Thais (including the first author) every time they pass by the
Royal Monastery in Bangkok in which The famous Btiddha image (the Emerald Buddha) is

. enshrined_ Not, knowing the significance of this bet avior, Western tourists express iurprise.
and. usually ridicule this behavior as being absurd.

13Edikard C. Stewart, AMERICAN CULTURAL PATTERNS: A CROSS CULTURAL
PERSPECTIVE, Regional Council fOr International Education, Univ. of Pittsburgh, Pa.
1971, p. 14.

14Ibid, p. 14.°

15 Phaya Anuman Reiadhon, LIFE AND RITUAL IN OLD SIAM. NWR Press, New
Harem-1%171)71-89.

at_
1 6This is a dominant belief of the people in the author's hometown of Chieng Mai.

k

171fOrtense Powdermaker, STRANGER AND FRIEND, W. M., Norton Company, Inc.
New York, 1966.

.
18

DAM HUA refers to the act or, process Of cleaning the hair. After the DAM HUA
ceremony, those addressed use the lustrous water to wash their hay.

19 Edward C. Stewart, Op Cit., p. 30.

20See Edward T. 1-igl,t1-1E SILENt LANGUAGE, Premier Books, Greenwich, Corm.,
1959,, for a more complete explanation of the outofawareness aspect of nonverbal
communication.
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MULTIDIMENSIONAL SCALING OF CULTURAL PROCESSES: THE CASE OF
MEXICO, SOUTH AFRICA AND THE UNITED STATES

Rolf Wigand z

'',* George A. Barnett

9

-'
ABSTRACT V

,

Cross-cultural comparative analysis may ape viewed as the systematic measurement of
'isomorphic stimuli udder different cultural conditions. fn thi view, comparisons become
explicit and scientifically, meaningful when behavior is..comp under different cultural
conditions. ThF researcher is'concerned with the functional.equi ense of his measurements
andthe.,yalidity of the measurement itself. Functionally y-equivOent measurements are thor

.that assess the same construct in different cultures. In order to "achieve functional
equivalence, typically two main problems must be overcome. (1) lanivage barriers, which
are ameliorated through the construction of linguistically equivalent instruments, and (2)
psychologically equivalent tests have to be constructed. This study is an attempt to tap a
trans-anuraI, invariant construct indiT:Ators can be found in differing
cultures through psychologically equivalent tests. This article will focus on the second
problem. Several key proponents of Particular developmental process measurements are
discussed and their ideas,,critiqued. Among- them are. tether and Schramm ( national
economic development), Gerbner (cultural indicators), McClelland (need achievement), and
Osgood (affective semautic.space).

4
Cross - cultural dr cross-national comparison can be viewed as,a part of a comp*.x.- social
change proce;s within a. focal nation. Despite the POpularity pf the term "development". ii.i

the social sciences, little scholrly attention has'been paid tO (he precise definition of, tVe
term. Each academic field (if not each individual researcher) uses and shapes the dm
"development" as it is beneficial for a, particular study without concern that the notion of
development incorporates a number of dimensions froili all the social "sciences. Thisiis
particularly true when one lOoks at the notion of "national development" These authors,
argue that the measurement of "national development" as it is represenTed in the literature is
inadequate. They attempt to offer an alternative based upon classic multi-dimensional
scaling which ,makes'possible precise measurement orculturalchange that then allows for
cross- national comparison and analysis. -

Astudy conducted in Mexico, South Africa and the tf.S. is reported that tests the utility of
the multi-dimensional Methodology for cross-cultural research. Data and results are
presented from this sub-set of a larger scale study. Translated equivalents of the same
instrument are being administered presently in a number-of additional nations (Australia,
lirael, Canada, and Micronesia) and in a variety of languages, in order to gain some insight.
into the variable conceptions of the mass media (radio:television, newspapers and film) and
traditional institutions-(family and,church) as well as interpersonal behavior., lk

, The results indicate a high degiee of similarity between the perception of these concepts
despite the differing institutional and media structures in these three societies. These results,
are'taken'as a demonstration of the utility of.the method in.intercultural research.

1. rJ
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MULTIDIMENSIONAL SCALING OF CULTURAL PROCESSES: TCIE CAS
OF MEXICO, SOUTH' AFRICA AND THE UNITED STATES

.

I. Introduction
. .:

Designers, -planners, analysts: and critics of national development Processes/haveften
dreamed of one over-all measure that would subsume_ all others in the assessment of riafional
systems building and development. This article is cot n ed with the deyelopment of a

, .,smeasurement tool that approaches such utility. .

.....:',99..... . ,,,

Cross-cultural comparative analysis May be viewed a is the explicit, systematic measuimept tt.
of phenomena under culturally differing c-onditions, The comparison becomes explicit when
human behavior is compared under different 4tiltural conditions, 'i.e., when 41tural
conditions becove quasi-independent variables in a study. Of conldersable importance forpcross-cultural com p r on is the notion of validity. The researcher is concerned with the
funttional and cone ptual equivalence of rmeasurements, and the validity and the operational
equivalence of the rne-asiii:ement itself. Functionally eqUivalent 'measurements assess the
same construct in different cultures. In order 'to achieve functional equivalence, two main
problems need 'to be solved:

..

Lariguage barriers have to be overcome. This is accomplished through the
construction of linguistically equivalent instructions and, tests (e.g.: back
translation);

Psychologically equivalent tests have, to be ,constructed. This is the attempt .to
tap a transcultdral, invariant construct for which various kdicators,,can be
found in differing Cultures through psycholbgically equivala test items.

Other aspects of validity, e.g., representativeness of the sample, are not discussed since these
are not directly related.to the focal point of this article. The authors emphasize mainly the
second point, the measurement process and tools. No attempt is made to present a complete
discussion of cross-cultural comparison. Several key propOnents of partichlar deyelopmental
process measurements are mentioned and their ideas are discussed. Cross-cultural or
'cross-national comparison can take many forms in vario elds of social science. Thesei i siii.

notions are viewed in the light of complex social change or i'vehipment processes within a
focal nation. In this context, a method is presented through which such 'change can be. ...precisely, 'expressed which allows for improved cross-national comparison andkanalysis.
Finally, the results of a study. are reported as. an example of the methodology that is
Currently beinrifsed. l 7i
. .

, .
Historically, sociology has been concerned .with the Process by which societies change from
agricultural based systems to one in which wealth is generated through industrial production.
This process, can be described by what Pinnies (1912) calls Gesellschaft and- Gemeinschaft.
Gesellschaft-like civilizations are, characterized by the governmental structure, commonly
held con4entidn d public opinion that together tend to protect a civilization and glorify it
as progress tow a 'perfection. Gemeinschaft, is the conception in Thicit folk life and folk
culture :persist . The notion of Gesellschaft in its reiltion'to Gemeinschaft is:a conceptual
and functional opposite: the more the state has self-realized itself to perfection as a
Gesellschaft, the more this state is opposed to and becomes estranged to folk culture. Over
tulip, the forms of Gmeinschaft become incorporated by Gesellschaft -- and eventuallyrt .
rl:

. .

II,
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will become Geselischaft. T6nnies (1912) -calls this final stae the civilization of the, state,:
i.e., folk culture had given rise to the civilization of the state.

Similar views on tOcietal chance have beemxpressed by Durkheim (1960) and Spencer
(1897). For Durkheim, Tonnies' terms were: replaced by the notion of mechanical and
organic solidarity. Ina -folk society, people sure a common identity and perform common

....
tasks. Society may; be viewed as an undiffere`tiThated whole. Solidarity is mechanical. As the
social 'system- evolves to an 'organic entiti, the members of society begin to perform

/
individualistic tasks while becoming interdependent allowing society to function as the
organs of the body

1.: o .. , - 1'1

- Paryns(1961)-has added further to the discussion by identifying certain patterned variablei.
According to Parsons, society changes along four dimensions. They are:

1. Diffuseness to specificity of role obligations.
/. universality to particularistic roles,,
3. acriritive to achievement evaluation of individuals, and
4. affectivity of behaviorto.affected-neutrality.

The above discussed cholais provide elegant macro-conceptualizations, but unfortunately
do not present operation'alizations of these concepts in a satisfactory fashion. It appe'ars
important then, that a methodology must' be develOped.That allows the researcher with an
,interest in cross-national comparison to make assessments of this developmental process, no
matter if the emphasis of a given nation is Gememschaft or Cesaischaft. Ideatly. it should
reflect the precise measurement and changetn these assessments over time that describe the
state of a given nation.

11. The Problem of Measurement Tools for
Cross-National Comparative Analysis

40,

Despite The popularity of the term "development" in the social sciences, little rigorous
attention has been paid to a precise and unifyi,ng definition of the tern Each acadelnic field
uses and shapes the term "development" as is beneficial for a particular study without much
concern that thenotion of "development" incorporates a number of dimensions from all of
the social sciences. This is particularly the base when we are concerned with the notion of
"national development."

Western scholars first initiated, systematic research into the pioblems of development.
Among the pioneers that are frequently:.cited are Pye (1962) NRiggs (1964), Schramm
(1964), Lerner and Schramm (1967), a9 F Adelman and Morris (1967). Some scholars
express "development" in terms of industkialtz,ation or modernization (Lerner, 1958).,This
last 'area has particularly emphasized the socialization effetts of the' mass media and is
reviewed by Wigarid (1975). Other researchers have focused on such notions as

industrialization, urbanization% yolitical participation and many more. Recently, an entire
issue of the Journal of Communication was devoted to the notion. of cultural exchange vs.
invasion (Osgolod, McLuhan, & Winter, 0,741 The most specific and mathematically precise
discussion of "duveloptetit" has occurred in economics.-Most non-economic approaches
wereisogner or later forced to view their particular approach in terms-of ecorminic variables.
Typically this resulted in the fact that de'velopment was being measured in economic terms.
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Specificallyervirtain amount of real dollars as the acceptable international monetary unit
was the assessment that allowed for cross -national comparison. These authors argue that the
measurement of "national development" as it is traceable in the literature is inadequate and

they attempt to offer an alternative.

Schramm (1964) utilizes such a definition that lacki specificity. He defils a nation as being
"underdeveloped" or as "developing" in which the annual per capita income is $300'or
This is also the UNESCO criterion fori,underdeveloped nations. It is apparent that the sheer
amount of dollars as a cross-national comparison base is not desirable since Many fornys.,,
development cannot be expressed in dollars or the comparison 'in dollars is not relative lb th
focal nation.

A number of attempts have been made to move away from the cross-national comparison
throughmonetary units, by coMparing various objective properties of difireietit cultures. One
comprehensive example of this has been the Human Relations Area Files (1969).

Typically, measurement of cultural attributes entails the'collection of data on particular
structural or economic variables, which are then compared and differences inferred. The,
UNESCO-Surveys (1972) are probably the bests examples of this style of research. Fox and
Miller (1966) compared occupational mobility in Great Britain, Japan, the Netherlands and
the United States. They encountered trouble drawing generalizations about the process due
to the difficulties in comparing the class structures in these nations. Goode (1964) looked at
the same problem in thirteen countries as well as the urban,areas of four additional nations
and found striking.similarities in the patterns of mobility despite the variance in level of
fndustrialization in the sample societies.

ta.

A group of researchers that is closely associated with the so-called social indicator movement
(Russet, Alker, Deutsch and Laswell, 1964), provide an example of an approach that utilizes
international comparisons. The social Indicator movement is maybe best expressed by
Sheldon and Moore (1968). In their scheme, a system of social indicators is established once.
variables whose empincal features and developmental conditions are identified and whose
contributions to the overall condition of society are specified.

A particular branch of this social,indicator movement, propose-aVy Gesbnerf1969),.and to
some extent closer and more central to the particular focus of this article, is..the emphasis on
"cultural indicators." Through this particular scheme and with the proponent's own
remarks, a number of limitations will be pointed out. Gerbner (1969) proposed a system
based ort the conception that trends in the composition and structure of mass-mediated
public message systems constitute the common culture through which societies cultivate
shared, publicly held ideas_about facts, values, and contingencies of human life. Any change
in the social, bases and economic goals of mass-mediated messages result in a transformed
common symbolic environment.

FF

The realized change in this environment hai social meaning such that it directs human
activity. Gerbner (1969) suggests four standard category classes: (1) attention, (2) emphasis,
(3) tendency, and (4) structure. This scheme, Gerbner admits, allows the researcher merely
to narrow some of the gaps since "no comprehensive and comparative studies of the kind
that might yield the cultural indicators needed for a realistic assessment of the much-debated
condition of man in modern...;rn s-culturesexists (1969: 132).'The assessment of cultural
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indicators is a move into the right direction toward.establishing a method that allows for the
adequate representation of development. Unforninately,_such a technique does not allow for
various kinds of methodologically rigid and powerful analyses such that prediction and
especially explanation are made possible. Particularly the attempted representation'of various
process notions through cultural indicators is limited. At best, the data can be utilized for
time-series analyses. This implies that the impprtant dymanic aspects of the development
process cannot be captured and represented.

McClelland _(1961) presents an alternative method of measuring rates of national
developm-eni for purposes of making international comparison. Economists have been
repeatedly Challenged by McClelland to consider seriously non-GNP- related methods of
measuring, rates of national eco_nomic_gro_w_th. This alternative_suggested__,by._McClelland_

_ _eenters-around -the- concept of-the-need lot -ac-hievement (n'Aeh),-He- defines- n'Ach- as a
specific type of motivation involving "a strong 'inner concern' witl-Schievement
(McClelland, 1961. 43)." Individuals who possess high n'Ach have a strong iltive to do well
in ituatiogs in which the person expects to be evaluated in terms orstandards of excellence.
McClelland argues that "a socioty with a generally high level of n'Ach will product' more °

energetic -`entrepeneurs who, in turn, produce more rapid economic development
(McClelland, 1061. 205)." Ideally, n'Ach is assessed by the frequency of occurrence of
achievement-related ideas. Such ideaS may °even be thoughts and fantasies which in some
fashion reflect a concern with achieveinent. McClelland suggests many approaches how to
measure n'Ach ranging from carefully 'designed psychological tests.(1961. 43) to quantifying
the degree to which designs on antique Greek vases suggest certain ways of "doodling" that
may be, sahl to be characteristic of subjects-with high.,n'Ach. (124-125). The masuring of .
n'Ach ate the national level is accomplished primarily by the frequency of achievement
related ideas and thoughts in school books used* second to fourth grade children (1961.
70).

McClelland's (1961).theory, appears to be contingent upon Which operationalization and
measure of development ids used and, according to his dgta, is not even consistent in that case
at all times.

The term_"national development," therefore, ought to be defined such diat a change in
aggregate-product and, at the same time, relevant social and cultural change which occurs in
the development process is identifiable and measurable (Wigand, 1975). A large number of
sociologists anA social anthropologists have stressed this particular point (Braibanti &
Spengler, )961: Brode, 1969; Hoselitz & Moore, 1965; Smelser, 1963). In spite of this
emphasis, little has been accomplished to overcome this problem of lack of integration
between economic and sociological theories of development.

One reason that little integration has occurred is that most economists express their theories
based on equilibrium models-. If-social and cultural factors are considered at all, they are
assumed to remain constant or to have, only minor contributions to the model. Such
attempts of integrating economic with sociocultural variables were undert"aken by ,Hoselhz

-er (1957), Higgins (1963), Farace (1966), Farace and.Donohew (1965), Adelman and Morris
(1965). These authors stress the necessity that it is imperative to be concerned about such

.

limitations of a ratg narrow economic 'approach and attempt io develop a methodology
that incorporates non-economic elements of development. Such a step is mandatory so that
social-scientists can assess the process of developmenof a focal nation as well as that-Ihe
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